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ABSTRACT 

This report addresses the research applied towards the automation of the 

engineering design process, in particular the structural design process. The three important 

stages of the structural design process are: the specifications, preliminary design and the 

detailed design. An iterative redesign architecture of the structural design process lends 

itself to automation. The automation of the structural design can improve both the cost 

and the reliability, and enhance the productivity of the human designers. To the extent 

that the assumptions involved in the design process are explicitly represented and 

automatically inforced, the design errors resulting from the violated assumptions can be 

avoided. 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) addresses the automation of complex and knowledge

intensive tasks such as the structural design process. It involves the development of the 

Knowledge Based Expert System (KBES). There are several tools, also known as expert 

shells, and languages available for the development of knowledge-based expert systems. A 

general purpose language, called LISP, is very popular among researchers in AI and is used 

as an environmental tool for the development of the KBES for the structural design 

process. The resulting system, called Expert-SEISD, is very generic in nature. The 

Expert-SEISD is composed of the user interface, inference engine, domain specific 

knowledge and data bases and the knowledge acquisition. The present domain of the 

Expert-SEISD encompasses the design of structural components such as beams and plates. 

The knowledge acquisition module is developed to facilitate the incorporation of new 

capabilities (knowledge or data) for beams, plates and for new structural components. 

The decision making is an integral part of any design process. A decision-making 

model suitable for the specifications extraction and the preliminary design phases of the 
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structural design process is proposed and developed based on the theory of fuzzy sets. The 

methods developed here are evaluated and compared with similar methods available in the 

literature. The new method. based on the union of fuzzy sets and contrast intensification. 

was found suitable for the proposed model. It was implemented as a separate module in 

the Expert-SEISD. 

A session with the Expert-SEISD is presented to demonstrate its capabilities of 

beam and plate designs and knowledge acquisition. 

---~-~---~-~----~-------------~---------
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Structural Design 

The various phases of the engineering design process are: Requirements, Feasibility 

Study, Preliminary Design, Detailed Design, Manufacturing Engineering, and Production 

Plan. The first two phases can be combined to form an important stage of the design 

process, called Specifications. The last two phases are generally performed in 

manufacturing and mechanical designs. The structural design can be classified into three 

stages: specifications, preliminary design and detailed design. Several classifications of the 

design process introduce analysis, also known as evaluation and acceptability of design, as a 

stage between the preliminary and detailed designs. The conceptual representation of the 

engineering design process is shown in Figure 1.1. 

The structural design process starts with the definition of a need to transmit loads 

in space to a support or foundation, subject to constraints on cost, weight, geometry, and 

other criteria. The end product of this design process is a structure with a configuration 

capable of transmitting the specified loads with an appropriate level of safety without 

violating any of the specified constraints. 

The specifications stage is performed to achieve a set of useful solutions, in our 

case, various structural configurations, to the design problem. It establishes whether the 

proposed problem is solvable and whether there are solutions that are likely to be useful. 

The design specifications are the primary design communication tools and control the 

mechanism of the design process. Once the specifications are known, one can proceed with 

the preliminary design. 
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Figure 1.1 Conceptual model of iterative design process. 
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The pre~ ninary design stage starts with the set of useful solutions suggested by the 

specifications stage. During this stage, the best applicable design alternative, called 

primary design, is selected by evaluating various possible alternative designs satisfying the 

key design constraints. 

The detailed design starts with the primary design suggested by the previous stage. 

The primary design is analyzed at greater depth during this stage. The selection and 

proportioning (sizing) of the structural components is carried out to satisfy all applicable 

constraints. If successful, it results in a final design. 

It is possible to have a significant deviation between the properties of the primary 

and final designs. If this occurs, a redesign would be necessary. The process continues 

until a satisfactory, or the optimal, design is obtained. This leads to an iterative redesign 

architecture ,of the design process. As the structural design process is an iterative redesign, 

its automation can improve both the cost and reliability, and enhance the productivity of 

the human designers. To the extent that the assumptions involved in the design process are 

explicitly represented and automatically enforced, design errors resulting from the violated 

assumptions can be avoided. Artificial Intelligence (AI) addresses the automation of 

complex, knowledge intensive tasks [51], and structural design is certainly such a task. 

1.2 Artificial Intelligence 

It is difficult to define Artificial Intelligence since it is difficult to define 

Intelligence itself. A definition in the usual sense seems impossible because intelligence 

appears to be an amalgam of so many information-representation and information

processing talents [77]. However, the goals of AI can be defined as follows: 

j) To make computers more useful, and 

2) To understand the principles that make the intelligence possible. 
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Artificial Intelligence, AI, may be defined keeping the above goals in mind as a subfield 

of computer science dealing with both symbolic processing and human problem solving. 

AI has, for many years, been devoted to the study of a) problem-solving using heuristics, 

b) to the construction of symbolic representation of the knowledge about the world, c) to 

the process of communicating in natural language, and d) to learning from experience. 

The applications of AI to engineering problems is in the form of development of 

Expert Systems (ES), also referred to as Knowledge-Based Systems (KBS) or Knowledge

Based Expert Systems (KBES). Expert systems to date are an outgrowth of AI. This 

approach involves the gathering of the knowledge from the human experts, books, etc. and 

represent it as a knowledge base, which can be processed to solve difficult problems in the 

same way the expert would. In practice, the expertise shown by such systems amounts to 

more than 90% of what experts are called upon to do [53]. 

1.2.1 Knowledge-Based Expert Systems 

THe KBES are constructed from the interaction between two very different people: 

a domain expert and a knowledge engineer. The knowledge engineer is an AI specialist 

skilled in analyzing an expert's problem-solving processes and encoding them in a 

computer system. The three main components of KBES are: user interface, knowledge

base and an inference engine. However, a data base is also added as a main component in 

many KBES frameworks. As the name implies, the user interface interacts with the user 

to gather the relevant information and feed back inferred results. It searches the 

knowledge base for applicable knowledge and makes inferences on the basis of current 

problem data. The inference engine employs some kind of problem solving technique such 

as forward-chaining, backward-chaining, etc., to manipulate the knowledge base to make 

---- ---- -- - -------~-
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the inferences in the form of confirming the hypothesis or coming up with the hypothesis. 

The knowledge base contains facts and rules representing the domain experts' knowledge in 

a form useful to the inference engine. An overview of a KBES is shown in Figure 1.2. A 

number of languages and tools are currently available for building a KBES. 

1.2.1.1 Tools and Languages. There are several tools and languages available for 

building an expert system. These tools and languages can be grouped into three categories 

as follows [33, 34~ 

I. General Purpose Programming Languages: These are used to build current expert 

system frameworks. LISP and PROLOG seem very popular among AI researchers. C 

and C++, being portable to different computers, are also becoming popular in 

industrial applications. 

2. General Purpose Representation Languages: These are also referred to as 

programming environments, developed specifically for knowledge engineering. Some 

of these languages are: SRL, RLL, ROSIE, KEE, OPS5, LOOPS, etc. 

3. Domain-Independent Expert System Frameworks: These frameworks provide the 

system builder with an inference mechanism, knowledge-acquisition and explanation 

modules, from which a number of applications can be built by adding domain-specific 

knowledge. As these frameworks normally have evolved out of domain-specific 

KBES, their control strategies are restricted to those provided in the original system. 

Some of these systems are: EMYCIN, KAS, HEARSAY-III, EXPERT, KES, etc. 

1.3 Literature Review 

Having presented the overview of the design process and the knowledge-based 

expert systems, a brief review of the related work is presented next. 
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Figure 1.2 Components of typical KBES. 
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Significant growth and interest in the applications of AI to the engineering problems 

are evident from the publication of numerous papers in this field. Substantial research has 

been reported in the last five years. The application areas to the engineering design 

include mechanical design [7, 8, 18, 19, 21, 41, 43, 44], manufacturing design [50,62, 63], 

VLSI design [11, IS], structural analysis [6, 9, 39], structural design [25, 47, 60, 69, 86, 87], 

etc. These applications are in the form of development of the knowledge-based expert 

systems. 

The expert systems VEXPERT, XENIF and DOMINIC, a generalized expert system 

developed from VEXPERT and XENIF, developed by Dixon et al. [17-21, 44] are based 

on the architecture of iterative redesign. The knowledge in VEXPERT is represented by 

design algori~hms, analysis algorithms, and production rules. The user must know the 

problem specifications and nature of the application for input at the outset. XENIF deals 

with design of heat fin arrays for natural convection heat transfer in the presence of 

conflicting functional, economic, and manufacturing subgoals, and the use of dependencies 

to guide redesign. An attempt was made in DOMINIC to make it domain-independent to 

a certain degree, however it works only on a subclass of redesign problems. It represents a 

knowledge-intensive automated optimization module, which is more flexible for some 

design applications than optimization techniques. 

An expert system AIR-CYL [7] was developed to design air cylinders for a given 

set of requirements when both knowledge and problem solving are known in advance. It 

was developed in a representation language called DSPL, which is implemented in ELISP, a 

dialect of LISP. 

A knowledge-based system called PRIDE [50] was developed for the design of 

paper handling systems inside copiers and duplicators. Its knowledge base contains objects 

---------------------------------------------------
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which are well-defined classes with appropriate protocols of behavior. Thus, unlike the 

typical knowledge-based system, its knowledge-base is not manipulated by a uniform 

inference mechanism such as backward- or forward-chaining of production rules. In 

simple terms, one can think of each class of objects as following a separate inference 

protocol. It is implemented in the representation language LOOPS. 

A prototype dynamic analysis aid called DYNE [9] was developed to explore the 

applicability of knowledge-based representation to mechanical analysis tools. It was written 

in MRS, a logical programming language, which has two levels of inference, namely a base 

level and a meta level. It contains general theory of classical rigid mechanics in the form 

of MRS propositions. 

An expert system called DEZINER [62, 63] was developed to demonstrate that the 

convenient way of gradually building universal rules in the knowledge base is from the 

case studies of the form design, starting with simple structures and gradually increasing the 

complexity. It was developed simultaneously in Pascal and LISP to study their relative 

merits. Its knowledge base is not only knowledge-intensive, but also procedure- and 

analysis-intensive. 

A prototype expert system, based on the iterative redesign architecture'l was 

developed to design mechanical components by decomposing them into their smallest parts 

to isolate and simplify the design. It was implemented in LISP and a frame representation 

was used for the knowledge base. The design was carried out by propagating the 

constraints through the levels of knowledge trees to integrate the results. The functional 

characteristics of the design objects were represented in the form of data, mathematical 

procedures and heuristics. 
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An expert system for the design of simply supported wide flange beams was 

developed with acquisition of experience, application of experience and data base 

management capabilities [58]. It was written in FORTRAN. 

The Composites Design Assistant (CDA) was developed by Zumsteg et al. [54, 86, 

87] to function as an assistant to the engineer during the design and analysis of the 

composite structures, particularly sandwich panels. It was also developed on the 

architecture of iterative redesign. It used PLEXSAR expert system framework together 

with the RIM (Relational Information Manager) relational data base manager and the 

ADVLAM (ADVanced LAMinate) laminate analysis code to give an engineer access to 

experience, material properties, and laminate analysis capabilities needed to design and 

analyze a composite material structure. An extension of the CDA is the Buckling Expert 

[88], which contains rules incorporating the experts' knowledge of how to determine the 

adequacy of the structure and how to modify the structure to improve its behavior. 

SACON [6], PLASHTRAN [12], MODEL3D [39], etc. are the expert systems 

developed for the structural analysis or to function as consultants to various packages on 

finite element methods for structural analysis. Most of them involve development of only 

the domain-specific knowledge base as they were developed using domain independent 

expert system frameworks such as EMYCIN for SACON or general purpose representation 

languages such as LOOPS for PLASHTRAN. An important application of the expert 

system [43] was developed in PROLOG to aid the automatic generation of the optimal 

meshes, which is very important in finite element modelling in structural analysis. 

DESTINY is an integrated structural design system composed of the four knowledge 

modules, namely ALL-RISE, MASON, DATON and CRITIC, developed by Fenves et al. 

[25-27, 29, 47, 69]. ALL-RISE synthesizes a number of feasible alternatives from the 
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input provided by the space planning. It is a successor to HI-RISE, which was developed 

to provide a framework for building a knowledge-based synthesizer for high rise buildings, 

and, as its name suggests, it provides a framework for building a knowledge-based 

synthesizer for all types of buildings. MASON models and analyzes the feasible structural 

configuration. DA TON proportions and details (detailed design) linear and surface 

structural elements such as beams, columns, slabs, etc. CRITIC criticizes and evaluates the 

current best design. 

The objectives of AI applications to engineering design should be to improve 

organization and content, so as to clarify the problem structure to the designer. The 

potential applications of AI are suggested at three levels [25]. The first level deals with 

developing the strategies for processing existing specifications. The second level involves a 

major reorganization to make specifications more closely related to the engineer's 

processing needs and limitations. The third level addresses the problem of providing 

explicit means for di~crlmination, evaluation and selection. 

It is evident from the foregoing literature survey that the design specifications are 

either completely omitted, that is, assumed kno\1/O in the forms suitable for the design to 

proceed, or at most treated superficially in some cases. It is apparent that the user

suppplied information about a design problem is inherently unstructured from an 

engineering design point of view. A need for a design always starts with ill-defined 

objectives. The information provided to the designer at the beginning is imprecise, 

incomplete and may even contain conflicting statements. The user-supplied information 

should be analyzed by the expert to extract the design specifications. As the design 

process is an iterative redesign, the primary design obtained as a result of the preliminary 

design has a great impact on the design process as a whole. If a primary design is far 
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from the desired final design, the number of iterations necessary to achieve the final 

design will be more than those necessary in the case where a primary design is closer to 

the final design. The performance of the preliminary design can be improved by 

developing an intelligent specifications extraction technique to aid the preliminary design 

in particular, and the design process as a whole. This intelligent interface should aid the 

preliminary design stage of the design process in eliminating poor designs at an early stage, 

without detail analysis and make it front-end to the structural optimization programs. 

Also, the multi-criteria decision making in highly complex situations involved in all three 

stages of the design process is not addressed in detail from the design process point of 

view. The present study is an effort to address these engineering design related issues. 

1.4 Research Objectives 

As is evident from the literature review for engineering design applications, good 

expert system building tools are still being conceptualized and tested. To extend the 

applications of AI to the structural design, this research concentrates on applying AI 

techniques to the first two stages of the structural design process, namely the specifications 

and preliminary design. The primary objectives of this study are: 

I. Develop a conceptual framework for the specifications extraction stage of the 

structural design process. 

2. Implement the conceptual framework as a part of the knowledge-based tool. 

3. Develop the knowledge base for the preliminary design of simple structural elements 

such as beams and plates. 

4. Propose the postulates for decision making involved in all stages of the design process. 
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5. Develop a suitable decision-making method using the fuzzy set theory to aid the 

design process. 

6. Develop a knowledge acquisition module to enable the intelligent system to update its 

knowledge base by acquiring the knowledge from the domain experts. 

7. Integrate all the modules to develop an intelligent tool for the stated domain. 

1.5 Organization of the Dissertation 

This dissertation is organized as follows: 

Introduction to the structural design process, artificial intelligence, knowledge-based 

expert systems, review of knowledge-based expert systems and the objectives of the 

present research are presented in this chapter, that is, Chapter 1. 

Conceptual frameworks for the knowledge- based expert systems, the specifications 

extraction and the preliminary design are discussed in Chapter 2. This chapter also 

discusses the framework of the knowledge-based system for the structural design process. 

Chapter 3 presents the conceptual framework of the multi-criteria decision making 

involved in the structural design process, particularly for the decision making during the 

specifications extraction and the preliminary design stages of the structural design process. 

Two methods are developed on the basis of the conceptual framework presented. Two 

similar methods available in the literature are also presented. These methods are applied to 

a material selection problem in the preliminary structural design to evaluate the 

performance of each method. 

In Chapter 4, implementation of the Expert-SEISD, based on the conceptual 

framework presented in Chapter 2, is discussed. Also, to test the system, a session with 

the Expert-SEISD for various capabilities of the system are presented and results are 

discussed. 
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A summary and conclusion are presented in Chapter 5. These cover the 

performance of the Expert-SEISD, multi-criteria decision-making and scope for future 

extensions. 

The implementation environment for the Expert-SEISD is the COMMON LISP, a 

general purpose AI programming language. A brief introduct ion of some of the important 

features of the COMMON LISP are discussed in Appendix A. 

Multi-criteria decision-making methods are developed on the basis of the theory of 

fuzzy sets. A brief introduction to the theory of fuzzy sets and some of its operations are 

presented in Appendix B. 

Though the list of references given at the end of the report is quite extensive, it is, 

to some extent, specific. To supplement the list of references, sources of publications such 

as books, journals and conferences for artificial intelligence and expert systems, multi

criteria decision making and the theory of fuzzy sets are listed in Appendix C. 

A plate design capability of the Expert-SEISD is presented in Appendix D. 
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CHAPTER 2 

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

2.1 Introduction 

Advances in computer technology, hardware and software, and engineering 

methodologies in the last three decades or so have led to an increased use of computers by 

engineers. In the field of structural mechanics, this use has been limited mostly to 

algorithmic solutions such as finite element methods, etc. However, the number of 

problems encountered in structural design are ill-structured, that is, they do not have a 

clearly defined algorithmic solution. The structural designers, being experts in the field, 

deal with them using their judgment and experience. This suggests that there is a need to 

develop programming environments that can incorporate experts' judgments and experience 

along with algorithmic tools. Also, the structural design process is an iterative redesign and 

its automation can improve both the cost and reliability which, in turn, can enhance the 

productivity of the human designers. When the assumptions involved in the design process 

are explicitly represented and automatically enforced, design errors resulting from violated 

assumptions can be avoided. The emerging techniques of applied AI and incorporating the 

field of knowledge-based expert systems provide such a programming methodology. 

The basic architecture of the knowledge-based expert systems, conceptual 

representations of the specifications extraction and synthesis, the preliminary design and 

the KBES for the structural design process are discussed in this chapter. 

2.2 Knowledge-Based Expert Systems 

Several KBES frameworks are reviewed by Harmon and King [33] and Hayes-Roth, 

Waterman and Lenat [34]. The three major components of a KBES are: user interface, 
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knowledge-base and an inference engine. Some frameworks also include a data base. The 

conceptual framework of the KBES involving a user, a knowledge engineer and a domain 

expert is shown in Figure 2.1. The user interface is the means by which the KBES asks 

pertinent questions to gather the relevant information from the user, however, the user 

controls the KBES by giving answers of his/her choice. The knowledge base contains facts 

and rules representing hueristic and algorithmic knowledge about the problem domain in a 

form suitable to the inference engine. The inference engine employs some form of 

problem-solving techniques such as forward-chaining, backward-chaining, etc., to 

manipulate the knowledge base. The representation of knowledge-base depends on the 

implementation environments. This wiII be discussed further in Section 2.2.2 below. 

2.2.1 User Interface 

As the name implies, the user interface is the means by which the user controls and 

queries the KBES. It strongly influences the ultimate success of any potential system. 

Some of the general principles that underlie the user interface are [10]: 

I. The main function of the user interface is communication. 

2. The interface must be consistent throughout the program. 

3. The interface must keep the user aware of what is going on in the task. 

4. The interface must include access to help. 

S. The program must not crash. 

6. The interface must keep the computer from coming between the user and the work. 

7. The interface must be flexible to work with a wide range of users. 

8. The interface should make the program work hard so the user does not have to, and 

so on. 
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Figure 2.1 Conceptual framework of a generic KBES. 
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Various pieces of software are being developed to build an efficient and friendly user 

interface, that is, to provide better man-machine interaction. However, without getting 

into that, its implementation from the present problem's standpoint will be discussed in 

Chapter 4. 

2.2.2 Knowledge Base 

Human experts solve the problems by employing a large number of domain-specific 

facts and heuristics. The KBES are developed to mimic the performance of the human 

experts. This is possible if the experts' knowledge, facts and heuristics are presented such 

that the inference engine can use and manipulate that knowledge as, and when, needed. 

The knowledge base contains the facts and rules that embody the expert's knowledge. The 

various ways of representing that knowledge are discussed next. 

2.2.2.1 Knowledge Representation. The knowledge of an expert, when dissected 

and examined closely, consists of simple ingredients rather than deep or complex ideas, as 

one might imagine. The various ways of knowledge representation are: semantic networks, 

object-attribute-value triplets, rules, frames, logical expressions, objects, etc. [33, 34, 77]. 

The description of all of these representations is beyond the scope of this research, 

however an overview is given below for some of these representations. 

Semantic Networks: This is one of the oldest representation schemes in AI. A 

semantic network is a collection of nodes and links. Nodes are used to represent objects 

such as physical objects, conceptual entities, etc. and descriptors which can provide 

additional information about objects. Links such as is-a, has-a, part-of, etc. relate objects 

and descriptors. 

Object-Attribute-Value Triplets: This is another common way of representing 

factual knowledge. Objects may be physical entities or conceptual entities. Atttributes 
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may be general characteristic or properties associated with the objects. The value specifies 

the specific nature of an attribute in a particular situation. For example, in beam-cross

section-open, the beam is an object, cross-section is an attribute and open is a value of the 

attribute cross-section. 

Rules: Of all the possible kinds of knowledge systems, the rule-based systems win 

the popularity contest hands-down [56]. A rule is a condition statement that specifies an 

action to take place or advice to follow under a certain set of conditions. The "if' part, 

called an antecedent, contains facts. The "then" part, called a consequent, contains 

conclusions. 

Frames: This is a description of an object that contains slots for all the information 

associated with the object. Slots, like attributes, may store values, may contain default 

values, pointers to other frames, set of rules, etc. Thus, frames allow richer representation 

of knowledge, but are more complex and difficult to develop. 

Objects: Objects are one of the latest additions to the knowledge representations. 

Their structure is very similar to frames and is relatively easy to develop. Since its 

inception, in the last year or two, it has received a great deal of attention from AI 

researchers. The latest general purpose language, C++, and some expert shells such as 

NEXPERT, etc. support this representation. 

Figure 2.2 presents the schematics of some of the knowledge representations 

discussed above. A detailed description of a particular knowledge representation from the 

implementation environment point of view will be discussed in Chapter 4. 

2.2.3 Inference Engine 

The inference engine is an important and controlling part of the KBES. The 

inference engine stands between the user interface, through which the user interacts with 
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the KBES, and the knowledge base. The inference engine performs two tasks. First, it 

examines existing facts and rules and adds new facts when possible. Second, it decides the 

order in which inferences are made. In doing so, it may consult the user through the user 

interface. Depending on the knowledge representation scheme, it may use one or a 

combination of the problem-solving techniques such as forward-chaining, backward

chaining, depth first search, breadth first search, generate and test, backtracking, means

end analysis, problem reduction, hierarchical planning and least commitment principle, etc. 

A brief overview of some of these techniques follows next. 

Forward -Chaining: 

Forward-chaining is employed to reach a hypothesis from the known facts, and, if 

necessary, by consulting the user. It is a problem-solving strategy that starts with features 

of the facts and infers their immediate consequences. Those consequences are added to the 

available facts and further inferences are drawn. This continues until the goals or targets 

of the problems are reached [61]. That is, it starts from an initial state of known facts to a 

goal state. In this technique, deduced facts or sub-goals become part of the known facts 

as they are revealed. This is also known as data-driven or antecedent-driven. These 

names are based on using the left-hand side of logical rules as a starting point and going 

forward in the rule to infer the right-hand side. 

Backward-Chaining: 

Backward-chaining is employed to confirm the hypothesis. Thus, it tries to support 

a hypothesis by checking known facts. It can be viewed as a search in the state space 

going from the goal state to the initial state. Backward-chaining is also known as 

consequent-driven, hypothesis-driven or goal-driven. These names are based on using the 
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right-hand side of logical rules a starting point and trying to establish the left-hand side. 

Thus, going backward in the rule. 

Depth First and Breadth First Searches: 

The depth and breadth first searches are employed with either forward-chaining or 

backward-chaining to reach or confirm sub-goals. 

Generate and Test 

This technique generates all possible solutions in the search space and tests each 

solution until it finds a solution that satisfies the goal condition. The inconsistent solutions 

are eliminated by an early pruning in terms of data interpretation and constraints 

evaluation. 

Hierarchical Planning and Least Commitment Principle: 

This technique involves developing a plan at successive levels of abstraction, in 

which higher levels are abstractions of details at lower levels. That is, the problem is 

hierarchically decomposed into loosely coupled subsystems. Here, a number of solutions 

may exist for each subsystem and enough information may not be available to ascertain 

various variables of the subsystem. Also, a solution to one subproblem may depend on the 

decisions made in the solution of another subsystem. To minimize this dependency, 

bonding decisions are deferred as far as possible. This is called the least commitment 

principle, since decisions are deferred until more information about the problem space is 

available. 

The detailed descriptions of these and other techniques stated earlier are given in 

[34, 56, 65, 87]. 
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2.2.4 Knowledge Acquisition 

Knowledge acquisition may be considered at two levels. The first level deals with 

acquiring knowledge during the development phase of the KBES. The second level deals 

with acquiring additional or new knowledge as it becomes available during the operational 

phase of the KBES, that is, after it has been developed. To acquire knowledge at the first 

level, from various sources such as experts, books, etc., the knowledge engineer passes 

through several stages before producing a KBES. These stages can be characterized as 

problem identification, conceptualization, formalization and implementation. For the 

present research, the problem is already identified as structural design. Conceptualization 

and formalization will be discussed in Section 2.4 and implementation will be discussed in 

Chapter 4. The knowledge acquisition at the second level can be automated and will be 

discussed in detail in Chapter 4. The knowledge acquisition at the second level is 

important for the KBES to acquire up-to-date knowledge in the domain for which it is 

meant. Thus, the KBES can always grow with the acquisition of new knowledge and at 

the same time can get rid of obsolete knowledge if not needed or updated with new 

knowledge. 

2.3 Structural Design 

An overview of the structural design process was presented in Chapter I. The 

structural design process is complex and knowledge-intensive. It was revealed in that 

chapter that the automation of the design process is necessary to improve both the cost and 

reliability which, in turn, can enhance the productivity of the human designers. AI 

addresses the automation of such complex, knowledge-intensive tasks. The two phases of 

the structural design process, i.e., the specifications extraction and preliminary design, are 

selected to form the domain for the application of AI to the design problem in the form of 

-------------- ---------~---
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development of the KBES. In this section, the conceptual framework of these two phases 

is presented. Also, decision-making (being an integral part of the design process), 

postulates, and conceptual framework for the decision making involved in the structural 

design process are presented in Section 2.3.3. 

2.3.1 Specifications Extraction 

An engineering design generally starts with the user defining the objective of the 

problem in very general terms. It then depends on the expert's ability to ask pertinent 

questions and extract the specifications from the user-supplied information. The 

specifications extraction process is broadly separated into four tasks, namely information 

gathering, interpretation and assessment, classificati0D. and decomposition, and information 

patching. The concept of each of these tasks is presented next. The conceptual 

representation of the structural design process, showing details of the specifications 

extraction phase, is shown in Figure 2.3. 

2.3. J.I Information Gathering. Information gathering is a part of the user 

interface. As the name suggests, it asks pertinent questions to gather the relevant 

information from the user. It should ask a minimum number of questions to gather the 

necessary information. It should decide the order of the questions by interacting with the 

domain-specific knowledge base. An explanation should accompany each question to help 

the user in answering. The user should be able to answer a question with various 

possibilities, depending on the purpose of that question. These possibilities are: the user 

may be uncertain about the answer, the user may not be able to chose any of the 

alternatives provided as an answer, the user may select combinations of the given 

;tlternatives as an answer, etc. If the user is uncertain about an answer to a particular 

question, the specification for which is meant should be assigned a value during the 
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information patching stage. When the user is not able to select any of the given 

alternatives, this means that the user knows the answer for that Question and it is none of 

the given alternatives. In such cases, the user should be advised to put that information in 

the relevant knowledge base with the help of the knowledge engineer. This is referred to 

as the knowledge acquisition process. Some Questions may involve the importance attached 

to that Question and the confidence in answering such Questions. Answers to such 

Questions should be used to manipulate the design specifications during decision making. 

2.3.1.2 Interpretation and Assessment. Once the answers to all relevant Questions 

are known, the next task is to interpret them in the form of design objective functions, 

constraints and design variables. The interpreted specifications should then be checked for 

completeness of the problem statement and missing information, if any, should be provided 

during information patching. This task involves the interaction with the domain-specific 

knowledge base. 

2.3.1.3 Classification and Decomposition. The gathered information should be 

classified to facilitate the preliminary design in particular, and the design process as a 

whole. Also, the specifications should be decomposed to reduce the complexity and 

interactions among subproblems. This should be done using the hierarchical planning and 

the least commitment principle. Various parallel classifications should be provided for the 

interpreted specifications to facilitate the preliminary design. Specifications should be 

classified for various levels of the preliminary design phase. Also, for given levels of the 

preliminary design, they should be classified to facilitate the design at that level. These 

can be considered as vertical and horiwntal classifications, respectively. 

The decomposition of the specifications is closely related to the decomposition of 

the design problem into subproblems. As stated earlier, this should be done using the 
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hierarchical planning and the least commitment principle. Most of the objective functions 

and constraints are propagated to the subproblems. As the present domain is selected for 

simple structures such as beams and plates, structural decomposition into simple structures 

will not be needed here. However, structural decomposition requires a complete 

representation of a complex structure and is studied under a separate research topic called 

Design by Features. Once a complex structure is properly represented, its decomposition 

into simple structures such as beams, plates, etc. with the loads and displacement 

interactions can be implemented. 

2.3.1.4 Information Patching. The design problem can be considered as a process 

of assigning values, which may be either quantitative (numbers) or symbols, to the 

unknown set of design specifications. The range of values a specification can take is 

generally considered by the functional relationship between the known and unknown 

specifications. These relations are called constraint inequalities and form the binding 

surfaces in the design space. The unknown specifications, i.e., ones to be inferred, are 

chosen to optimize the design objectives without violating the constraints. 

Information patching is referred to as a process of assigning values to the unknown 

specifications or modifying the values of known specifications. When the user is uncertain 

about answers to some questions, specifications meant for those questions should be 

assigned values under this task. Also, the specifications with missing information, 

suggested by the interpretation and assessment task, should be assigned values under this 

task. When the extmcted specifications fail to come up with a feasible design, some of the 

specifications should be modified by this task such that a feasible design may be obtained. 

As the design specific_ations are the primary design communication tools, all of the 

four tasks of the specifications extmction process described above are meant to put the 

specifications into a suitable form necessary for the preliminary design to proceed. 
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2.3.2 Preliminary Design 

The input to the preliminary design are the design specifications obtained as a result 

of the previous task. The preliminary design, also referred to as conceptual design, is a 

process of synthesizing the functional requirements and constraints. It involves a synthesis 

of a few potential structural configurations satisfying a few key constraints. The 

preliminary design continues until it finds a feasible design, also known as a primary 

design, which satisfies the given specifications with a few key constraints. As our domain 

is the design of simple structural components, namely beams and plates, it involves 

determining a few key properties of the components under consideration. This is called 

sizing. In sizing, only the relationships between the sizing attributes and the behavior 

limitations are considered. The effect of sizing is to remove unnecessary component detail 

from consideration during the task of satisfying the few key behavior limitations. 

As stated earlier, the design process invariably involves decision making in a highly 

complex situation. These decisions fall into two major categories: 

I. Planning decisions that determine the course of the design process; and 

2. Technical decisions that determine the actual design solution. 

In KBES terminology, these are referred to as meta-decisions (Le., decisions about the 

making of decisions) and domain decisions (i.e., decisions in the technical field of the 

problem) [17]. Within the scope of the present research, only the second type of decisions 

are encountered. From here on, technical decisions are simply referred to as decisions. 

The process of decision making presented in the next section is meant only for these so

called technical decisions. However, the decision-making methods formulated in the next 

chapter may be applicable as well to some of the planning de-::isions having a discrete 

domain. 
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2.3.3 Decision Making 

The decision making involved in the design process may be about selecting 

materials, determining sizes and shapes of the parts, specifying manufacturing processes, 

choosing fastening methods, etc. All of these decisions involve determination of an 

alternative which is acceptable at that stage of the design process. "Acceptable" is different 

from both "feasible" and "optimal". The standard for these three may be in the following 

order: feasible - acceptable - optimal. That is, the feasible solution3 have the lowest 

standard, the optimal solutions have the highest standard and the acceptable solutions are 

between feasible and optimal. Now, where the acceptable solut:oii stands depends on the 

performance of the decision-making method used to obtain that solution. The list of 

categories into which the criteria involved in the decision-making fall is given as follows 

[48]: 

I. Principles of natural science, engineering science, and materials science; 

2. Values, axioms, rules and custom of sound general engineering practice; 

3. Principles and practices of sound design in specific field of the design; 

4. Design specifications of the part, product or system including functional requirements, 

cost, etc.; 

5. Geometric compatability; 

6. Compatibility with previous decisions; and 

7. Minimization of the risk of failure, both technical and personal, etc. 

These general criteria lead to a longer list of specific criteria when applied to a particular 

design problem. Thus, most acceptability decisions involve multi-criteria. As the 

specifications are input to the preliminary design phase, and one of the purposes of the 
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preliminary design is to work as a front-end to the detail design and the design 

optimization, decisions made during these two phases should not be just satisfactory or 

feasible, but should also be acceptable to obtain a primary design as close to the final 

desired design as possible. The design process, being an iterative redesign, will reduce the 

computational time in the detail design. Also, during the preliminary design, only a few 

key constraints are considered. This leads to the following two postulates for the decision 

making involved in the specifications extraction and preliminary design phases of the 

structural design process. 

1. The decisions are neither optimum (pure rationality) nor just satisfying (bounded 

rationality), but retain certain characteristics of both. 

2. The design is driven by important objectives, among all the specified objectives, at a 

preliminary stage. 

The multi-criteria decision-making methods for the specifications extraction and 

preliminary design should be developed on the basis of these two postulates. 

Having conceptualized the knowledge-based expert systems and the structural 

design, it will be more appropriate to discuss KBES from the structural design point of 

view. 

2.4 KBES for Structural Design 

In this section, an integration of the conceptual framewOlks of the KBES and 

structural design is presented. The domain of the present research covers the specifications 

extraction and preliminary design phases of the structural design problem. A KBES 

framework consists of the user interface, inference engine, knowledge base and data base, 

and is an ideal framework for application to the structural design problem. The user 
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interface interacts with the user and the main components of the system, such as the 

knowledge base, inference engine and data base. By doing so, it should gather the relevant 

information by asking pertinent questions of the user. Thus, the information gathering task 

of the specifications extraction phase will be performed by the user interface. An inference 

engine meant to solve the problems should perform the remaining three tasks of the 

specifications extraction phase, guide the preliminary design and, if needed, iterate until an 

acceptable design is obtained. As knowledge acquisition is inevitable to keep the integrated 

intelligent tool up-to-date in the domain knowledge, it should be developed, automated 

and integrated with the tool. The resulting integrated tool is shown in Figure 2.4. It is 

named Expert-SEISD: Specifications Extraction Intelligent tool for Structural Design. 

2.5 Selection of Development Environment or Tool 

In choosing an appropriate tool, the tool's features, development speed, generality, 

accessibility, availability and testing must be considered [34]. The three categories of tools 

for development of a KBES, as discussed in Chapter I, are: the general purpose 

programming languages, general purpose representational languages and domain

independent expert system frameworks. They are presented in the order from the most 

general to the most specific. The more general the control and representation, the more 

time consuming and difficult is the representation of any particular chunk of knowledge 

because of excessive degrees of freedom. By contrast, the more rigid and constrained the 

control and representation, the easier it is to represent the knowledge, if that knowledge 

can be represented at all within the limited representation paradigm. As most of the tools 

are accessible and currently maintained by the developer, only the issue of availability is 

left to be considered. For academic research, this issue is more important from the 

associated cost point of view. Keeping this in mind, the last two categories of the tools, 
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which are more specific from the control and knowledge representation point of view, 

might have special hardware requirements as well, and are dropped from further selection 

as they were not available in the major departments with computing facilities at TIle 

University of Arizona. The only issue left was to select one of the general purpose 

programming languages. As LISP and PROLOG are commonly used by the AI researchers, 

and the various dialects of both the languages are available on either mainframe or 

personal computers availa.ble at The University of Arizona, the selection was between these 

two. Without going into the pros and cons of these languages, the knowledge engineer 

selects the one with which he/she is more familiar and comfortable. For the, present 

research, the selection was COMMON LISP, which is a standard dialect of the LISP. In 

particular, a PC-version of COMMON LISP, GCLISP, developed and marketed by Gold 

Hill Computers, was selected as an environment for the development of the Expert-SEISD. 

LISP is a LISt-Processing language. Some of its important features, from a programming 

point of view, are presented in Appendix A. 
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CHAPTER 3 

MULTI-CRITERIA DECISION MAKING IN STRUCTURAL DESIGN 

3.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, certain aspects of decision making by design engineers during the 

the specifications extraction and preliminary design stages of the design process are 

conceptualized and suitable decision-making models are formulated to mimic the decision

making process of design engineers. Two new methods were developed on the basis of 

conceptual framework, which is presented first. These methods were applied to a material 

selection problem in a preliminary structural design. The results of these methods are 

discussed to evaluate their performance. 

The design process invariably involves multi-criteria decision making. The multi

criteria decision making is also referred to as multi-objective or multi-attribute decision 

making. This decision making is usually over a discrete domain. The multi-criteria 

decision making over a discrete domain involves a finite number of alternatives whereas 

that over the continuous domain involves an infinite number of possible alternatives. In 

the former, alternatives are evaluated on a common set of incommensurable multi-criteria. 

That is, each criterion/attribute has a different unit of measurement. Thus, decision 

making has to evaluate various alternatives over the set of incommensurable attributes to 

find out an alternative which is the most acceptable for the given requirements. The 

standard for the acceptable solution is between those of the feasible and the optimal ones. 

Among the acceptable alternatives, the decision making should be able to find the one 

which is the most acceptable. 
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The multi-criteria decision making involved in the design process is best described 

as " ... a dynamic process: complex, redolent with feedback and sideways, full search of 

detours, information uncertainty, fuzziness and conflict; it is an organic unity of both pre

decision and post-decision stages of the overlapping regions of the partial decision making" 

[83]. The measures of performance for engineering design are usually multiple and may be 

conflicting when compared with the ideal solution. For example, designers are often 

interested in minimizing both weight and cost, but encounter the dilemma that lighter 

materials are typically more expensive than heavier ones. Therefore, frequently a 

compromise results between the weight and cost of a given engineering part [84]. The 

characteristic of the decision making involved in the design process includes anum ber of 

evaluation criteria such as weight, cost, reliability, etc., and there is insufficient 

information available to determine whether any given alternative is the most acceptable or 

not. This information may be in terms of unequal importance assigned to each criteria and 

uncertainty about the assigned importance. 

The efforts towards the automation of the design process have been concentrated in 

the tasks of drafting and analysis, for example finite element analysis and planning. 

Decision making about materials, manufacturing processes and geometry have received 

relatively little attention. 

3.2 Survey of Multi-Criteria Decision Making Methods 

The multi-criteria decision-making methods are based on the modelling of the 

process of decision making. These models can be separated into two categories [37]: non

compensatory and compensatory models. The non-compensatory models do not permit the 

trade-offs among the attributes or objectives. The multi-criteria decision-making methods 

based on this model make comparisons on an attribute-by-attribute basis. The 
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compensatory models permit the trade-offs among the attributes. A single number is 

usually assigned to each alternative represented in multi-dimensional characterization in the 

methods based on this model. Within the compensatory and non-compensatory models, the 

methods are subdivided into various categories based on the nature of the information and 

the content of the information. The nature of the information can be divided into three 

categories: no information, information on attributes, and information on alternatives. The 

information on attributes can be standard level, ordinal, cardinal, or a marginal rate of 

substitution. The information on alternatives is either pairwise preference or order of 

pairwise proximity. Most of the methods available in the literature are classified on the 

basis of the models presented and the required information in Table 3.la. The main 

features and limitations of these models are also included in Table 3.1 b. A detailed 

description of the various methods, based on the models presen ted, is given in [30, 37, 84). 

A bibliography on multi-criteria decision making, presented in Appendix C, Section C.2, 

lists some typical books and journals encompassing development and applications of the 

various multi-attribute decision-making methods. 

3.3 Conceptual Framework 

As stated earlier, the decision making involved in the design process has to deal 

with complex situations. The traditional methods of decision making are based on the 

classical model of pure rationality, which assumes full and exact knowledge about decision 

situations being considered. This assumption about the exact knowledge is rarely true for 

the decision making involved in the design process. Generally, all the attributes are not 

comparable and, therefore, the preference order among them is incomplete. The departure 

from the pure rationality-based methods is needed due to the fact that the designer has 

limited information processing and the information is vague. The first departure from the 
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Table l.la Classification of Decision-Making Methods 

INFORMATION 
MODElS METIiODS 

Nature Content 

(A) Not required (a) Not required Dominance (l,A,a). 

(1) Non-compensatory Maximin (J,A,a) 

Maxima" (J ,A,a) 

(B) On attributes (b) Standard level Conjuctive (l,B,b) 

Disjunctive (l,B,b) 

(c) Ordinal Lexicographic (l,B,c) 

Permutation (J,B,c) 

(2) Compensatory (d) Cardinal Unear assignment (2,B,d) 

Simple Additive (2,Il,d) 
weighting 

Electre (2,B,d) 

Topsis (2,B,d) 

(e) Marginal rate of Hierarchical (2,B,e) 
substitution Tradeoffs 

(e) On alternatives 
<0 Pairwise 
preference 

Linmap (2,C,f) 

Interactive simple (Z,e,£) 
additive weighting 

(g) Order of pairwise Multidimensional(2,e,g) 
proximity Scaling with Ideal point 

• U,A,a) means a non-compensatory method that need no informalton regarding nature and content of 
Information 

--~------- ----------
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Table 3.1 b Main Features of Decision-Making Methods 

DERIVED 
ME'IHODS ME'IHODS 

Name Features Limitations/ Advanta~es 

Dominance (1) Initial filtering Useful If number of attributes ExclusloIWy IICI'eeI\ing 
are low compared to (1,4) 
alternatlves(a) 

MlIXllllln l:l) Pessimistic Interattribute values snowa 
be comparable (b) 

Optirrustic 
Maximax (3) 

lnad:J::ale Wh~ considenng 
the w ole multi-attrlbute 

Hurwicz procedure 
(2,3) 

problem (c) 
Dichotomizing 

Conjuctive (4) alternatives. Minimum cutoff values for 
Extremely ~~I attrlbutges are required (d) 
attribute are ed 
Alternatives Wltn any Elimination by aspects 

Disjunctive (5) extremely good (c) and (d) (4,6) 
attribute are selected 

I Lexicographic (6) I Single attribute 
Lpredominance 

I Attributes shOuld be ranked Lexicographic 
In order of imporlance semiorder (6) 

Permutation (I) Il'Iexi~i1ity with I Number of permutations Copeland's method (7) 
regard to ordinal and Increases drastically with 
cardinal ranking increase of alternatives 

Unear assignment 
(8) 

Linear compensatory 
process for attribute 
interaction and 

I UnIy attritlUtewise ranking IS 
required 

combination 
Simple additive i Weights reflect the I Attribute values must be both Nonlinear 
weighting (9) importance of each of numerical and comparable Additive 

the attributes Weighting (9) 

Hierarchical 
Additive 
Weighting (9) 

Electre (10) 
lJiltranking : use 01 thresh~la values 
relationship, which are rather arbitrary 
concordance analysis 

Topsis (11) 
Order preference br Assumes that each attribute 
similarity to idea takes either monotonically 
solution increasing or decreasing 

utility 
HierarChica! . 
Tradeoffs (12) 

I In ter!lependency among 
attributes 

~qulres that the attirbutefi 
be independent 

Assess the weights as When number 01 attributes 
Unemap (13) well as locate the exceeds the number of 

ideal point alternative, it is not easy to 
asesss the partial order 

Interactive simple 
additive 
weighting (14) 

Assess the weights ana 
final reanking 

Il:COno.~cal in the number 01 
paired judgements 

Multidimensional I Ordering of the Advantages when 
scaling with ideal proximities of alternatives have too many 
solution (15) alternatives attributes 
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pure rationality concept is found in Simon's work on satisfying decision making [67]. His 

concept of bounded rationality is of relevance in the decision making involved in the 

specifications extraction and preliminary design phases of the design process. However, 

decision-making models based on this concept will provide all the alternatives which are 

satisfying, that is, which are feasible. 

Some uncertainties always exist in a decision situation. These uncertainties can be 

separated into the following basic cases [38]: 

1. Decision making under certainty. 

2. Decision making under uncertainty. 

3. Decision making under imprecision. 

4. Decision making under risk. 

5. Decision making under ignorance. 

As the third case represents most of the decision making involved in the design 

process, it is emphasized in the present study. The imprecision may occur due to the 

complexity, generality, ambiguity and vagueness or fuzziness. The vagueness and 

complexity are invariably present in the design specifications and the preliminary design 

phases of the decision process. With this general background about the decision making 

involved in the design process and the purpose of the specifications extraction and 

preliminary design phases of the design process, an attempt was made to postulate the 

multi-criteria decision making suitable for these two phases of the design process. 

1. The decisions are neither optimum (pure rationality) nor satisfying (bounded 

rationality) but retain certain characteristics of both. 
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2. The design is driven by the important objective(s), among all of the specified 

objectives, at the preliminary stage. The preliminary design is improved upon at later 

stages based on the remaining objectives, although these remaining objectives do have 

a weak influence on the preliminary design. 

The conventional methods of decision making do not support the above two 

postulates or do not have the means to handle the imprecision in the decision making 

involved in the design process. So these postulates and the imprecision stated above were 

the basis for the development of two new methods to be presented later in this chapter. 

The theory of fuzzy sets seems promising to support these postulates. It not only permits 

imprecision involved in the decision making, but also permits a quantification of that 

imprecision and a determination of its collateral effect on the decision making [79]. Some 

aspects of the theory of fuzzy sets applicable to the multi-criteria decision making are 

discussed in Appendix B. The theory of fuzzy sets has been applied to engineering design 

problems recently. Fuzzy sets were used to represent design objectives in a multilevel 

design optimization problem [16]. Fuzzy sets were also used to represent imprecise design 

knowledge, and analysis tools for decision making were developed using these sets [79]. 

Two new methods were developed based on the theory of fuzzy sets. One of these 

methods is compensatory in nature, whereas the other one is non-compensatory in nature. 

Two similar methods from the existing literature were selected. To measure and evaluate 

the performance of these methods, they were applied to a material selection problem in the 

preliminary structural design. In the next section, these methods wiII be described 

according to the conceptual model they represent. All of these methods implicitly follow 

the first postulates to a different degree. This degree depends on the extent of following 

or supporting the second postulate. 
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3.4 Decision Making Models 

Two types of decision making models, namely the compensatory model and the 

non-compensatory model, were developed and applied to a decision-making situation 

encountered during the specifications synthesis and preliminary structural design. where an 

alternative is selected based on multiple design attributes with varying degrees of 

importance. In the context of an engineering design. the general set of attributes and 

ordinal or cardinal information about alternatives are considered a part of the designer's 

knowledge base. The various degrees of importance assigned to the attributes is considered 

imprecise. The structure of the decision making in a discrete domain can be represented 

in a matrix form as shown in Table 3.1 for m number of attributes and n number of 

alternatives. The rating of the i-th attribute for the j-th alternative is represented as lij' 

These ratings for incommensurable attributes were made comparable by defining them 

using the definitions of membership functions (Eqs. B-13, B-14) given in Appendix B. It 

is clear from the representation of the decision-making problem shown in Table 3.2 that it 

is complex enough to require some type of formal approach. Numerical values are 

required for each lij and weight or importance of each attribute, wi' The qualitative 

criteria were transformed into quantitative on a scale of I for the most preferred, or an 

excellent attribute value, and of 0 for the least preferred. or a poor attribute value. 

3.4.1 Non-Compensatory Model 

The decision-making methods based on this model do not permit trade-offs among 

the attributes and, thus, make the comparisons on an attribute- by-attribute basis. Some of 

the non-compensatory methods are: exclusionary screening. dominance. maximum, 

maximax, permutation, conjunctive method, Copeland's method, etc. Copeland's method 
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Table 3.2 Matrix Representation of Discrete Decision Making 

Criteria Alternative 

1 2 3 ell • ell n 

1 lil 1'12 1'13 YIn 

2 1'21 

3 1'31 

CII ell 

CD 0 

In Y m1 CII • ell • • Ymn 
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was selected as a representative of this model. A new method, non-compensatory in 

nature, was developed using the definition of O!-cut of fuzzy sets (Eq. B-5). These two 

methods are described below. 

3.4.1.1 Copeland's Method. As Copeland's method compares all pairs of 

alternatives, it is non-compensatory in nature. It was derived from the permutation 

method. The number of permutations or comparisons increases drastically with an increase 

in the number of alternatives. A preferred alternative in the pair comparison is the one 

which has more numbers of better attribute values. The most preferred alternative is the 

one which is preferred in the most number of paired comparisons. Unequal importance 

can be assigned to various attributes. In this case, an alternative was preferred in a paired 

comparison if the sum of the importances of its dominating attributes was greater than the 

sum of importances of the dominating attributes of the competing alternative. In this case, 

an attribute became dominant for all the alternatives having a rating in that attribute 

greater than or equal to the importance assigned to that attribute. The concept of this 

method is demonstrated in the following illustrative examples. 

Consider a problem of four alternatives. In the first case, all attributes are of equal 

importance, that is, WI = w2 = ... = wm ' and in the second case, the attributes are of 

unequal importance. 

In the first case, the following comparisons were made among the alternatives for 

their ratings in all the attributes: (1,2), (1,3), (1,4), (2,3), 2,4) and (3,4). Finally, an 

alternative which wins the most paired comparison is an overall winner. 

In the second case, a number of dominating criteria were obtained. Let ml' m2 , 

m3' and m4 be the number of dominating criteria for alternatives I, 2, 3, and 4, 

respectively. Then pair comparisons were made over the dominating criteria for each 
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alternative. The number of pairs compared were the same in both cases. However, in a 

given pair comparison, both alternatives were compared over the same number of attributes 

in the first case and over the different number of attributes in the second case. 

3.4.1.2 Non-Compensatory Method Based on the Theory of Fuzzy Sets. This 

method was developed using the a-cut of fuzzy sets (Eq. B-5). It selected the subsets of 

alternatives for each of the attributes based on the importance assigned to them. Thus, 

each subset contained alternatives with membership rating in that attribute greater than or 

equal to the importance of that attribute. Thus, all the alternatives in a given subset had 

non-zero membership grade. The intersection of all these subsets provided a set of most

preferred alternatives. If A was the global set of alternatives and Ai was the subset of 

alternatives for the i-th attribute, then 

and these sets were obtained using the definition of a-cut of fuzzy sets (Eq. B-5) as 

follows: 

It is obvious from the above equation that the higher the importance assigned to a given 

attribute reduced the number of alternatives from which to choose; on the other hand, 

lower importance retained most of the alternatives. This operation intrinsically follows the 

second postulate. However, before applying a-cut, the contract intensification may be 

applied to the fuzzy set of importance parameters to explicitly follow the second postulate. 

Its operation can be interpreted as maximizing the most important attribute, considering all 

of them as constraints. This interpretation suggested that the first postulate was followed 

implicitly. 

-~--~~-------------------------
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• The set of the most preferred alternatives, Am' is given by 

where the intersection is obtained using the "hard" definition of intersection of fuzzy sets 

(Eq. B-9). 

There are three possibilities regarding the set A~: 

1. It has a single element, that is, it contains only one alternative. 

2. It has more than one element, that is, it contains two or more alternatives. 

3. It is a null set, that is, it does not contain any alternative. 

The first possibility solved the problem and no further decision making was 

necessary. In the second case, the alternative which had a larger membership grade in the 

most important attribute was selected as the most preferred alternative. When the third 

case resulted, the process was repeated, by dropping out the least important attribute from 

further consideration, until the set A~ had at least one element. 

This method is similar to the conjunctive method in its first operation of 

dichotomizing, if the minimum cutoff values were selected on the basis of the importance 

assigned to the attribute in the later method. 

3.4.2 Compensatory Model 

As stated earlier, decision-making methods based on this model permit trade-offs 

among the attributes. Some of the compensatory methods available in the literature, in the 

order of increasing complexity, are: linear assignment, simple weighted average method, 

elecctre, topsis, etc. The simple weighted average method was selected as representative of 

the existing methods based on this model. One of the new methods, compensatory in 
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nature, was developed using the definition of union of sets. These two methods are 

described below. 

3.4.2.1 Simple Weighted-Average Method. The simple weighted-average method is 

probably the most commonly employed comparative evalution procedure [30]. The utility 

function relating to each attribute was assumed to be linear and the total utility function 

(referred as membership grade in the decision set when derived using the theory of fuzzy 

sets) was an additive of individual utilities. 

Let wi represent the importance or weight assigned to the i-th attribute and "1ij 

represent the rating of the i-th attribute for the j-th alternative. Then the worth or utility 

function for the j-th alternative is given by 

"1 ij = wi "1ij 

and the total utility function for the j-th alternative is given by 

m m 

I'mj = L wi "1ij = L1ij 

i=1 i=1 

An equivalent recursive relation can be given as 

I'lj = "1 Ij 

I'ij = I'(i-I} + "1 ij ; i = 2,m 
j = l,n 

3.4.2.2 Compensatory Method Based on the Theory of Fuzzy Sets. This method 

allows trade-offs among the attributes. A fuzzy set of alternatives was obtained by 

applying fuzzy operations, and the alternative with the highest membership grade was 

selected as the most preferred alternative. As the name suggests, this method was 
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developed using the definition of the union of fuzzy sets (Eq. (B- 10) and is compensatory 

in nature. This operation on fuzzy sets implicitly followed the second postulate. When the 

contrast intensification operation (Eq. B-15) was performed on the importance parameter 

attached to each attribute, this method followed the second postulate explicitly. The first 

postulate was followed implicitly by this method. 

The mapping function for fuzzy attribute, say i, is defined as a scalar multiplication 

(Eq. B-7) of the importance of attribute i and the membership rating, "Yij' where j = I, n. 

Thus, 

J.lwij = wi "Yij = "Y ij 

This will be denoted and referred to as 1ij from here on. The s.oft definition of the union 

of fuzzy sets (Eq. B-IO), which is identical to the algebraic sum operation, was applied 

over the m-attributes to obtain a membership grade for each alternative to represent it in 

the fuzzy set of alternatives. This operation satisfied both the commutative and associative 

properties. When applied to two attributes, it is represented as: 

When applied to m-attributes, it may be represented as 

J.lmj="YljU 'Y2jU ···U "Ymj 

The recursive relation to obtain a membership grade to represent an alternative in m 

attributes can be written as 



Illj = "Ilj 

Ilij = Il(i-l)j + (1 - Il(i-l)j) 7ij ; 1 = 2,m 
j = I,n 
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. . 
The most preferred alternative, Ilmj' IS the one which has the highest membeship grade, 

that is, 

To understand the implicit nature of the method to prefer the alternative which had a high 

membership rating in a more important attribute, that is, embedment of the second 

postulate, consider the following example. Let alternatives al and a2 have a membership 

rating of 0.7 and 0.6, respectively, in attribute-I with normalized importance of 0.6 and 

0.35, and 0.51 in attribute-2 with normalized importance 004. Table 3.3 presents the 

membership grades obtained by the weighted-average method and the present 

compensatory method with/without contrast intensification of the ratings "Iij' 

The proposed compensatory method with/without contrast intensification selected 

alternative aI, which had a higher membership rating in attribute-I with higher 

importance. The simple weighted-average method [22, 79] selected the second alternative. 

As seen from this table, the weighted-average method selected alternative a2 with a margin 

of 0.004 over alternative al. The present method, without contrast intensification, selected 

alternative al with a margin of 0.0106, and the present method with contrast intensification 

selected alternative al with a margin of 0.030 I. This example is self-explanatory to 

illustrate that the present compensatory method with or without contrast intensification 

supports the second postulate explicitly or implicitly, respectively. 
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Table 3.3 Illustrative Example for Compensatory Methods 

Certainty 
Membership grade for alternative 

(al) (a2) 

Wt. Ave. 0.56 0.564 

Union without C.I. 0.5012 0.4906 

Union with C.I. 0.5347 0.5046 
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3.5 Imprecision in Decision Making 

Many problems in engineering design, particularly during the preliminary stage, 

may be better understood with an ability to manipulate the uncertainty involved in them. 

The various types of uncertainties were separated into five categories in Section 3.3. The 

third category, mentioned therein, deals with decision making under imprecision and is 

emphasized in the present study. The present study extended the decision-making method, 

developed for decision making under exact knowledge to incorporate decision making 

under imprecision. The imprecision may occur due to complexity, incompleteness, 

vagueness or fuzziness in the knowledge about attributes and/or their importance or 

dominance in the decision making. From here on, the term 'uncertainty' wiIl be used to 

represent such imprecision. The uncertainty may be represented as an inverse of certainty. 

Thus, the fully certain case, which does not involve any uncertainty, represents an extreme 

with null uncertainty. At the other extreme, certainty, if not outweighed, may be of the 

same order as the uncertainty. That is, when the designer is in a dilemma with less than 

or equal to a fifty percent certainty about the importance, he/she may assign a particular 

attribute. However, in the design process, this extreme may be represented as a fully 

uncertain. The decision-making problems with exact knowledge about the importance of 

each attribute fall at the extreme of fully certain. All other problems fall in between these 

two extremes. These two extremes may be represented by an open and normal fuzzy set. 

This set can have any value between and including 1.0 and 0.5. The grade 1.0 represents 

an extreme of fully certain and 0.5 represents the other extreme of the highest degree of 

difficulty of deciding or fully uncertain. The uncertainty parameter, when represented as 

a fuzzy set, may be used in a fuzzy calculation which results in a fuzzy output. 
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In the present study, imprecision in the assignment of the importance of the 

attributes are considered. When the imprecision was not associated with the importance of 

any of the attributes involved in the decision making, the Fuzzy-2B method, as discussed 

later, was applied to determine the most preferred alternative in the domain of the exact 

knowledge. The rankings of the most preferred alternative in each of the atrributes was 

determined from its membership rating in the respective attributes. When the user is not 

certain about the importance of some or all of the attributes involved in the decision 

making, he/she may provide a degree of imprecision or uncertainty parameter along with 

the importance of such attributes. In this situation, one of the alternatives on either side 

of the most preferred alternative of the fully certain problem, in each of the attributes 

involving imprecision in its imrcrtance, could have become the most preferred alternative. 

Thus, to render the equal opportunity to some of the alternatives in each of the attributes 

involving imprecision on either side of the most preferred alternatives of fully certain 

problem, towards the candidacy of being the most preferred alternative in the decision 

making involving imprecision in the importance, the following approach was applied. 

The decision-making problem involving uncertainty or imprecision in the 

importance of the attributes was first solved assuming the knowledge about the importance 

was exact or fully certain. The rankings of the most preferred alternative, thus found, in 

each of the attributes was determined from its membership rating in the respective 

attribute. For each of the attributes involving imprecision in the importance, an equal 

number of alternatives on either side of the most preferred alternative as found above were 

assigned the same membership rating as that of the above most preferred alternative. This 

rendered them equal opportunity for the candidacy towards the most preferred alternative 

in the decision making involving uncertainty due to imprecision. 

--------------------------------------
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The number of alternatives on the other side of the most preferred alternative of 

fully certain problem in any attribute involving imprecision, which are to be assigned the 

membership rating of the above most-preffered alternative, depends on the degree of 

uncertainty or imprecision associated with the importance of the attribute. For the present 

study, it was defined as: 

where 

N = (1.0 - CP) . n = UC'n 

n = total number of alternatives 

UC = degree of imprecision or uncertainty parameter 

CP = (1.0 - UC) degree of certainty or precision 

This is schematically represented in Figure 3.1. The range or spread, 2N, about the 

ranking of the most preferred alternative in a given attribute increased as the uncertainty 

associated with its importance increased. This technique calculates the approximate output 

quantities from the imprecise input parameters for each of the alternatives. Once the 

involved alternatives were assigned new membership ratings, the process of decision 

making was repeated. It was predicted to reflect a change in the outcome due to 

involvement of the uncertainty in the importance assignment to each attribute involved in 

the decision making. 

The proposed compensatory method developed using the union of fuzzy sets with 

contrast intensification was extended to include the above uncertainty involved in the 

importance of the attributes. Its results will be compared and discussed with those 

obtained by the same method when no uncertainty was involved. 
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3.6 Results and Discussion 

The structural material selection at the preliminary design level was considered as an 

example to demonstrate the use of these methods. Twenty-one aerospace structural 

materials with thirteen attributes (properties) assigned to each of them were incorporated in 

the data base to test the above methods. These materials and the associated attributes are 

given in Table 3.4. The only imprecise information in this set of attributes was for the 

corrosion resistance. Therefore, the main source of imprecision in the material selection 

problem considered here was the importance parameter to be assigned to each attribute 

involved in the decision making. 

The method proposed by Dong [22] was formulated within the framework of the 

fuzzy set theory. but gave identical results to the weighted-average method. Dong's 

method calculates a relative hamming distance between an ideal solution and an available 

alternatives to chose the alternative with minimum hamming distance. The solution 

procedure is complementary to the simple weighted-average method. A similar method 

developed by Wood and Antonsson [79] also computes the simple weighted-average sum in 

which constraints are also considered as attributes to obtain membership grades of the 

decision set. The simple weighted-average method discussed here resembles both of the 

above methods. 

Hobbs [34] identified four criteria which can be used to compare and evaluate 

multiple attribute methods. These are: 

a. Theoretical validity 

b. Flexibility 

c. Results compared to other methods 

d. Ease of use 
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Table 3.4 Set of Alternatives and Properties, 

-
Materials (Alternatives) Properties (Attributes) 

TI-5AL-2.55n Density (weight), [lb/in3) 

TI-SMn Specific cost (cost), [$/in3] 

TI-6AL-4V (TI-64) Tensile strength, [psi] 

TI-6AL-2SN-4ZR-2MO (TI-6242) Yield strength, [psi] 

TI-5AL-5SN-2ZR-2MO-0.25S1 (TI-5522.25) Shear strength, [psi] 

TI-6AL-4V-2SN (TI-642) Impact strength, [£lolb] 

TI-I0V-2FE-3AL (TI-I023) Fracture toughness, [ksi-vrn ] 

TI-SAL-2FE-3AL (TI-SS23) Elastic Modulus (stiffness), [psi] 

TI-SAL-IMO-IV (TI-Sll) Poisson's ratio 

Hll-mod-steel (Hll) Hardness, [BHN] 

17-7Ph-steel Thermal expansion, [OF] 

17-4Ph-steel Thermal conductivity, [BTU/(hroft2oF) 

AL-2014 Corrosion resistance 

AL-2024 

AL-2124 

AL-2219 

AL-7049 

AL-7050 

AL-7075 

AL-7175 

AL-7178 
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As each of the methods considered here was developed on sound mathematical theory, they 

do not require any check on validity and a comparison of theoretical validity of each 

method being more hypothetical in nature was not considered any further. Flexibility 

involves the number of alternatives and attributes that can be handled and a sensitivity 

analysis. A comparison of results involved the determination of a method which would 

bring out better results, from the proposed postulates point of view, in most situations. 

That is, all methods were evaluated to find out which one supported the proposed 

postulates in the most evaluations. The ease of use criteria involves time and cost involved 

in implementation as well as in solution phase and complexity involved in each method. 

Each of the methods presented here took about the same time in the implementation phase. 

Also, it was evident from the description of the methods presented earlier that all the 

methods involved about the same order of complexity, however, within that, in order of 

increasing complexity, they are the weighted average method, the non-compensatory 

method based on Q-cut, Copeland's method and the compensatory method based on union 

of fuzzy sets. Keeping in mind the discussion of the above criteria to evaluate the 

multiple attribute decision-making methods, the following cases of test problems were 

selected to encompass these criteria. 

Case I. 

Case II. 

Case III. 

Case IV. 

Two-attribute decision-making with twenty alternatives (materials) from which 

to select. 

Two-attributes decision-making with nine alternatives from which to select. 

Three-attribute decision-making with nineteen alternatives from which to 

select. 

Six-attribute decision-making with three alternatives from which to select. 
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First, all the four methods were evaluated and their results discussed assuming the 

importance parameter assigned to each attribute involved in the decision making had no 

uncertainty involved in it, that is, for problems in which the designer is fully certain about 

the importance assigned to each attribute involved in the decision making. The 

performance of all four methods was evaluated for the above four cases. Next, the method 

which performed better than or at least the same as all other methods was applied to Cases 

I and III when uncertainty was associated with the importance parameter assigned to each 

attribute in the decision making. The selection of the above four cases to evaluate the 

decision-making methods described earlier is outlined next. 

3.6.1 Uncertainty Not Modelled Explicitly. 

Case I. In this case, the alternatives were aerospace structural materials consisting 

of nine titanium alloys, eight aluminum alloys and three steels. The variation of attribute 

values of the alternatives within the same group was general1y not very significant, 

however, the variation of attribute values of the alternatives in the different groups was 

quite significant. Thus, for a given attribute, the attribute ratings of these alternatives 

were lumped into three groups. The alternatives belonging to one group had attribute 

ratings of the order of the most preferred, the alternatives belonging to the second group 

had attribute ratings of the order of the least preferred and the alternatives belonging to 

the third group had attribute ratings somewhere between the most and the least preferred. 

That is, this case involved a two-attribute decision making over the wide spread 

alternatives. 

Case II. In this case, nine titanium alloys were considered as possible alternatives. 

Thus, atribute ratings were more or less uniformly distributed. A two-attribute decision

making dealt with the alternatives with an almost uniform spread of attribute ratings. The 

attributes considered in this case were the same as those considered in Case I. 
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Case III. This case was very similar to Case I, except it dealt with three attributes 

instead of two attributes and the maximum number of possible alternatives in this case was 

nineteen. The nature of decision making from the number of alternatives point of view 

was about the same, whereas from the number of attributes point of view, it was made a 

little more complex. 

Case IV. The decision making in this case was very different from the decision 

making in the first three cases. As seen in the first three cases, the number of alternatives 

was more than the number of attributes involved in the decision making. In this case, the 

problem was reversed by considering the number of attributes more than the number of 

alternatives. 

Together, these cases represented a wide range of problems to test and evaluate the 

various decision-making methods on the basis of the criteria stated earlier. All four 

methods were evaluated for the above four cases to find out which one supported the 

proposed postulates in most situations. Both definitions of membership functions (Eqs. B-

13 and B-14) were used to obtain attribute ratings of the alternatives involved in the 

decision-making process. Also, the proposed methods were formulated with and without 

contrast intensification of the rating 'Yij of all the alternatives in each of the attributes. 

This resulted in twelve methods to be evaluated. These were: 

1. Proposed non-compensatory method using the definitions of an open membership 

function (Eq. B- 13) and the a-cut of fuzzy sets (Eq. B-5). It was denoted as a-I A. 

2. Proposed non-compensatory method using the definitions of an open membership 

function (Eq. B-13), the a-cut of fuzzy sets (Eq. B-5) and contrast intensification (Eq. 

B-15). It was denoted as a-I B. 
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3. Copeland's method using the definition of an open membership function (Eq. B-13). 

It was denoted as Cope-I. 

4. Weighted-average method using the definition of an open membership function (Eq. 

B-13). It was denoted as Wt. Av.-I. 

5. Proposed compensatory method using the definitions of an open membership function 

(Eq. B-13) and the union of fuzzy sets (Eq. B-I0). It was denoted as Fuzzy-IA. 

6. Proposed compensatory method using the definitions of an open membership function 

(Eq. B-13), the union of fuzzy sets (Eq. B-IO) and the contrast intensification (Eq. B-

15). It was denoted as Fuzzy-I B. 

7. Proposed non-compensatory method using the definitions of a closed membership 

function (Eq. B-14) and the a-cut of fuzzy sets (Eq. B-5). It was denoted as a-2A. 

8. Proposed non-compensatory method using the definitions of a closed membership 

function (Eq. B-14) and Q-cut of fuzzy sets (Eq. B-5) and the contrast intensification 

(Eq. B-15). It was denoted as a-2B. 

9. Copeland's method using the definition of a closed membership function (Eq. B-14). 

It was denoted as Cope-2. 

10. Weighted-average method using the definition of a closed memberhsip function (Eq. 

B-14). It was denoted as Wt. Av.-2. 

II. Proposed compensatory method using the definitions of a closed membership function 

(Eq. B-14) and the union of fuzzy sets (Eq. B-IO). It was denoted as Fuzzy-2A. 

12. Proposed compensatory method using the definitions of a closed membership function 

(Eq. B-14), the union of fuzzy sets (Eq. B-IO) and the contrast intensification (Eq. B-

15). It was denoted as Fuzzy-2B. 
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To evaluate these methods, the forementioned four test cases were applied to them. The 

results are presented next. To aid in interpreting the outcomes of these methods, the 

rankings of the alternatives in individual attributes are given in each case. 

Case I: 

Two attributes, namely weight and tensile strength, are considered. The number of 

alternatives were twenty. Tables 3.5a and 3.5b present the outcomes of the 

noncompensatory and the compensatory methods, respectively, for various sets of 

importance assigned to the attributes under consideration. The ranking of the alternatives, 

along with their actual ratings and ratings obtained using the membership functions (Eqs. 

B-13 and B-14) for weight and tensile strength, are given in Table 3.Sc. The fifth column 

in Tables 3.5a and 3.5b shows outcomes of each method when weight and tensile strength 

were equally important; to the left of this column, the importance of the tensile strength 

increases and to the right, that of weight increases. When tensile strength was more 

important than weight, all methods showed the same outcome. When weight was more 

important than tensile strength, the following observations were made from Tables 3.5a and 

3.5b. 

1. The rankings of the outcomes given by the proposed non-compensatory methods in 

the individual attributes were better than those of Copeland's method. For example, 

AL-2124 had less weight and higher tensile strength than AL-2014, as shown in Table 

3.5c. As rankings of the outcomes given by the proposed non-compensatory methods 

were better than those of Copeland's method, the proposed non-compensatory methods 

supported the second postulate more than Copeland's method. 



Method 

(1 5) 

a-1A Hll 

a-lB Hll 

Cope-l Hll 

a-2A Hll 

a-2B Hll 

Cope-2 Hll 

Table 3.5a Material Selection by Non-Compensatory Methods 
with 1\vo Attributes of Case I 

Outcome for Relative Importance I 

(Weight Tensile Strength) 

(1 4) (1 3) (1 2) (1 1) (2 1) (3 1) (4 1) 

Hll Hll Hll 11-642 AL-2124 AL-7175 AL-2124 

Hll Hll Hll 11-642 AL-2124 AL-2124 AL-2124 

Hll Hll Hll 11-1023 AL-2014 AL-7175 AL-2014 

Hll Hll Hll AL-2124 11-64 AL-2124 AL-2124 

Hll Hll Hll AL-2124 AL-2124 AL-2124 AL-2124 

Hll Hll Hll 11-52.5 11-64 AL-2014 AL-2014 

------ -- --------- -.-
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(5 1) 

AL-2124 

AL-2124 

AL-2014 

AL-2124 

AL-7175 

AL-2014 



Method 

(1 5) 

WtAv.-l Hll 

Fuzzy-IA Hll 

Fuzzy-lB Hll 

Wt.Av.-2 Hll 

Fuzzy-2A Hll 

Fuzzy-2B Hll 

Table 3.5b Material Selection by Compensatory Methods 
with 1\vo Attributes of Case I 

Outcome for Relative Importance I 

(Weight Tensile Strength) 

(1 4) (1 3) (1 2) (1 1) (2 1) (3 1) 

Hll Hll Hll Hll AL-7175 AL-7175 

Hll Hll Hll Hll AL-2124 AL-2124 

Hll Hll Hll Hll AL-2124 AL-2124 

Hll Hll Hll TI-1023 AL-7175 AL-7175 

Hll Hll Hll AL-7175 AL-2124 AL-2124 

Hll Hll Hll AL-7175 AL-2124 AL-2124 
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(4 1) (5 1) 

AL-7175 AL-2124 

AL-2124 AL-2124 

AL-2124 AL-2124 

AL-7175 AL-7175 

AL-2124 AL-2124 

AL-2124 AL-2124 
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Table 3.5c Ratings of Alternatives in Weight and Tensile Strength Attribute 

Attribute Rating 

Attribute Alternative 
Actual Value 

According to 

Eq. B-13 Eq. B-14 
,. 

Weight AL-2024 0.1 1.0 1.0 
AL-2124 0.1 1.0 1.0 
AL-7075 0.101 0.99 0.994 
AL-7175 0.101 0.99 0.994 
AL-2014 0.101 0.99 0.994 
AL-7075 0.102 0.98 0.989 
AL-7049 0.102 0.98 0.989 
AL-2219 0.103 0.971 0.984 
TI-811 0.158 0.633 0.681 
TI-64 0.16 0.625 0.67 
TI-52.5 0.161 0.621 0.665 
TI-5522/25 0.163 0.613 0.654 
TI-6242 0.164 0.61 0.648 
TI-642 0.165 0.606 0.643 
TI-1023 0.168 0.595 0.626 
TI-8Mn 0.17 0.588 0.615 
TI-8823 0.175 0.571 0.588 
17-7Ph 0.277 0.361 0.027 
Hll 0.28 0.357 0.011 
17-4Ph 0.282 0.354 0.0 

Tensile-Strength Hll 308000.0 1.0 1.0 
17-7Ph 240000.0 0.78 0.712 
17-4Ph 199000.0 0.65 0.546 
TI-1023 183000.0 0.594 0.479 
TI-642 160000.0 0.519 0.383 
TI-64 150000.0 0.487 0.342 
TI-6242 146000.0 0.474 0.325 
TI-8Mn 140000.0 0.454 0.30 
TI-811 140000.0 0.454 0.3 
TI-8823 130000.0 0.422 0.258 
TI-5522.25 130000.0 0.422 0.258 
TI-52.5 125000.0 0.406 0.238 
AL-7175 86000.0 0.279 0.Q75 
AL-7075 83000.0 0.269 0.062 
AL-7050 75000.0 0.244 0.029 
AL-2124 71000.0 0.230 0.012 
AL-2024 70000.0 0.227 0.008 
AL-2014 70000.0 0.227 0.008 
AL-2219 69000.0 0.224 0.004 
AL-7049 68000.0 0.221 0.0 
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2. As seen from Tables 3.5b and 3.5c, the rankings of the outcomes given by the 

proposed compensatory methods in the more important attribute (weight) was better 

than those of the weighted-average method. Thus, the proposed compensatory 

methods supported the second postulate more than the weighted-average method. 

3. Both membership functions showed more or less about the same outcomes in the 

proposed compensatory and non-compensatory methods, when both attributes were not 

of equal importance. However, when both attributes were equally important, the 

outcomes were very different. This could be due to the following. 

As both attributes were equally important, their importance parameters did not play 

any role in the decision making. That is, the most preferred alternative was determined 

only from the membership ratings of the alternatives in these attributes. The distribution 

of the membership ratings of the alternatives in the weight and tensile strength attributes 

was as follows: 

This could have been due to lumping of ratings of alternatives in the weight 

attribute about 0.35, 0.6 and 1.0 when defined by Eq. B-13, and about 0.0, 0.6 and 1.0 

when defined by Eq. B-14. For tensile strength, ratings were lumped about 0.25, 0.45 and 

1.0 when defined by Eq. B-13, and 0.0, 0.35 and 1.0 when defined by Eq. B-14. 

Furthermore, aluminum alloys were lumped at one extreme in weight and another extreme 

in the tensile strength. The same was true for steels. Titanium alloys were lumped about 

the middle ratings in both attributes. The proposed compensatory methods selected the 

Hll and AL 7175 because, as seen from Table 3.5c, Hll and AL 7175 were the highly 

preferred alternatives in tensile strength and weight, respectively, and at the same time 

they were not the least preferred in another attribute. Thus, in general, between the 
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proposed non-compensatory and the proposed compensatory methods, the proposed 

compensatory method was more supportive to the second postulate than the proposed non

compensatory method. 

Table 3.5d presents a few of the most preferred alternatives, in decreasing order of 

preference, for the case when weight was twice as important as the tensile strength. This 

type of ranking was important when other specifications at a later stage in the design 

process did not allow the most preferred alternative and so forth. 

Case II: 

This case also dealt with two attributes. These attributes were weight and cost. It 

considers only nine alternatives, and only titanium alloys. Thus, attribute ratings were 

evenly distributed, as shown in Table 3.6c. Tables 3.6a and 3.6b present the outcomes of 

the non-compensatory and the compensatory methods, respectively, for various sets of 

importance assigned to attributes. The following observations were made from Tables 3.6a 

and 3.6b. 

1. For the open membership function, both the proposed non-compensatory and the 

Copeland's methods showed the same outcome. That is, they equally supported the 

second postulate. However, for the closed membership function, the non-

compensatory methods failed to support the second postulate for more import':.nt 

attributes even when one attribute was five times more important than another one. 

Two attributes involved in the decision making were conflicting to the extent that the 

most preferred alternative in one attribute was the least preferred alternative in 

another attribute, as shown in Table 3.6c. An improvement was observed in the 

proposed non-compensatory method using the contrast intensification. 



Method 

<x-IA 

<x-lB 

Cope-l 

Wt.Av.-l 

Fuzzy-lA 

Fuzzy-lB 

<x-2A 

<x-2B 

Cope-2 

Wt.Av.-2 

Fuzzy-2A 

Fuzzy-2B 

Table 3.5d Few Most Preferred Alternatives for Relative Importance 
of Weight Twice that of Tensile Strength 

Rankings of First Few Most -Preferred Alternatives 

(AL-2124 AL-2024 AL-7175 AL-7075 AL-2014) 

(AL-2124 AL-2024 AL-7175 AL-7075 AL-2014) 

(AL-2014 AL-2024 AL-2124 AL-2219 AL-7049) 

(AL-7175 AL-7075 AL-2124 AL-2024 AL-2014) 

(AL-2124 AL-2024 AL-7175 AL-7075 AL-2014) 

(AL-2124 AL-2024 AL-7175 AL-7075 AL-2014) 

(TI-64) 

(AL-2124 AL-2024 AL-7175 AL-7075 AL-2014) 

(TI-64 TI-811 AL-20l4 AL-2024 AL-2124) 

(AL-7175 AL-7075 AL-2124 AL-2024 AL-2014) 

(AL-7175 AL-7075 AL-2124 AL-2024 AL-2014) 

(AL-2124 AL-2024 AL-7175 AL-7075 AL-2014) 
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Method 

nolA 

n-lB 

Cope-l 

n-2A 

n-2B 

Cope-2 

Table 3.6a Material Selection by Non-Compensatory Methods 
with Two Attributes of Case II 

Outcome for Relative Importance I 

(Weight Cost) 

(1 5) (1 4) (1 3) (1 2) (1 1) (2 1) (3 1) (4 1) 

TI-8823 TI-8823 TI-8823 TI-8823 TI-8823 TI-8H TI-8H TI-811 

TI-8823 TI-8823 TI-8823 TI-8823 TI-8823 TI-8H TI-811 TI-811 

TI-8823 TI-8823 TI-8823 TI-8823 TI-8823 TI-8H TI-811 TI-811 

TI-642 TI-642 TI-642 TI-642 TI-642 TI-64 TI-64 TI-64 

TI-8823 TI-8823 TI-642 TI-642 TI-642 TI-64 TI-64 TI-811 

TI-642 TI-642 TI-642 TI-642 TI-52.5 TI-52.5 TI-52.5 TI-52.5 

------------~--------
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(5 1) 

TI-8ll 

TI-8ll 

TI-811 

TI-64 

TI-811 

TI-64 



Method 

(1 5) 

WlAv.-l TI-8823 

Fuzzy-lA TI-8823 

Fuzzy-lB TI-8823 

WlAv.-2 TI-642 

Fuzzy-2A TI-8823 

Fuzzy-2B TI-8823 

Table 3.6b Material Selection by Compensatory Methods 
with 1\vo Attributes of Case II 

Outcome for Relative Importance I 

(Weight Cost) 

(1 4) (1 3) (1 2) (1 1) (2 1) (3 1) 

TI-8823 TI-8823 TI-642 TI-642 TI-52.5 TI-52.5 

TI-8823 TI-8823 TI-8823 TI-642 TI-52.5 TI-811 

TI-8823 TI-8823 TI-8823 TI-642 TI-811 TI-811 

TI-642 TI-642 TI-642 Tl-52.5 TI-52.5 TI-811 

TI-8823 TI-8823 TI-642 TI-52.5 '0-811 TI-811 

TI-8823 TI-8823 TI-8823 TI-52.5 TI-811 TI-811 
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(4 1) (5 I) 

TI-52.5 TI-52.5 

TI-811 TI-811 

TI-811 TI-8l1 

TI-811 Tl-811 

TI-811 TI-81l 

TI-811 TI-811 
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Table 3.6c Ratings of Alternatives in Weight and Cost Attributes 

Attribute Rating 

Attribute Alternative 
Acftual Value 

According to 

Eq. B-13 Eq. B-14 

Cost 11-8823 0.201 1.0 1.0 
11-642 0.206 0.976 0.885 
TI-5522.25 0.212 0.95 0.756 
TI-52.5 0.216 0.933 0.668 
TI-6242 0.223 0.902 0.501 
TI-64 0.229 0.88 0.369 
TI-1023 0.233 0.862 0.261 
TI-8Mn 0.24 0.84 0.119 
TI-811 0.245 0.822 0.0 

Weight TI-811 0.158 1.0 1.0 
11-64 0.16 0.988 0.882 
TI-52.5 0.161 0.981 0.824 
TI-5522.25 0.163 0.969 0.706 
TI-6242 0.164 0.963 0.647 
TI-642 0.165 0.958 0.588 
TI-1023 0.168 0.940 0.412 
TI-8Mn 0.17 0.929 0.294 
11-8823 0.175 0.903 0.0 
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2. As seen from Table 3.6b, the weighted-average method failed to support the second 

postulate when weight was more important than cost for the open membership 

function and when cost was more important than weight for the closed membership 

function. The proposed compensatory methods always showed the outcomes which 

supported the second postulate. This was evident from the rankings of the outcomes 

in individual attributes, as shown in Table 3.6c. 

3. The proposed compensatory and the non-compensatory methods showed the same 

outcomes when one attribute was more important than another one. However, they 

showed different outcomes when attributes were equally important. As seen from 

Table 3.6c, the overall ranking of TI-52.5 was better than that of TI-642. That is, the 

proposed compensatory method, using the closed membership function (Fuzzy-2A and 

Fuzzy-2B), supported the second postulate most. Also, Fuzzy-2B was more supportive 

than Fuzzy-2A. 

Thus, in general, the desired postulated bias towards the important attribute was 

clearly exhibited by all models of the proposed compensatory method. Among these, 

Fuzzy-2B method supported the second postulate most. The first postulate remained 

implicit in most cases. 

The ranking of a few of the most preferred alternatives, as given by each method 

with weight twice as important as cost, is given in Table 3.6d. These results, when 

interpreted using the information about ranking of alternatives in individual attribute and 

their attribute rating, showed that the ranking order given by Fuzzy-2B supported the 

second postulate most. Ranking orders given by other methods supported the second 

postulate to a same or lesser extent. 

. -.--.----~-- --~----------------



Method 

a-IA 

a-IB 

Cope-l 

Wt.Av.-1 

Fuzzy-IA 

Fuzzy-lB 

a-2A 

a-2B 

Cope-2 

Wt.Av.-2 

Fuzzy-2A 

Fuzzy-2B 

Table 3.6d Few Most Preferred Alternatives for Relative Importance 
of Weight Twice that of Cost 

Rankiogs of First Few Most-Preferred Alternatives 

(1'1-811 TI-64 TI-52.5 TI-5522.2S TI-6242) 

(1'1-811 TI-64 TI-S2.5 TI-5S22.2S TI-6242) 

(1'1-811 TI-64 TI-52.5 TI-5S22.2S TI-6242) 

(1'1-52.5 TI-642 TI-5522.2S TI-64 TI-6242) 

(1'1-52.5 TI-64 TI-5522.2S TI-811 TI-642) 

(1'1-811 TI-64 TI-52.5 TI-5S22.2S TI-642) 

(TI-64 TI-52.5 TI-5522.2S) 

(1'1-64 TI-5S22.25) 

(1'1-52.5 TI-64 TI-5522.2S TI-811 TI-6242) 

(1'1-52.5 TI-5522.25 TI-64 TI-642 TI-81!) 

(1'1-811 TI-52.5 TI-64 TI-5S22.2S TI-642) 

(1'1-811 TI-64 TI-52.5 TI-5S22.2S TI-642) 
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Case III: 

The number of attributes were increased to three in this case. These attributes were 

the weight, tensile strength and thermal expansion. The number of alternatives considered 

were nineteen. The characteristic of the alternatives and their attribute ratings in 

individual attributes were similar to that of the first case. These are shown in Table 3.7c. 

Tables 3.7a and 3.7b present the outcomes of the non-compensatory and the compensatory 

methods, respectively, for various sets of importance assigned to attributes under 

consideration. As all observations made for Cases I and II hold true for this case as well, a 

comprehensive observation was made in this case. The outcomes given by each method 

when weight was more important than other two attributes required some explanation. 

However, when these outcomes were examined with Table 3.7c, it became evident that, 

once again, all models of the proposed compensatory method supported the second 

postulate to an equal or greater extent than all other methods. An explicit nature of the 

Fuzzy-2B method to support the second postulate was obvious from these results. Also, 

when all three attributes were equally important, the outcomes given by the proposed 

compensatory methods had better ran kings in two of the attributes than those given by all 

other methods. A few of the most preferred alternatives in the order of decreasing 

preference as given by each method when weight was twice as important as tensile strength 

and thermal expansions, are shown in Table 3.7d. It is evident from this table that the 

rankings given by the Fuzzy-2B methods followed the second postulate to a greater or 

equal extent than that followed by the other methods. 

Case IV: 

In this case, the decision making problem was turned around by considering the 

number of attributes more than the number of alternatives. Six attributes, namely tensile 



Method 

a-1A 

a-lB 

Cope-1 

a-2A 

a-2B 

Cope-2 

Table 3.7a Material Selection by Non-Compensatory Methods 
with Three Attributes of Case III 

-
Outcome for Relative Importance I 

(Thermal Expansion Tensile Strength Weight) 

(2 1 1) (121) (l 12) (1 1 3) (114) 

TI-6242 Hll AL-7175 AL-2124 AL-2124 

TI-6242 Hll AL-2124 AL-2124 AL-2124 

TI-6242 Hll AL-7075 AL-2124 AL-2014 

TI-6242 Hll TI-8H Tl-8H TI-8H 

TI-6242 Hll TI-8H AL-2124 AL-2124 

TI-6242 Hll TI-8H TI-8H TI-811 
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(1 1 1) 

TI-6242 

Tl-6242 

TI-52.5 

Tl-64 

TI-64 

TI-64 



Method 

Wt.Av.-l 

Fuzzy-IA 

Fuzzy-lB 

Wt.Av.-2 

Fuzzy-2A 

Fuzzy-2B 

Table 3.7b Material Selection by Compensatory Methods 
with Three Attributes of Case III 

Outcome for Relative Importance I 

(Thermal Expansion Tensile Strength Weight) 

(2 1 1) (1 2 1) (112) (11 3) (114) 

11-6242 Hll 11-6242 AL-7175 AL-7175 

11-6242 Hll AL-2024 AL-2024 AL-2024 

11-6242 Hll AL-2024 AL-2024 AL-2024 

11-6242 Hll 11-6242 TI-811 AL-7175 

11-6242 Hll TI-811 AL-2024 AL-2024 

11-6242 Hll AL-2024 AL-2024 AL-2024 
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(1 1 1) 

11-6242 

11-6242 

11-6242 

11-1023 

11-6242 

11-6242 



Attribute 

Thennal-
Expansion 

Weight 

Tensile-Strength 

Table 3.7c Ratings of Alternative in ThelTnal Expansion, 
Weight and Tensile-Strength Attributes 

Attribllte Rating 

Alternative 
Acftual Value 

According to 

Eq. B-13 Eq. B-14 
TI-6242 4.3E-6 1.01 1.0 
TI-811 4.8E-6 0.896 0.943 
TI-64 5.0E-6 0.86 0.920 
TI-642 5.1E-6 0.843 0.909 
TI-52.5 5.2E-6 0.827 0.898 
TI-I023 5.4E-6 0.796 0.875 
TI-5522.25 5.7E-6 0.754 0.841 
TI-8Mn 6.0E-6 0.717 0.807 
17-4Ph 6.0E-6 0.717 0.807 
17-7Ph 6.1E-6 0.705 0.795 
Hll 6.6E-6 0.652 0.737 
AL-2014 12.5E-6 0.344 0.068 
AL-2219 12.7E-6 0.344 0.068 
AL-2024 12.7E-6 0.338 0.045 
AL-2124 12.7E-6 0.338 0.045 
AL-7049 13.0E-6 0.331 0.011 
AL-7075 13.0E-6 0.331 0.011 
AL-7175 13.0E-6 0.331 0.011 
AL-7050 13.1E-6 0.328 0.0 
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Above alternatives have the same randings and ratings as those given in Table 3.5e ror weight at-
tribute, when TI-8823 is removed from the listing. 

Above alternatives have the same rankings and ratings as. those given in Table 3.5e for tensile-
strength attribute, when TI-8823 is removed from the list. 



Method 

a-lA 

a-lB 

Cope-l 

Wt.Av.-l 

Fuzzy-IA 

Fuzzy-lB 

a-2A 

a-2B 

Cope-2 

Wt.Av.-2 

Fuzzy-2A 

Fuzzy-2B 

Table 3.7d Few Most Preferred Alternatives for Relative Importance 
of Weight 1\vice that of Thennal Expansion 

and Tensile Strength 

Rankings of First Few Most-Preferred Alternatives 

(AL-7175 AL-7075 TI-811 TI-64 TI-52.5) 

(AL-2124 AL-2024 AL-7175 AL-7075 AL-2014) 

(AL-7175 AL-7075 TI-811 TI-64 TI-52.5) 

(TI-6242 TI-811 TI-64 AL-7175 TI-1023) 

(AL-7175 AL-2124 AL-2024 AL-7075 AL-2014) 

(AL-2124 AL-2024 AL-7175 AL-7075 AL-2014) 

(TI-811 TI-64 TI-5522.25 TI-6242 TI-642 

(TI-811 TI-64 TI-52.5 TI-5522.25 TI-6242) 

(TI-811 TI-64 TI-52.5 TI-5522.25 TI-6242) 

(TI-6242 TI-1023 TI-811 TI-64 TI-64) 

(TI-811 TI-6242 TI-64 TI-1023 TI-642) 

(AL-2024 AL-2124 AL-7175 AL-2014 AL-7075) 

--------------------------- -
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strength, thermal conductivity, thermal expansion, fracture toughness, cost and weight, 

were considered. The three alternatives considered are shown, with their rankings and 

ratings in individual attribute, in Table 3.8c. The outcomes, as given by the non

compensatory and the compensatory methods for various sets of importance assigned to 

attributes involved in decision making, are shown in Tables 3.8a and 3.8b, respectively. 

All methods came up with the same outcome in most of the cases, except in the last two 

columns in both tables, where thermal expansion and weight were twice as important as 

the other attributes. Copeland's method failed to support the second postulate in both of 

these cases, whereas the weighted-average method failed to support the second postulate in 

the case where weight was more important. In short, all models of the proposed 

compensatory and the non-compensatory methods showed the outcome which supported 

the second postulate most. To end this, rankings of the alternatives, as gi ven by each 

method where weight was twice as important as the other attributes, are given in Table 

3.8d. Once again, the ran kings given by all models of proposed compensatory method 

supported the second postulate most. 

To conclude the evaluation of multi-criteria decision-making methods under 

consideration, following are observations made from the foregoing study: 

1. Non-compensatory methods using the closed membership function failed to support 

the second postulate in decision making over conflicting attributes. This may have 

occurred due to strong conflicting attributes, as in the second case. This was not 

expected to occur in decision-making problems with less conflicting attributes, as was 

observed in the first case, or with more numbers of attributes, as was 0 bserved in the 

last two cases. 



Method 

a-lA 

a-lB 

Cope-1 

a-2A 

a-2B 

Cope-2 

Table 3.8a Material Selection by Non-Compensatory Methods 
with Six Attributes of Case IV 

Outcome for Relative Importance I 

([ensile Strengt.h Thennal Conductivity Thennal Expansion 

Fracture Toughness Cost Weight) 

(22 1 1 1 1) (1122 1 1) (1 1 1 122) (2 1 1 1 1 1) (1 1 2 1 1 1) 

17-7Ph TI-6242 AL-7049 17-7Ph TI-6242 

17-7Ph TI-6242 AL-7049 17-7Ph TI-6242 

17-7Ph TI-6242 AL-7049 17-7Ph TI-6242 

17-7Ph TI-6242 AL-7049 17-7Ph TI-6242 

17-7Ph TI-6242 AL-7049 17-7Ph TI-6242 

17-7Ph TI-6242 AL-7049 17-7Ph 17-7Ph 
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--
(1 1 1 1 1 2) 

TI-642 

AL-7049 

TI-6242 

AL-7049 

AL-7049 

TI-6242 



Method 

WtAv.-l 

Fuzzy-l A 

Fuzzy-IB 

WtAv.-2 

Fuzzy-2A 

Fuzzy-2B 

Table 3.8b Material Selection by Compensatory Methods 
with Six Attributes of Case IV 

Outcome for Relative Importance I 

(Tensile Strength Thennal Conductivity Thennal Expansion 

Fracture Toughness Cost Weight) 

(22 1 1 1 1) (1 122 1 1) (1 1 1 1 22) (2 1 1 1 1 1) (11 2 1 1 1) 

17-7Ph TI-6242 AL-7049 17-7Ph TI-6242 

17-7Ph TI-6242 AL-7049 17-7Ph TI-6242 

17-7Ph TI-6242 AL-7049 17-7Ph TI-6242 

17-7Ph TI-6242 AL-7049 17-7Ph TI-6242 

17-7Ph TI-6242 AL-7049 17-7Ph TI-6242 

17-7Ph TI-6242 AL-7049 17-7Ph TI-6242 
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(1 1 1 1 1 2) 

TI-6242 

AL-7049 

AL-7049 

TI-6242 

AL-7049 

AL-7049 



Attribute 

Thennal-
Expansion 

Cost 

Weight 

Tcnsilep-
Strength 

Fracture-
Toughness 

Thennal 
Conductivity 

Table 3.8c Ratings of Alternatives in Thennal Expansion, Cost, 
Weight, Tensile-Strength, Fracture Toughness and 

Thennal Conductivity Attributes 

Attribute Rating 

Alternative 
Actual Value 

According to 

Eq. B-13 Eq. B-14 

TI-6242 43E-6 1.0 1.0 
17-7Ph 6.1E-6 0.70S 0.793 
AL-7049 13.0E-6 0.331 0.0 

AL-7049 0.078 1.0 1.0 
17-7Ph 0.197 0.394 0.181 
TI-6242 0.223 0.348 0.0 

AL-7049 0.102 1.0 1.0 
TI-6242 0.164 0.622 0.646 
17-7Ph 0.277 0.368 0.0 

17-7Ph 2.4E+S 1.0 1.0 
TI-6242 1.46E+S 0.608 0.453 
AL-7049 0.68E+S 0.283 0.0 

TI-6242 13S.0 1.0 1.0 
17-7Ph 40.0 0.293 0.181 
AL-7049 19.0 0.141 0.0 

17-7Ph 9.S 1.0 1.0 
AL-7049 7.417 0.781 0.614 
TI-6242 4.1 0.432 0.0 
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Method 

a-lA 

a-lB 

Cope-l 

Wt.Av.-l 

Fuzzy-l A 

Fuzzy-lB 

a-2A 

a-2B 

Cope-2 

Wt.Av.-2 

Fuzzy-2A 

Fuzzy-2B 

Table 3.8d Few Most Preferred Alternatives for Relative Importance 
of Weight 1\vice that ofThennal Expansion, Tensile Strength, 

Thennal Conductivity, Fracture Toughness and Cost 

Rankings of First Few Most-Preferred Alternatives 

(T1-6242 17-7Ph) 

(AL-7049 TI-6242) 

(T1-6242 17-7Ph AL-7049) 

(T1-6242 AL-7049 17-7Ph) 

(AL-7049 TI-6242 17-7Ph) 

(AL-7049 TI-6242 17-7Ph) 

(AL-7049 TI-6242) 

(AL-7049 TI-6242) 

(T1-6242 17-7Ph AL-7049) 

(T1-6242 AL-7049 17-7Ph) 

(AL-7049 TI-6242 17-7Ph) 

(AL-7049 TI-6242 17-7Ph) 
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2. The mathematical operations from the fuzzy set theory, namely a-cut and union of 

fuzzy sets, made the proposed methods follow the second postulate intrinsically and 

contrast in.tensification made the proposed method follow the second postulate 

extrinsically. 

3. AU models of the proposed compensatory method supported the second postulate to a 

greater extent than all other methods. This was observed in all four cases studied 

here. 

4. All methods followed the first postulate. This was observed when the presented 

outcomes were interpreted using the information on their rankings and ratings in 

individual attributes. 

5. The proposed compensatory method using the closed membership function (Eq. B-14), 

union of fuzzy sets (Eq. B-IO) and the contrast intensification (Eq. B-15), that is 

Fuzzy-2B method, supported the proposed postulates in all test cases considered in this 

study. As the test cases developed were based on the forementioned criteria for 

evaluaton of multi-criteria decision-making methods, and they covered a wide range 

of decision making situations, the Fuzzy-2B method was found suitable for the 

decision making involved in the preliminary design stage of the design process, where 

decision making was based on the proposed postulates. 

3.6.2 Uncertainty Modelled Explicitly 

As the Fuzzy-2B method was found suitable for the decision making based on the 

proposed postulates, the next task was to incorporate uncertainty due to imprecise 

assignment of the importance to the attributes involved in the decision making. Decision 

making in Cases I and III was considered to evaluate the role of uncertainty on the 

outcomes. For the first case, three sets of importance were considered: 

- ----------
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I. When tensile strength was three times more important than weight. 

2. When weight was three times more important than tensile strength. 

3. When weight and tensile strength were equally important. 

For the third case, four sets of importance were considered: 

I. When thermal expansion was twice as important as weight and tensile strength. 

2. When tensile strength was twice as important as weight and the thermal expansion. 

3. When weight was twice as important as tensile strength and thermal expansion. 

4. When weight, tensile strength and thermal expansion were equally important. 

Various degrees of uncertainty between 0, fully certain, and 0.5, for fully uncertain 

were applied to each attribute involved in the decision making. The outcomes for the 

above two cases of two-attributes and three-atrributes decision making are presented in 

Tables 3.9 and 3.10, respectively. The first row in both tables shows the outcomes for the 

case when the designer was fully certain about the importance assigned to the attributes 

involved in the decision making. The effect of degree of uncertainty was observed in both 

the cases. When evaluating the outcomes using the information about their rankings and 

ratings in Tables 35lJ and 3.6b, respectively, it became obvious that the ranking of the 

outcomes impro',ed as the uncertainty associated with the importance decreased. This 

improvement depended on both the importance of the attribute and the associated 

uncertainty. 

It was concluded from the foregoing study on the decision-making methods that the 

Fuzzy-2B method was more suitable for the decision-making situations arising during the 

preliminary design phase of the design process and based on the stated postulates. It had 



Certainty 

(1.0 1.0) 

(0.9 0.9) 

(0.9 0.7) 

(0.9 0.5) 

(0.7 0.9) 

(0.7 0.7) 

(0.7 0.5) 

(0.5 0.9) 

(0.5 0.7) 

(0.5 0.5) 

Table 3.9 Material Selection under Uncertainty in 
Importance of Two Attribute 

Outcome for Relative Importance I 

(Tensile Strength Weight) 

(3 1) (1 3) 

Hll AL-2124 

Hll AL-7175 

Hll AL-7175 

Hll TI-64 

TI-64 AL-2024 

TI-64 AL-2024 

TI-64 TI-64 

TI-811 AL-2024 

TI-811 TI-2014 

TI-64 TI-52.5 
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(1 1) 

AL-7175 

Hll 

TI-811 

TI-64 

Hll 

Hll 

TI-64 

Hll 

Hll 

Hll 



Certainty 

(1.0 1.0 1.0) 

(0.9 0.9 0.9) 
(0.9 0.9 0.7) 
(0.9 0.9 0.5) 

(0.9 0.7 0.9) 
(0.9 0.7 0.7) 
(0.9 0.7 0.5) 

(0.9 0.5 0.9) 
(0.9 0.5 0.7) 
(0.9 0.5 0.5) 

(0.7 0.9 0.9) 
(0.7 0.9 0.7) 
(0.7 0.9 0.5) 

(0.7 0.7 0.9) 
(0.7 0.7 0.7) 
(0.7 0.7 0.5) 

(0.7 0.5 0.9) 
(0.7 0.5 0.7) 
(0.7 0.5 0.5) 

(0.5 0.9 0.9) 
(0.5 0.9 0.7) 
(0.5 0.9 0.5) 

(0.5 0.7 ·0.9) 
(0.5 0.7 0.7) 
(0.5 0.7 0.5) 

(0.5 0.5 0.9) 
(0.5 0.5 0.7) 
(0.5 0.5 0.5) 

Table 3.10 Material Selection Under Uncertaintty in 
Importance of Three Attributes 

Outcomes for Relative Importance I 

(Thennal-Expansion Tensile-Strength Weight) 

(2 1 1) (1 2 1) (1 1 2) 

TI-6242 Hll AL-2124 

TI-64 17-7Ph AL-7175 
AL-7175 
TI-811 

TI-6242 
TI-64 

TI-6242 

TI-64 

TI-I023 
Hll 

AL-2124 
TI-52.S TI-64 AL-2124 

TI-64 

TI-811 
TI-52.5 

Hll 

Hll 

TI-52.5 
TI-64 

AL-2124 
AL-2014 

TI-52.5 TI-52.5 TI-S11 
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(1 1 1) 

TI-6242 

TI-811 
Hll 
Hll 

TI-Sll 
TI-64 
TI-64 

TI-Sll 
TI-64 
TI-64 

TI-1023 
Hll 
Hll 

TI-Sll 
TI-52.5 
TI-52.5 

TI-Sll 
TI-52.5 
TI-52.5 

Hll 
Hll 
Hll 

TI-Sll 
TI-52.5 
TI-52.5 

TI-Sll 
TI-52.5 
TI-52.5 
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the capability of handling the uncertainty associated with the importance assigned to the 

attributes, which was generally the case in most decision making involved in the design 

process. It represented a new application to the preliminary design stage of the design 

process and a powerful approach to represent and manipulate uncertainty due to imprecise 

information. This method was implemented in the Expe11-SEISD to select the material 

which would meet the user's requirements for the preliminary design of the structure 

under consideration. 



III 

CHAPTER 4 

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE EXPERT-SEISD 

4.1 Introduction 

The conceptual methodology of a proposed intelligent tool, Expert-SEISD, for the 

specifications extraction and the preliminary design phases of the structural design process 

was described in Chapter 2. An overview of that representation is presented in Figure 4.1. 

In this chapter, the implementation details are discussed for each part of the Expert

SEISD. Two illustrations are presented to demonstrate two of the three capabilities of the 

Expert-SEISD. Finally, results are discussed in the last section. 

In Section 2.5, various tools and environments available for the development of a 

KBES were discussed. COMMON LISP was proposed as an environment for the 

development of the Expert-SEISD. To be more specific, the Expert-SEiSD was 

implemented in a PC-based COMMON LISP, GCLISP, developed by Gold Hill Computers. 

LISP is a LISt Processing language. Various dialects of LISP, such as MACLISP, 

ZETA LISP, SCHEME LISP, INTERLISP, etc., are being used by the AI researchers. 

COMMON LISP, developed as a standard LISP having the functionality of most dialects of 

the LISP is more compatible. It excludes features that cannot be implemented on a broad 

class of computers, to make it more portable [70]. Some features of the COMMON LISP 

are discussed in Appendix A. 

4.2 Expert-SEISD 

An overview of the Expert-SEISD is shown in Figure 4.1. The four most basic 

parts are the user-expert interface, the knowledge-base, an inference engine and the data 

base. A knowledge acquisition module, developed to serve the purposes of KBES tools, is 
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ENGINEER EXPERTS 
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CCEPT ABILITY TO REDESIGN 

YES 

STOP ) 

Figure 4.1 An overview of the Expert-SElSD. 
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also shown as an integral part of the system. The knowledge and data bases are designed 

to store information. They differ significantly in the type of information they can store, 

the type of interrelationships between data they can handle and in what kind of training is 

needed for the person who updates the stored information. Both of the bases store facts, 

but in addition, knowledge bases store cause and effect knowledge, rules and imprecise 

information. Details of implementation strategy for each part are described in this section 

from the structural design point of view. 

4.2.1 User Interface 

Various principles underlying the user interface were presented in Section 2.2.1. As 

shown in Figure 4.1, the present user interface allows the user to interact with the various 

modules of the KBES. It Queries the user to gather the relevant information and sends the 

message to various modules to perform the necessary task. Thus, it performs the task of 

information gathering, interacts with the inference engine, aids the knowledge acquisition, 

etc. It was developed to be menu-driven at window level to facilitate query, response to 

query and help to query. The development of this interface was based on the concept of 

information gathering, as discussed in the Conceptual StUdy. It was developed as a 

conventional tree structure. To facilitate the information gathering, the query at the top 

level follows the breadth-first strategy. The questions at this level are asked one by one 

from left to right without skipping or repeating any of them. The query at all lower levels 

follow the depth-first strategy from left to right. In this case, response to previous 

questions determine the questions that follow. For data base-dependent questions having 

multiple answers, the user may select "uncertain" or "none-of -the-above" as an answer. 

When a user selects "uncertain", the specification hidden in that question is assigned a value 

under the information patching. The user is asked to give his/her choice on selection of 
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"none-of-the-above". This leads to the update of the data base by the knowledge engineer 

for a specification hidden in that question. For a structural design, information is gathered 

on important design parameters to select the appropriate structural material, partial 

geometry of the structure and various loadings on the structure. The schematic 

representation of the infOlmation gathering is shown in Figure 4.2. To facilitate the 

knowledge acquisition, all questions follow the depth-first strategy. 

4.2.2 Knowledge Base 

A domain-specific knowledge base was developed as a part of the KBES to Kaid 

the inference engine in deriving domain specific inferences. To improve the efficiency of 

the KBES, the knowledge stored in its knowledge base should be easy to access and 

retrieve as and when needed. This depends on how the knowledge is represented in the 

knowledge base. Various ways of knowledge representation were briefly discussed in 

Section 2.2.2.1. One or more of these representations may be suitable to employ in a 

KBES, depending on its implementation environment. In GCLISP, an environment for 

implementation of the Expert-SEISD, rules, object-attribute-value triplets using the 

property lists and procedural representations are facilitated. These representations are 

discussed next from an implementation point of view. 

A rule is a conditional statement that specifies an action to take place or advice to 

follow under a certain set of conditions. This type of format of rules is particularly 

suitable for expressing knowledge that experts in the field have gained from experience, 

their so-called "rules of thumb". The structure of these rules is represented as: 



USER INTERFACE 

STRUCTlRlAL DESIGN 

STRUCTURE-NAME 

DESIGN 
PARAMETERS 

(Cost, 
Weight, etc.) 

STRUCTURAL 
MATERIALS 

(Isotropic, 
Composite) 

KNOWLEDGE-ACQUISITION 

STRUCTURAL DECOMPOSITION 

~ 
BEAM PLATE 

Importance of 
Design Parameters 
~ 

BEAM-LENGTH BEAM-LOADS 

AXIAL 

~ 
PL UDL LVL SL 

+ 
Position, 
Intensity 

Note: PL = Point Loads; UDL = Uniformly Distributed Loads; 
L VL = Linearly Varying Loads; SL = Sinusoidal Loads 

Figure 4.2 Schematic of the information gathering in the Expert-SEISD . 

. ------~------------- .. -~ .. -------

liS 



(Rule-number (if (facti is true) 
(fact 2 is true) 

(factn is true» 
(then (take actionl) 

(factm is true))) 
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This representation allows an easy access to rule parts. The flirt part, i.e., the antecedent, 

contains facts and the "then" part, i.e., the consequent, contains conclusions. An inference 

knowledge base is developed using these rules. Some rules from the inference knowledge 

base will be presented later in this section. 

An object-attribute-value triplet representation in GCLISP is achieved by assigning 

a set property list to an object, which is typically a symbol. A property list contains zero 

or more entries, each entry associates with a key, called the indicator or attribute, an 

arbitrary LiSP object, called the property or value. An attribute is typically a symbol and 

a value may be a symbol, a number, or a list. A property list is implemented as a memory 

cell containing a list with an even number of elements. Each pair of elements in the list 

constitutes an entry. The first item of each pair is an attribute and the second item of 

each pair is the value. A nested representation is achieved by assigning a list to a value. 

This will be shown later while discussing the design and interface knowledge bases. No 

duplications are permitted among the attributes, that is, a property list can have only one 

property at a given time for a given attribute. In this way, given an object, a property list 

and an attribute, an associated value can be retrieved. 

A procedural representation is similar to functions or subprograms used in 

conventional languages. However, unlike the functions or subprograms, a procedure in 

LISP can access itself, by making a call to itself. An illustrative example is given in 

Appendix A. 
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As shown in Figure 4.3, the knowledge base for the Expert-SEISD consists of an 

interface knowledge base, an inference knowledge base and a design knowledge base. 

Each of these knowledge bases was developed by employing one or more of the knowledge 

representation schemes discussed above. 

4.2.2.1 Interface Knowledge Base. As the name indicates, the interface knowledge 

base was developed to aid the user interface in gathering relevant information for an in-

tended structural design. It was developed using object-attribute-value representation. The 

following example illustrates the knowledge representation in the interface knowledge base. 

(SETF STRUCTURE 
'(INFORMA nON 

(DESIGN-PARAMETERS (WEIGHT THERMAL-EXPANSION COST 
YIELD-STRENGTH FATIGUE-STRENGTH 
IMPACT -STRENGTH SHEAR-STRENGTH 
TENSILE-STRENGTH HARDNESS 
THERMAL-CONDUCTIVITY STIFFNESS 
CORROSION-RESISTANCE 
FRACTURE-TOUGHNESS) 

(MINIMIZE (WEIGHT COST THERMAL-EXPANSION) 
(MAXIMIZE (YIELD-STRENGTH TENSILE-STRENGTH HARDNESS 

FA TIGUE-STRENGTH THERMAL-CONDUCTIVITY 
IMPACT -STRENGTH CORROSION -RESISTANCE 
SHEAR-STRENGTH FRACTURE-TOUGHNESS 
STIFFNESS) 

..... ) 
TITLE ( ... 

. ... ) ..... . . ..... ) 
BEAM 
'(INFORMATION 
{LOADS (TRANSVERSE-LOADS AXIAL-LOADS) 
(TRANSVERSE-LOADS (POINT-LOADS SINUSOIDAL-LOADS 

UNIFORMLY -DISTRIBUTED-LOADS 
LINEARLY-VARYING-LOADS) 

CONSTRAINTS (MAXIMUM-DEFLECTION MAXIMUM-STRESS) 
BOUNDARY -CONDITIONS (CLAMPED-AT -LEFT-END 

CLAMPED-AT -RIGHT-END 

..... ) ...... ) 

SIMPL Y -SUPPORTED-AT -BOTH-ENDS 
CLAMPED-AT-BOTH-ENDS ... ) 

...... ) 
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EXPERT -SEI SD 
KNOWLEDGE BASE 

~ ~ 
INTERFACE INFERENCE STRUCTURAL DESIGN 
KNOWLEDGE BASE KNOWLEDGE BASE KNOWLEDGE BASE 

* 
~ 

BEAM DESIGN PLATE DESIGN 
KNOWLEDGE BASE KNOWLEDGE BASE 

Figure 4.3 Schematic of the knowledge base in the Expert-SEISD. 
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4.2.2.2 Inference Knowledge Base. The inference knowledge base was developed 

to aid the inference engine in inferring the necessary specifications in a form suitable for a 

preliminary design to proceed. It was developed using a combination of rules and the 

object-attribute-value triplet representations. This hybrid representation has effects similar 

to the meta-level representation, which uses rules to select the set of relevant rules to 

confirm a given hypothesis. Since inference engines need to search through only a relevant 

set of the rules, this representation improves the efficiency of the KBES. This 

improvement becomes more significant as the number of rules increases in the knowledge 

base. Thus, this hybrid representation is particularly useful when the knowledge base is 

very large, that is, when it contains hundreds or thousands of rules. It is very efficient 

since the inference engine retrieves the set of rules representing the given attribute to 

determine its value. The following example illustrates the knowledge representation in the 

inference knowledge base. 

(SETF RULES-TO-INFER 
'(BEAM-BOUNDARY -CONDITIONS 

«RULE I 

(IF (POINT LOAD IS ACTING AT RIGHT-END OF THE BEAM» 
(THEN (BOUNDARY-CONDITIONS IS CLAMPED-AT-LEFT-END))) 

(RULE 2 

(IF (POINT LOAD IS ACTING AT LEFT-END OF THE BEAM» 
(THEN (BOUNDARY-CONDITIONS IS CLAMPED-AT-RIGHT-END») 

RULE 3 

(IF (NO POINT LOADS ARE ACTING AT THE ENDS OF THE BEAM» 
(THEN (BOUNDARY-CONDITIONS IS CLAMPED-AT-BOTH-ENDS))) ... ) 

BEAM-CONSTRAINTS 
BEAM-SECTION 
PLA TE-CONSTRAINTS 
PLA TE-BOUNDARY -CONDITIONS 

( ..... ) 
(. .... ) 
(. .... ) 
(. .... ))) 
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4.2.2.3 Design Knowledge Base. The design knowledge base consists of the design 

relations for the beam and plate design. These relations are either the closed form 

solutions or empirical relations developed, using a polynomial regression analysis, from the 

results obtained from the finite element analysis. A polynomial regression analysis uses the 

method of least sq!lares [13] to develop the empirical relations for the knowledge base. 

The results of linear, quadratic and cubic polynomial regression analyses showed that a 

cubic polynomial interpolation is more accurate than the other two and that the errors at 

the interpolated points are well within the range acceptable to the preliminary design. A 

similar observation about the accuracy of the cubic polynomial was made in [46] while 

developing the library of pre-analyzed substructures (FEM) to speed up the analysis of the 

complex structures. Hornbeck [35] discourages a polynomial regression analysis using 

polynomials of more than third degree (cubic). He tested the reliability of the polynomial 

regression technique for various orders of polynomials. Fourth and higher order 

polynomials yielded nonsense answers, while the third order showed no tendency toward 

instability. For given material properties and boundary conditions, these relations are 

developed as cubic polynomials of the load positions. Each of these relations can find the 

design dimensions when other design specifications in that relation are known. An object

attribute-value triplet representation is employed to develop the design knowledge base. 

The following example illustrates the knowledge representation design knowledge base. 



(SETF BEAM-DESIGN 
'(AREA-MOMENT -OF-INERTIA 

(AND (SETF CPL 
(GETF 
(GETF AREA-MOMENT -OF-lNERTIA-LOAD-MUL TIPLIER 

LOAD-TYPE) BOUNDARY -CONDITONS) 
CPBC 
(GETF AREA-MOMENT-OF-INERTIA-BC-MULTIPLIER 

BOUNDARY -CONDITIONS» 
U (* (EVAL CPL) (EVAL CPBC) P (EXPT BEAM-LENGTH 3» 

E MAX-DEFL» 
SECTION-MODULUS 
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(AND (SETF CPL (GETF (GETF SECTION-MODULUS-LOAD-MULTIPLIER 
LOAD-TYPE) BOUNDARY-CONDITIONS 

U (* (EV AL CPL (EV AL CPBC) P BEAM-LENGTH) YS))) 
AREA-MOMENT -OF-INERTIA-LOAD-MUL TIPLIER 
'(POINT-LOADS (CLAMPED-AT-LEFT-END 1.0 

CLAMPED-AT-RIGHT-END 1.0 
CLAMPED-AT-BOTH-ENDS 1.0 .... ) 

UNIFORMLY-DISTRIBUTED-LOADS (... .. .. ) 
...... ) 

....... ) 

Generally, in interface and design knowledge bases, as shown in the illustrating examples, 

knowledge is represented by nested object-attribute-value triplets. This nested 

representation of object-attribute-value triplets is similar to frame and object 

representations available in other environments. The knowledge represented in this fashion 

can be easily retrieved by the inference engine, user interface or other modules of the 

KBES. For example, when beam-boundary-conditions are to be inferred, instead of 

scanning through all the rules in the inference knowledge base, the following statement 

retrieves only the rules involving beam-boundary-conditions and the inference engine then 

decides the boundary-conditions from the available information. 

(GETF RULES-TO-INFER 'BEAM-BOUNDARY-CONDITIONS) 

The following example retrieves and evaluates the design relation for the area moment of 

inertia for a beam with given BOUNDARY-CONDITIONS and LOAD-TYPE. 
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(EVAL (GETF BEAM-DESIGN 'AREA-MOMENT-OF-INERTIA» 

Unlike the data base, the development and the expansion of the knowledge base 

requires the interaction between the domain experts and a knowledge engineer. The 

interface knowledge base contains domain experts' knowledge on what to gather and how 

to gather the relevant information for a structural design problem. The inference 

knowledge base contains domain experts' heuristic knowledge or so-called "rules of thumb" 

about specifications which can be inferred from the gathered information. Having the 

inference knowledge base developed minimizes the information to be gathered from the 

user. The design knowledge base contains textbook knowledge or domain experts' 

manipulated knowledge of structural, material and geometrical relationships. 

4.2.3 Inference Engine 

Once the relevant information is gathered, inference engine derives the 

specifications in a form suitable for a preliminary design to proceed with. The inference 

engine performs three tasks, namely interpretation and assessment, classification and 

decomposition, and information patching, as depicted in Figure 4.4. The gathered 

information is interpreted in the form of design objectives, constraints, and design 

variables. It is classified to facilitate the preliminary design. The decomposition is carried 

out to reduce the complexity of the problem. The gathered information is assessed and 

missing information, if any, is provided under the task of information patching. The 

values to unknown specifications are assigned so as to optimize the design objectives 

without violating the constraints. AIl of these tasks need some kind of problem-solving 

technique to find a rule from the inference knowledge base which can make some 

inference from the known facts. Thus, the inference engine employs one or more of the 
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INFERENCE ENGINE 

INTERPRET ATION AND ASSESSMENT 

CLASSIFICATION AND DECOMPOSITION 

INFORMATION PATCHING 

Figure 4.4 Tasks of inference engine in the Expert-SEISD. 
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problem-solving techniques discussed in Section 2.2.3. Unlike PROLOG and other envi

ronments, GCLISP does not have a built-in inference mechanism. PROLOG has a built-in 

inference engine which employs a backward-chaining technique. As all three tasks of the 

present inference engine involve inference from known facts, forward-chaining is required. 

The forward-chaining technique was developed and employed in the present inference 

engine. It uses the principle of pattern matching to match the antecedent with known 

facts. A forward-chaining problem solver looks for rules that depend only on the already 

known facts [56, 77, 78]. It involves scanning down the list of rules until a rule is found 

that gets fired on pattern matching or until all rules are scanned, which results in no 

inference from the known facts. The inference engine creates a list of facts from known 

specifications corresponding to the antecedent of the rules, and then tries to match each 

part of the antecedent with one of the facts. When all parts of the antecedent of any rule 

match their counterparts in facts and both of them have the same size, it fires the rule to 

draw conclusions. This kind of pattern matching is foolproof in such a way that no more 

than one rule can get fired or no rule can get fired for a given list of known facts. 

As stated earlier, the gathered information is interpreted in the form of design 

objectives, constraints, and design variables. The information gathered on design 

parameters is interpreted to make the lists of design objectives and constraints and the 

information gathered on geometry and loadings is put into a list of known variables. 

The interpreted specifications are then assessed to check the completeness of the 

problem. For a structural design problem, no information is asked on boundary conditions, 

beam sections, etc. Also, the user may be uncertain as to how to answer some questions, 

such as one on design parameters, etc. All of this information is needed before proceeding 

with the preliminary design. Assessment of specifications identifies all such parameters 

which can be assigned values while information patching. 
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Specifications are classified according to the needs of a stage of the preliminary 

design. The preliminary design can have various stages, beginning with a simple one and 

increasing in complexity. A knowledge base was developed for these stages of the 

preliminary design. It contains the empirical relations between a design function and the 

specifications affecting it. For a beam design, the design function is section-dimensions 

and the specifications affecting it are boundary conditions, load type, load position, 

constraints and material properties. A polynomial regression scheme, using the method of 

least squares [13], was used to develop the empirical relations for the knowledge base, as 

discussed in Section 4.2.2. 

For the design of structures composed of beams and plates, the empirical relations 

are developed either from the results of the closed form solutions, if available, or from the 

results obtained from the parametric analyses performed using the finite element methods 

when no closed form solutions are available. 

As the present domain of the Expert-SEISD deals with the preliminary design of 

beams and plates separately, no decomposition strategy was proposed. However, a suitable 

strategy should be formulated which decomposes complex structures into simple structural 

elements. Initially, no interactions may be considered. Hierarchical planning, subdesign 

decomposition with weak interaction and objective functions and constraints propagation 

are interrelated. It is a common practice to divide complex engineering systems into 

subsystems, which can then be studied separately without continuous attention to their 

interactions. This may be referred to as a design process in terms of nearly independent 

subproblems. The subsystem partitioning can be done before the specifications of the 

subsystems are worked out since most of the details are irrelevant to the global design. 

The purpose of carrying out decomposition is to simplify the design approach. An attempt 
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was made in the present study to simplify the preliminary design of beams and plates by 

developing design relations for an equivalent point load instead of having design relations 

for distributed loads. The equivalent point loads were calculated such that they minimized 

the error between actual distributed loads and equivalent point loads. 

The information patching assigns the values to the specifications identified by the 

assessment. It uses the known facts to assign values to these specifications from the 

knowledge base. When given specifications fail to come up with a feasible design, 

information patching modifies the values of relevant specifications such that a feasble 

design may be obtained. 

Once the specifications extraction phase '·!as completed, the expert proceeds with 

the preliminary design. As the domain of the present study was the specifications 

extractions and the preliminary design phases of the design process, the expert prompts the 

user to redesign the same structure by changing some of the specifications or to design 

another structure. The former goes back to the user-expert interface to gather the 

information on specifications to be changed, keeping the rest of the specifications intact. 

This will make the redesign faster and more efficient than the first design. The latter 

leads to the user-expert interface to gather the information about a new structure. 

4.2.4 Data Base 

A domain-specific data base was developed to store the properties of aerospace 

structural materials such as aluminum alloys, titanium alloys and some of the steels, etc., 

and the basic cross-section dimensions and relationships for derived cross-section properties 

such as area, area moment of inertia, etc., as functions of basic cross-section dimensions 

for solid sections such as rectangular, circular, etc. for closed sections such as rectangular, 

circular, etc., and for open sections such as I-section, T -section, C-section, etc. The 
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schematic representation of the data base is shown in Figure 4.5. It was developed to aid 

the preliminary design. These data were stored using the object-attribute-value 

representation described in Section 4.2.2. The following example illustrates an object-

attribute-value representation in the present data base. 

(SETF ISOTROPIC MATERIALS 
'(TI-5AL-2.5SN TI-8MN TI-6AL-4V TI-6AL-2SN-4ZR-2MO 

TI-8AL-l MO-l V TI-5AL-5SN-2ZR-2MO-0.25SI TI-6AL-4V -2SN 
TI-I0V-2FE-3AL TI-8MO-8V-2FE-3AL HII-MOD-STEEL 
17-4PH-STEEL 17-7PH-STEEL AL-2014 AL-2024 AL-2124 AL-2219 
AL-7049 AL-7050 AL- 7075 AL-7175 AL- 7178) 

PROPERTIES-ORDER 
'(TENSILE-STRENGTH YIELD-STRENGTH SHEAR-STRENGTH 

FATIGUE-STRENGTH IMPACT-STRENGTH FRACTURE-TOUGHNESS WEIGHT 
STIFFNESS POISSON-RATIO HARDNESS THERMAL-EXPANSION 
THERMAL-CONDUCTIVITY CORROSION-RESISTANCE COST) 

PROPERTIES 
'(TI-5AL-2.5SN (1.25E+5 1.2E+5 N-A 6.0E+4 17.046.00.161 

1.55E+7 0.35 335.0 5.2E-6 4.4 B 0.21574) 
TI-8MN (1.4E+5 1.27E+5 9.5E+4 8.5E+4 N-A N-A 0.17 

1.65E+7 0.33 311.0 6.0E-6 6.3 B 0.2397) 

..... ) 
...... ) 

The data base may be updated by a knowledge engineer when a user (structural 

engineer) supplies the new information without interacting with the domain experts. This 

information can be retrieved in a similar fashion, as illustrated in Section 4.2.2. 

4.2.5 Knowledge Acquisition 

One of the reasons for applying AI in the form of KBES to a knowledge-intensive 

task such as a structural design problem is to mimic the behavior and reasoning of human 

experts in the field of application. The behavior and the reasoning of the human experts 

change as their knowledge changes through experience or other means. In order for a 
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Figure 4.5 Schematic of the data base in the Expert-SEISD. 
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KBES to serve this purpose, it must have a means of updating or expanding its knowledge 

(capabilities) as safeguards to protect it from becoming obsolete. This is achieved through 

a process called knowledge acquisition. Thus, knowledge acquisition is an important 

feature of the knowledge-based expert systems. This means obtaining the knowledge from 

the domain experts and implementing it in a knowledge-based expert system to make it 

more knowledgable. For the Expert-SEISD, knowledge acquisition was considered at two 

levels. The first level was to expand the expert's knowledge within the present domain, 

referred to as updating the knowledge base. The second level was to expand the domain 

of the Expert-SEISD, referred to as expansion of the knowledge base. Both of these may 

result in the update/expansion of the data-base as well. The knowledge acquisition is 

environment-dependent. The details of the present domain of the Expert-SEISD are 

shown in Figure 4.6. The schematic of the knowledge acquisition model of the Expert

SEISD was tailored to the present domain and is represented in Figure 4.7. This 

representation expands when the domain of the Expert-SEISD is expanded through the 

second level of knowledge acquisition. For example, when knowledge for a new structural 

component is implemented, the data base and the design knowledge base for that 

component will be available for update from then on. For that matter, any information, 

data or knowledge, once acquired, becomes available for processing right away. At the top 

level, the knowledge acquisition module has three options, namely update data base, update 

knowledge base, and expand knowledge base and data base, apart from exiting the 

knowledge acquisition module. 

The update data base module allows updating materials and properties data base and 

all the structural components data bases. Updating of the materials and properties data 

bases allow changing to the data on materials and properties of the structural materials 
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shown in Figure 4.6a and/or to add new structural materials and their properties and new 

properties for the structural materials given in Figure 4.6a. The updating of the beam 

design data base facilitates the adding of more data or new section property relations for 

any of the section shapes shown in Figure 4.6b. It also allows inputting data and section 

property relations for any other section. The plate design data base was empty at that time. 

The updating of the knowledge base allows tge updating of the inference knowledge 

base and the structural components design knowledge bases. The updating of the inference 

knowledge base will involve adding more rules for one or more of the specifications, as 

shown in Figure 4.6d, whose values can be inferred from the gathered information. The 

updating of the beam design knowledge base allows inputting of design relations for new 

boundary conditions or new loadings. At present, design relations are available for 

transverse loads and boundary conditions, as shown in Figure 4.6e. The updating of the 

plate design allows inputting of design relations for new boundary conditions and new 

loadings for various plate shapes, as given in Figure 4.6f. It also allows the inputting of 

design relations for any other plate shape. At present, design relations are available for 

transverse loads and boundary conditions, as shown in Figure 4.6f. 

The interface knowledge base contains the knowledge on what information to gather 

and how to gather that information for the intended structural design. Thus, it gets 

updated whenever it is required by any of the above data and knowledge bases. 

The expansion of the knowledge and data bases allows the user to gather the 

information, knowledge and data for the design of a new structural component. The 

information gathering of knowledge for a new structure will be put into the interface 

knowledge base. The knowledge about the specifications which can be inferred from the 

gathered information will be put into the inference knowledge base. The design knowledge 



Isotropic materials: 

(TI-5AL-2.5SN TI-SMN TI-6AL-4V TI-6AL-2SN-4ZR-2MO TI-SAL1MO-1V 

TI-5AL-5SN-2ZR-2MO-0.2SI TI-6AL-4V-2SN TI-lOV-2FE-3AL 

TI-SMO-SV-2FE-3AL Hll-MOD-STEEL 17-4PH-STEEL 17-7PH-STEEL AL-2014 

AL-2024 AL-2124 AL-2219 AL-7049 AL-7050 AL-7075 AL-7175 AL-717S) 

Properties: 
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(TENSILE-STRENGTH YIELD-STREIGTH SHEAR-STRENGTH FATIGUE-STRENGTH 
IMPACT-STRENGTH FRACTURE-TOUGHNESS WEIGHT STIFFNESS POISSON
RATIO HARDNESS THERMAL-EXPANSION THERMAL-CONDUCTIVITY 
CORROSION-RESISTANCE COST 

Figure 4.6a Present domain of materials and properties data base. 

Section shapes: 

(RECTANGULAR-SECTION CIRCULAR SECTION C-SECTION I-SECTION T
SECTION) 

Computed section properties: 

(AREA AREA-MOMENT-OF-INERTIA SECTION-MODULUS) 

Beam sections: 

(OPEN-SECTION CLOSED-SECTION SOLID-SCTION) 

Section data order: 

(C-SECTION (DEPTH WEB-THICKNESS FLANGE-WIDTH FLANGE THICKNSS) 

T-SECTION (DEPTH STEM-THICKNESS FLANGE-WIDTH FLANGE-THICKNESS) 

I-SECTION (DEPTH WEB-THICKNESS FLANGE-WIDTH FLANGE-THICKNESS) 

CIRCULAR-SECTION (MAN-DIAMETER WALL-THICKNESS) 

RECTANGULAR-SECTION (MEAN-DEPTH MEAN-WIDTH WALL THICKNESS» 

Figure 4.6b Present domain of beam design data base 



Plate design data base is empty at present. 

Figure 4.6c Present domain of plate design data base. 

Beam-section 

Beam-constraints 

Beam-boundary-conditions 

Plate-constraints 

Plate-boundary-conditions 

Figure 4.6d Present domain of inference knowledge base. 

Design relations for: 
a. Area Moment of Inertia 
b. Section Modulus 

as functions of the following boundary conditions and loadings: 

Boundary conditions: 
a. Qamped at left end 
b. Qamped at right end 

c. Simply supported at one end, clamped at other end 
d. Qamped at both ends 
e. Simply supported at both ends 

Loadings: 
a. Transverse Loadings: 

- Point or Concentrated Loads 
- Uniform Distributed Loads 

- Linearly Varying Loads 
Sinusoidal Loads 

Figure 4.6e Present domain of beam design kowledge base. 
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Plate Shapes 
a. Rectaugular Plate 
b. Circular Plate 
c. Elliptical Plate 
d. Equilateral Triangular Plate 
e. Isoscele Triangular Plate 
f. Equilateral Polygonal Plate 

Boundary Conditions: 
a. Rectangular Plate: 

- All edges simply supported 
- All edges clamped 
- Pair of opposite edges simply supported, other pair clamped 
- 3 edges simply supported, 1 edge clamped 
- 3 edges clamped, 3 edges simply supported 

b. Circular or Elliptical Plates: 

- Simply supported 
- Clamped 

c. Equilateral Triangular, Isoscele Triangular and Equilateral Polygonal Plates: 
- All edges simply supported 
- All edges clamped 

Loadings: 
a. Transverse Loadings: 

- Point or Concentrated Loads 
- Uniform Pressure Loads 

Figure 4.6f Present domain of plate design knowledge base. 
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I KNOWLEDGE-ACQUISITION I 

I UPDATE DATA BASE I -11-,--____ -----1 

H UPDATE MATERIALS 8. PROPERTIES DATA BASE I 

W UPDATE STRUCTURAL DESIGN DATA BASE I 
H UPDATE BEAM DESIGN DATA BASE I 

Y UPDATE PLATE DESIGN DATABASE I 
H UPDATE KNOWLEDGE BASE I 

H UPDATE INFERENCE KNOWLEDGE BASE I 

UPDATE STRUCTURAL DESIGN KNOWlEDGE BASE I 

I UPDATE BEAM DESIGN KNOWLEDGE BASE I 

'----II UPDATE PLATE DESIGN KNOWlEDGE BASE I 

EXPAND KNOWLEDGE BASE AND DATA BASE I 

Figure 4.7 Schematic of knowledge acquisition in the Expert-SEISD. 
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and data bases for a new structural component were created similar to those of a beam and 

a plate. 

The knowledge acquisition module was also developed to be menu-driven at 

window level. However, unlike the design module, the user of this module must always be 

a knowledge engineer having some knowledge of the environment of the Expert-SEISD. 

The user of the design module may be any structural engineer. Knowledge acquisition 

may require interaction between the user (knowledge engineer) and the domain experts, 

whereas the structural design module requires interaction between the user (structural 

engineer) and the Expert-SEISD. Also, unlike the design module, in which the user has 

options to select in various combinations, the knowledge acquisition module allows the user 

to select only one option at a time. At a given level of knowledge acquisition, a question 

is repeated until the user elects to exit that level, which would then bring out the options 

at the next higher level. 

4.3 Session with Expert-SEISD 

At present, the Expert-SEISD has three capabilities. These are: 

I. Design of a beam subjected to various types of bending loads such as concentrated or 

point loads, uniformly distributed loads, linearly varying loads, sinusoidal distributed 

loads, and any combination of the above, and constraints on maximum deflection 

and/or maximum bending stress with various possible boundary conditions. 

2. Design of a plate subjected to two types of bending loads, namely point loads and 

uniformly distributed loads, and constraints on maximum deflection and maximum 

bending stress with various possible boundary conditions. Design knowledge for plate 

shapes such as rectangular, circular, elliptical, triangular, and polygonal, is available in 

the knowledge base of the Expert-SEISD. 
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3. Knowledge acquisition to update the present knowledge/data base and/or to expand 

the present domain of the Expert-SEISD to acquire the design knowledge for other 

capabilities in the beam design such as torsion loadings, axial loadings, etc., and in the 

plate design such as axial loadings, other plate shapes, otner boundary conditions, 

other transverse loadings, etc. 

In this section, an attempt is made to demonstrate two of the above three 

capabilities. These are: beam design and knowledge acquisition. The plate design 

capability is presented in Appendix D. 

The user interface for the Expert-SEISD was developed at window level. There are 

always three windows on the screen. These windows are: Help Window, Interactive Output 

Window and Interactive Input Window. The interactive output window poses relevant 

questions, as determined by the user and the user interface by interacting with the 

interface knowledge base. The user may provide his/her answer in the interactive input 

window. The help window provides an on-line explanation to aid the user in answering 

the question posed. It should be pointed out that during the structural design session with 

the Expert-SEISD, the values for the inferred design specifications recommended by the 

Expert-SEISD can be overridden by the user. Thus, it is the useI!' who is in charge of the 

design process and the Expert-SEISD acts as an assistant in the design decision-making 

process. Most of the results presented in the following sections are taken directly from 

typical sessions with the Expert-SEISD. Some results are slightly modified for the sake of 

better presentation. All three sessions required that the necessary program modules be 

loaded. The loading of these modules initiates the three windows, as discussed above, 

positions the cursor in the interactive input window, and waits for the user to give the 

next command. The help window, apart from welcoming the user to the Expert-SEISD 
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environment, presents possible top level commands. This is shown in Figure 4.8. The user 

enters 

(EXPERT -SEISD) 

to begin a structural design session or 

(KNOWLEDGE-ACQUISITION) 

to begin a knowledge acquisition session. 

4.3.1 Structural Design 

At present, the capabilities of the Expert-SEISD include the design of beams and 

plates. As stated above, this is accessed by entering the following command: 

(EXPERT -SEISD) 

This command presents general guidelines to the user in the help window, as shown in 

Figure 4.9. A typical session of beam design is presented next. 

4.3.1.1 Beam Design. This session deals with the design of a beam. The problem 

statement is given as follows. 

An intended beam is subjected to transverse, linearly varying and concentrated 

loads and its material should be light weight and cost economic and should have good 

strength. 

Typical windows from the Expert-SEISD are shown in Figures 4.10 through 4.12. 

As the content presented in most of these windows is self-explanatory, it is reviewed 

briefly. The complete design activity is assigned to a user-specified structure's name, say 

STRUCTURE-I, as shown in Figure 4.10a. As shown in the help windows of most of the 

questions, the user can enter 0 (zero) to know what are the known and unknown design 

variables at that stage of the design process. For questions on design parameters shown in 

Figures 4.lOb and 4.lOc, user selects the parameters which are important for the intended 



Help Window Interective Output Window 

Welcome to an Expert-SEISD Environment. There 
are two modules, 
Module Expert-Seisd Is developed for specifications 
extraction and preliminary design phases of the 
structural deSign process, 
Module Knowledge-Acquisition Is developed to 
acquire knowledge/data to expand the capabilities 
of the Expert-SEISD, 
To perform structural design. Please enter: 

(Expert-Selsd) 

To put new knowledge/date or to update the 
exisitlng knowledge/data. Please enter: 

(Knowl edge-Acquisition) 

I nteructive Input Window 

(EXPERT-SEISD) 

Figure 4.8 Screen display at top level when Expert-SEISD is loaded. 

Help Window 

This module performs structural component design, 
The user interface will bring out the pertinent 
questions in interactive output window, Cursor 
will be positioned In the Interactive Input window 
for you to enter your response, 
When your response is a single data enter It as It 
is, When It contains two or more data enter it as a 
LIST, For example: 
If second alternative Is an answer. enter 2 and 
press 'enter' key, If first. third and sixth 
alternatives tog ather make the answer. enter 
(I 36), 

Note:- This window will display online explanation 
to help you In answering the questions, 

GOOD LUCK ! 

Inteructive Output Window 

Type Any Key To Continue 

InterucUve Input Window 

Figure 4.9 First screen display from the Expert-SEISD module. 
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Help Window Interactive Output Wfnoow 

What Is the name of the structure you want 
to design? 

Interactive Input Wlnoow 

STRUCTURf-1 

Figure 4.10a Screen display showing STRUCTURE-l as name of 
the structure to be designed. 

Help Winoow Interactive Output Window 
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OPTIONS Frn THIS QUESTION ARE GIVEN IN 
Interactive Output Window. 

Here is a set of design parameters. Which of these 
parameters are important for the material of 
STRUCTURE- I? 

YOU CAN SELECT anyone of the 7 OR any possible 
combination of the first 5. For example: 

I If only WEIGHT of the material of 
5TRUCTURE-l is important for design. 

(1 3) If WEIGHT and STIFFNESS of the 
material of 5TRUCTURE-l are 
important for design. 

To print Known-Unknown variables at this stage, 
please enter 0 (zero). If you do so, this question 
will repeat Itself after printing the Known
Unknown variables. 

Please enter 

I FOR WEIGHT 
2 FOR COST 
3 FOR STIFFNESS 
4 FOR YIELD-STRENGTH 
5 FOR THERMAL-CONDUCTIVITY 
6 IF YOU ARE UNCERTAIN 
7 FOR NONE OF THE ABOVE 

Interactive Input Window 

(12) 

Figure 4.10b First display for question on design parameters 
for STRUCTURE-I. 
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Help Window Intcractive Output Window 

OPTIONS FOR THIS QUESTION ARE GIVEN IN Here Is a set of design parameters. Which of these 
Interactive Output Window. parameters ore Important for the material of 

STRUCTURE-I? 
YOU CAN SELECT anyone of the 7 OR any possible 
combination of the first 5. For example: Please enter 

1 If only Hardness of the material or the 1 FOR HARDNESS 
STRUCTURE-I Is Important for design 2 FOR FRACTURE-TOUGHNESS 

(1 3) If HARDNESS and THERMAL-EXPANSION 3 FOR THERMAL-EXPANSION 
of the material of STRUCTURE-I are 4 FOR CORROSION-RESISTANCE 
Important for design 5 FOR TENSILE-STRENGTH 

6 IF YOJ ARE UNCERTAIN 
To print Known-Unknown variables at this stage, 7 FOR NONE OF THE ABOVE 
please enter 0 (zero). If you do so, this queslion 
will repeat Itself after printing Known-Unknown 
variables. 

Interactivc Input Window 

5 

Figure 4.lOc Second display for question on design parameters 
for STRUCTURE-I. 

Help Window 

OPTIONS FOR THIS QUESTION ARE GIVEN IN 
Interac live Output Window. 

YOU CAN SELECT anyone of them. For example: 

2 

If you think ISOTROPIC is appropriate 
type of material 
If you think COMPOSITE is appropriate 
type of material 

To print Known-Unknown variables at this stage, 
pleas e enter 0 (zero). If you do so, this ques tion 
will repeat itself after printing Known-Unknown 
variables. 

Interactive Output Window 

Which type of material is appropriale for design 
of STRUCTURE-I? 

Please enter 

I FOR ISOTROPIC 
2 FOR COMPOSITE 

Interactive Input Window 

Figure 4.lOd Display for type of material selection for SfRUCTURE-1. 
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structural design. For the present problem, the weight, cost and tensile strength are 

selected. However, it should be noted that if the user is uncertain about the design 

parameters important to the intended design, a default value is assigned and if the user 

selects none of the design parameters, it requires that the information on the user

interested design parameters be put into the domain data base by accessing the knowledge 

acquisition. The user selects 'beam' in Figure 4.10e. The user assigns various importance 

to the selected design parameters in Figures 4.IOf through 4.lOh. Figure 4.1 Oi presents the 

material selected by the Expert-SEISD using the multi-criteria decision making algorithm 

based on the theory of fuzzy sets, as discussed in Chapter 3. 

Next follows questions on beam geometry and loadings. The question on beam 

length is posed in Figure 4.lOj. However, the user opts to know the known and unknown 

design variables at this stage of the design process. To do so, the user enters 0 (zero) and 

the Expert-SEISD prints the known and unknown design variables, as shown in Figures 

4.10k and 4.101, respectively. The question on beam length is posed again in Figure 4.IDm. 

The questions on loads acting on the beams are shown in Figures 4.lOn through 4.lOu. 

This completes the information required from the user. 

Figures 4.11 a, 4.11 band 4.11 c present the recommended constraints, beam section 

and the boundary conditions for beam design, respectively, and asks the user if these are 

acceptable. The user accepts the recommended constraints and beam section and opts to 

change the boundary conditions. Figure 4.lld presents the set of possible boundary 

conditions for the user to select from, however, once again the user wants to kn(l.w the 

known and unknown design variables at this stage of the design process. The known and 

unknown design varibles are shown in Figure 4.1le and 4.1 If, respectively. The question 

on beam boundary conditions is posed again in Figure 4.1lg. The user selects simple 

-------------------------------------------------



Help Window 

OPTIONS FOR THIS QUESTIONS ARE GIVEN IN 
Interactive Output Window. 

YOU CAN SELECT anyone or them. For example: 

2 

Ir structure can primarily be designed as a 
BEAM 
Ir structure can primarily be designed as a 
PLATE 

To print Known-Unknown variables at this stage, 
Please enter 0 (zero), If you do so, this question 
will repeat Itselr arler printing Known-Unknown 
variables. 

Interactive Output Window 

The primary structural components are BEAM, 
f'LA TE, etc. Which component represents 
STRUCTURE-l ? 

Please enter 

1 FOR BEAM 
2 FOR PLATE 

Interactive Input Window 
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Figure 4.lOe Display for structural compOnent selection for STRUCTURE-I. 

Help Window Interoctive Output Window 

For TENSILE-STRENGTH as one or design TENSILE-STRENGTH is one or your design parameter 
parameters, you can enter: Please enter its importance between 0 and 10 and 

a certainty parameter between 0.5 and 1.0 
(10 1) If it Is one or the most important Indicating how much certain you are about its 

design parameter and you are fully Importance among 
certain about it. 

(8 1) If it Is one of very important design 
parameter and you are fully certain TENSILE-STRENGTH 
about It. COST 

(80.6) If It Is one of very Important design WEIGHT 
parameter and you are about 80 
percent certain about it. 

(1 1) I f It Is one of the least important 
design parameter and you are fully 
certain about It. 

Please note that you cannol be less than 50 
percent certain about Importance you assign Inieroctive Input Window 
to any design parameter. 

(60.9) 

Figure 4.lOf Display for importance of TENSILE-STRENGTH as design parameter 
for STRUCTURE-I. 
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Help Window Internctive Output Window 

For COST as one of design COST is one of your design parameler. 
paramelers. you can enler: Please enler Ils Imporlance belween 0 and 10 and 

a certainly parameler belween 0.5 and 1.0 
(10 1) If Il Is one of the mosl Imporlanl Indicating how much cerlaln you are about Ils 

design parameler and you are fully Imporlance among 
cerlaln aboullt. 

(8 I) If Il Is one of very Importanl design 
parameter and you are fully certain TENSILE -STRENGTH 

aboul It. COST 
(80.8) If It Is one of very Importanl design WEIGHT 

parameler and you are aboul 60 
percenl cerlaln aboul it. 

(1 1) If Il Is one of the leasl Imporlanl 
design parameler and you are fully 
cerlain aboul Il. 

Please nole thal you cannol be less lhan 50 
percent cerlain aboul imporlance you assign Interoctive Input Window 
to any deSign parameler. 

(60.8) 

Figure 4.lOg Display for importance of COST as design parameter for 
STRUCTURE-I. 

Help Window 

For WEIGHT as one of design 
paramelers. you can enler: 

(10 1) If ills one of the mosl imporlanl 
deSign parameler and you are fully 
cerlaln about it. 

(8 1) If Il Is one of very importanl design 
parameler and you are fully cerlain 

aboullt. 
(8 0.8) If Il Is one of very imporlanl design 

parameter and you are aboul 80 
percenl cerlaln aboul It. 

(1 I) If it Is one of the leasl important 
design parameler and you are fully 
cerlain about It. 

Please nole lhal you cannol be less lhan 50 
percenl cerlain aboul Imporlance you assign 
lo any design parameler. 

Interoctive Output Window 

WEIGHT is one of your design parameler. 
Please enler ils imporlance belween 0 and 10 and 
a cerlalnly parameler belween 0.5 and 1.0 
indicating how much cerlain you are about ils 
imporlance among 

TENSILE-STRENGTH 
COST 
WEIGHT 

Interoctive Input Window 
(9 1.0) 

Figure 4.10h Display for importance of WEIGHT as design parameter for 
STR UCfURE-l. 
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Hclp Window IntcrucUve Output Window 

Malerlal selection decision making In progress. 
Please wall I 

Type Any Key To Continue 

Malerlal for STRUCTURE-l Is 

AL-7175 

Interoctlvc Input Window 

Figure 4.lOi Display showing AL-7175 as material for STRUCJURE-I. 

Help Window Interoctive Output Window 

For example: Please enler 

100.0 For a beam of 100.0 Inch In lenglh - LENGTH OF THE BEAM 

To print Known-Unknown variables at this stage, 
please enler 0 (zero). If you do so, lhis question 
will repeat Ilself after printing Known-Unknown 
variables. 

Interoctive Input Window 

0 

Figure 4.l0j Display shows user wants to print known-unknown variables. 
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Help Window Inteructive Output Window 

Known variables for STRUCTURE-I design are: 

Design-parameters: Type Any Key To Continue 
(TENSILE-STRENGTH COST WEIGHT) 

Structural-material: 
AL-717S 

Struc tur a I-component 
BEAM 

Interactive Inplll Window 

Figure 4.lOk Display showing known 'Jariables before question on beam length. 

Help Window Interactive Output Window 

Unknown variables for STRUCTURE-l design are: 

Beam-length 
Type Any Key To Continue 

Loads 
Bounda r y -cond i li ons 
Constraints 
Section 
Sec lion-d imensi ons 

Interactive Input Window 

Figure 4.101 Display showing unknown variables before question on beam length. 



Help Window 

For example: 

100.0 For a beam of 100.0 Inch In length 

To print Known-Unknown variables at this stage. 
please enler 0 (zero). If you do so. this question 
will repeat Itself after printing Known-Unknown 
variables. 

Interactive Output Window 

Please enter 

- LENGTH OF THE BEAM 

Interactive Input Window 

120.0 

Figure 4.l0m Display of question on beam length. 

Help Window Interactive Output Window 

OPTIONS FeR THIS QUESTION ARE GIVEN IN For loads acting on the BEAM 
Interactive Output Window. 

Please enter 
YOU CAN SELECT anyone or any possible 
combination of them. For example: I FOR TRANSVERSE-LOADS 

2 FOR AXIAL-LOADS 
I If only TRANSVERSEOLOADS are 

acting on the beam 
(12) If both TRANSVERSE-LOADS and 

AXIAL-LOADS are acting on the beam 

To print Known-Unknown variables at this stage. 
please enler 0 (zero). If you do so. this question' 
will repeat Itself after printing Known-Unknown 
varoables. 

Interactive Input Window 

I 

Figure 4.10n Display for types of loads acting on the beam. 
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Help Window Interactive Output Window 

OPTIONS F <R THIS QUESTION ARE GI VEN IN For transverse loads acting on the BEAM 
Interactive Output Window. 

Please enter 
YOU CAN SELECT anyone or any posslbl e 
combination of them. For example: 1 FOR POINT-LOADS 

2 FOR UNIFORMLY-DISTRIBUTED-LOADS 
1 If only POINT-LOADS are acting 3 FDR LlNEALRY-VARYING-LOADS 

on the beam 4 FOR SINUSOIDAL -LOADS 
3 If only LlNEARLY-VARYINGLOADS are 

acting on the beam 
(34) If both LINEARLY-VARYING-LOADS 

and SINUSOIDAL-LOADS are acting 
on the beam 

To print Known-Unknown variabl~s at this stage. 
please enler 0 (zero). If you do so. this Question 
will repeat Itself after printing Known-Unknown 
variables. Intcroctive Input Window 

(I 3) 

Figure 4.100 Display for types of traverse loads acting on the beam. 

Help Window 

For example: 

(100.0 200.0 10.0 20.0) 

For a linearly varying load with Intensities of 
100.0 Ib/inch and 200.0 ib/inch at its left and 
right ends. respectively. and its left and right 
ends of distributions are at a distance of 10.0 Inch 
and 20.0 Inch. respectively. from left end of the 
beam. 

To print Known-Unknown variables at this stage. 
please enter 0 (zero). If you do so. this Question 
will repeat Itself after printing Known-Unknown 
variables. 

Interoctive Output Window 

For linearly varying load acting on the BEAM 

Please enter 

INTENSITY OF DISTRIBUTION AT ITS LEFT -END 
INTENSITY OF DISTRIBUTION AT ITS RIGHT-END 
POSITION OF LEFT -END OF THE DISTRIBUTION 
POSITION OF RIGHT-END OF THE DISTRIBUTION 

Intcroctive Input Window 
(2000.0 1000.0 10.0 50.0) 

Figure 4.10p Display of information gathering on first linearly varying load. 
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He1p Winoow Interoctive Output Winoow 

Is there another LlNEARLY-VARYING-LOAD 
acting on the beam? (Y or N) 

InterocUve Input Wlnoow 
y 

Figure 4.IOq Display shows another linearly varying load is acting on the beam. 

He1p Winoow 

For example: 

(100,0 200,0 10,0 20,0) 

For a linearly varying load with intensities or 
100,0 Ib/inch and 200,0 Ib/inch at Its lert and 
right ends, respectively, and Its lert and right 
ends or distributions are at a distance or 10,0 inch 
and 20,0 inch, respectively, rrom lert end or the 
beam, 

To print Known-Unknown variables at this stage, 
please enter ° (zero), Ir you do so, this Question 
will repeat Itselr after printing Known-Unknown 
variables, 

Interoctive Output Winoow 

For linearly varying load acting on the BEAM 

Please enter 

INTENSITY OF DISTRIBUTION AT ITS LEFT-END 
INTENSITY OF DISTRIBUTION AT ITS RIGHT -END 
POSITION OF LEFT -END OF THE DISTRIBUTION 
POSITION OF RIGHT-END OF THE DISTRIBUTION 

Interoctive Input Winoow 
(1000.0 2000.0 70.0 110.0) 

Figure 4.10r Display of information gathering on second linearly varying load. 
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Hc1p Window Intcrnctivc Output Window 

Is there another LINEARL Y-VARYING-LOAD 
acting on the beam? (Y or N) 

Interactivc Input Window 
N 

Figure 4.1 Os Display shows no more linearly varying loads are acting on the beam. 

Hc1p Window Interactive Output Window 

For example: 
For point load acting on the BEAM 

(1000.0 0.0) 
Please enter 

For a point load of 1000.0 lb. acting at left end 
of the beam. - INTENSITY OF THE LOAD 

- POSITION OF THE LOAD 

To print Known-Unknown variables at this stage. 
please enler 0 (zero). If you do so, this question 
will repeat itself after printing Known-Unknown 
variables. 

InterGctivc Input Window 
(1000.0 60.0) 

Figure 4.10t Display of information gathering on a point load. 
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Help Window InterllClive Output Window 

Is there another POINT-LOAD 
acting on the beam? (V or N) 

InterllCtive Input Window 

N 

Figure 4.lOu Display shows no more point loads are acting on the beam. 

-~-------~----------------
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Help Window Intcractivc Output Window 

If you enter 'n' or 'N', It will lead to another Expert-Selsd recommends 
Question for you to select lhe 
CONSTRAINTS (MAXIMUM-DEFLECTION MAXIMUM-STRESS) 
from the data b&se, 

8S possible CONSTRAINTS for BEAM design. 

Do you accept the recommended - CONSTRAINTS? 

Interactivc Input Window 

y 

Figure 4.lla Display showing recommended constraints for beam design, 

Help Window In~eractivc Output Window 

If you enter 'n' or 'N', It will lead to another Expert-Seisd recommends 
Question for you to select the 
SECTION OPEN-SECTION 
from the data base. 

as possible SECTION for BEAM design. 

Do you accept the recommended - SECTION? 

Interactivc Input Window 

y 

Figure 4.11b Display showing recommended section for beam design. 
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Help Window Interoctive Output Window 

If you enter 'n' or lf, It will lead to another Expert-Selsd recommends 
question for you to select the 
BOUNDARY-CONDITIONS CLAMPED-AT -BOTH-ENDS 
from the data base. 

as possible BOUNDARY-CONDITIONS for BEAM 
design. 

Do you accept the recommended -
BOUNDARY -COND I TI ONS? 

Interoctive Input Winoow 

N 

Figure 4.llc Display showing recommended boundary conditions for beam design. 

Help Window Interoctive Output Window 

OPTIONS FOR THIS QUESTIONS ARE GIVEN IN For boundary conditions of the BEAM 
Interactive Output Window. 

Please enter 
YOU CAN SELECT anyone of them. For example: 

1 FOR CLAMPED-AT -LEFT -END 
1 If you think CLAMPED-AT -LEFT -END is 2 FOR CLAMPED-AT -RIGHT -END 

appropriate boundary tondi lions 3 FOR SIMPL Y-SUPPORTED-AT-ONE-END-
3 If you think SIMPLY-SUPPORTED-AT-ONE- CLAMPED-AT -OTHER-END 

END-CLAMPED-A T -OTHER-END is 4 FOR CLAMPED-AT -BOTH-ENDS 
appropriate boundary tondi lions 5 FOR SIMPL Y-SUPPORTED-AT -BOTH-ENDS 

To print Known-Unknown "ariables at this stage, 
please enter 0 (zero). If you do so, this question 
will repeat Itself after printing Known-Unknown 
variables. 

Interoctive Input Window 

0 

Figure 4.IJd Display shows user wants to print known-unknown variables beiore 
boundary conditions assignment. 



Help Window 

Known variables for STRUCTURE-I design are: 

Design-parameters: 
(TENSILE-STRENGTH COST WEIGHT) 

Structural-material: 
AL-7175 

Str uc tur al-compone nt 
BEAM 

Beam -length 
120.0 

Loads: 
(TRANSVERSE-LOADS 

(L1NEARLY-VARYING-LOADS 
((2000.0 1000.0 10.050.0) 
(1000.02000.070.0 110.0» 

POINT -LOADS 
((1000.0 60.0» 

Constraints: 
(MAXIMUM-DEFLECTION MAXIMUM-STRESS) 

Section 
OPEN-SECTION 
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Intflroctlve Output Window 

Type Any Key To Continue 

Interoctive Input Window 

Figure 4.lle Display showing known variables before boundary conditions assignment. 

Help Window Intcroctlve Output Window 

Unknown variables for STRUCTURE-I design are: 

Boundary -condi li ons 
Type Any Key To Continue 

Se c tI on-dimens ions 

Interectlve Input Window 

Figure 4.1 If Display showing unknown variables before boundary conditions assignment. 
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Help Window Interuclive Output Window 

OPTIONS Fa< THIS QUESTIONS ARE GIVEN IN For boundary conditions of the BEAM 
Interactive Output Window, 

Please enter 
YOU CAN SELECT anyone of them, For example: 

1 FOR CLAMPED-AT -LEFT -END 
1 If you think CLAMPED-AT-LEFT-END is 2 FOR CLAMPED-AT -RIGHT -END 

appropriate boundary conditions 3 FOR SIMPLY-SUPPORTED-AT-ONE-END-
3 If you think SIMPL Y-SUPPORTED-A T -ONE- CL AMPE D-A T -OTHER-END 

END-CLAHPED-A T -OTHER-END Is 4 FOR CLAMPED-AT -BOTH-ENDS 
appropriate boundary condi lions 5 FOR SIMPL Y-SUPPORTED-AT -BOTH-ENDS 

To print Known-Unknown variables at this stage. 
please enter 0 (zero), If you do so. this Quesllon 
will repeat itself after printing Known-Unknown 
variables, 

Inteructive Input Window 

5 

Figure 4.11g Display showing set of boundary conditions for beam design. 

Help Window Interoctive Output Window 

As all the specifications necessary for 
preliminary design to proceed with are 
extracted,. Expert-SEISD proceeds with the 
preliminary design of STRUCTURE-I, 

Please wait ! 

Inteructive Input Window 

Figure 4.1]h Display showing preliminary design of SfRUCfURE-] in progress. 
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supports at both ends of the beam. This completes the specifications extraction phase and, 

as shown in Figure 4.11 h, the Expert-SEISD proceeds with the preliminary design of the 

beam. Figure 4.lli presents the I-section, an only open section, with its cross-section area 

which meets the design requirements. Figure 4.llj presents the various secton dimensions 

for the recommended section shape. 

This completes the first design of STRUCTURE-I, as shown in Figure 4.12a. The 

user's selection of redesign leads to the questions shown in Figures 4.12b and 4.12c. As 

evident from these figures, the user wants to change one or more of the inferred design 

variables, keeping intact other information on structural material, geometry and loadings. 

This leads the Expert-SEISD to recommend the same values for constraints, beam section 

and beam boundary conditions as the ones shown in Figures 4.11 a, 4.11 band 4.11 c, 

respectively. These are shown in Figures 4.12d, 4.12e and 4.12f, respectively, once again 

for the sake of continuity in the presentation. This time the user accepts all the 

recommended design specifications. Once again, the Expert-SEISD proceeds with the 

preliminary design of the beam. Due to a change in boundary conditions from a simply

supported to a clamped one, the Expert-SEISD comes up with three section shapes which 

can meet the modified design requirements and presents them in the order of increasing 

cross-section areas, as shown in Figure 4.12g. Figures 4.12h through 4.12j present the 

various cross-section dimensions for the recommended section shapes. Once again, as 

shown in Figure 4.12k, Expert-SEISD informs the user that the design of the 

STRUCTURE-I is completed. This time user's selection to exit to the system top level 

ends the structural design session. 

It is evident from the foregoing presentation that the Expert-SEISD asks only 

pertinent questions to gather relevant information for an intended structural design. The 
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Help Window Interactive Output Window 

The section shapes In the order of increasing 
cross section areas are: 

Type Any Key To Continue 

(I-SECTION 15.5234) 

Interactive Input Window 

Figure 4.1 Ii Display showing section shape and cross-section area as determined 
by the preliminary de~ign. 

Help Window Interactive Output Window 

Section-shape: I-section 

The required section dimensions are' 
Type Any Key To Continue 

AREA-MOMENT -OF -INE RTiA 807.358 
SECTION-MOOUlUS : 89.706 
DEPTH : 18.0 
WEB-THICKNESS 0.4375 
FLANGE-WIDTH : 6.0 
FLANGE -THICKNESS : 0.6875 

Interactive Input Window 

Figure 4.llj Display showing required section dimensions for I-section as 
determined by the preliminary design. 
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Help Window InterllCtive ()utput Window 

OPTIONS Fa:! THIS QUESTIONS ARE GIVEN IN Design of STRUCTURE-I Is compleled. 
Inleracllve OtJulput Window. 

Please enler 
YOU CAN SELECT anyone of them. For example: 

1 TO REDESIGN STRUCTURE-I 
1 To redesign STRUCTURE -I by changing 2 TO DESIGN ANOTHER STRUCTURE 

some of the design variables 3 TO EXIT TO WINDOW TOP LEVEL 
3 To exit at window top level 

To print Known-Unknown variables at this slage, 
please enter 0 (zero). If you do so, this Question 
will repeat Itself after printing Known-Unknown 
variables. 

InterllCtive Input Window 

1 

Figure 4.12a Display showing options at completion of preliminary design 
of STRUCfURE-1. 

Help Window Interactive ()utput Window 

OPTIONS Fa:! THIS QUESTIONS ARE GIVEN IN Which of the following you may wanl lo change 
Inleractive Output Window. for redesign of STRUCTURE-I? 

YOU CAN SELECT anyone of lhem. For example: Please enler 

1 If you want lo change design paramelers such 1 FOR CHANGE -IN-DE SIGN-PARAMETERS 
as WEIGHT, COST, elc. 2 FOR CHANGE -IN-STRUCTURAL-MA TERIAL -TYPE 

2 If you want to change design parameters and 3 FOR NO-CHANGE-IN-ANY-OF-THE-ABOVE 
type of malerlal such as ISOTROPIC, 

COMPOSITE, etc. 

Interactive Input Window 

3 

Figure 4.l2b Display showing options for redesign of STR UCfURE- I. 
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Help Window Intcroctive Output Window 

OPTIONS Fffi THIS QUESTION ARE GIVEN IN Which of the following you may want to change for 
Interactive Output Window, redesign of beam? 

YOU MAY SELECT anyone or them, For example: Please enter 

1 To change Inferred variables such as I FOR CHANGHN-INFERREO-VARIABLES 
CONSTRA INTS, SECTION, etc, 2 FOR CHANGE -IN-LOADS-ON-THE-BEAM 

2 To change loads acting on the beam and 3 FOR CHANGE-IN-BEAM-LENGTH 
Inferred variables 4 FOR NO-CHANGE-IN-ANY-OF-THE-ABOVE 

3 To change beam-length. loads acting on the 
beam end inferred variables, 

Intcroctive Input Window 

1 

Figure 4.12c Display showing options for redesign of BEAM. 

Help Window Internctive Output Window 

If you enter 'n' or 'N', It will lead to another Expert-Seisd recommends 
question for you to select the 
CONSTRAINTS (MAXIMUM-DEFLECTION MAXIMUM-STRESS) 
from the data base, 

as possible CONSTRAINTS for BEAM design 

Do you accept the recommended - CONSTRAINTS? 

Interoctive Input Window 

y 

Figure 4.l2d Display showing recommended constraints for beam redesign. 
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Jlelp Wlnoow Interoctive Output Window 

If you enter 'n' or 'N', It will leod to another Expert-Seisd recommends 
question for you to select the 
SECTION OPEN-SECTION 
from the data boso, 

as possible SECTION for BEAM design, 

00 you accept the recommended - SECTION? 

Interactive Input Window 

y 

Figure 4.12e Display showing recommended section for beam redesign. 

Help Window Interoctive Output Window 

If you enter 'n' or 'N', it will lead to another Expert-Seisd recommends 
question for you to select the 
BOUNDARY-CONDITIONS CLAMPED-AT -BOTH-ENDS 
from the data base. 

as possible BOUNDARY-CONDITIONS for BEAM 
design. 

Do you accept the recommended -
BOUNDARY-CONDI TlONS? 

Interactive Input Window 

y 

Figure 4.l2f Display showing recommended boundary conditions for beam redesign, 
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Help Window Interoctive Output Window 

The section shapes in the order of increasing 
cross section areas are: 

Type Any Key To Continue 

(C-SECTION 6.625) 
(i-SECTION 10.625) 
(T-SECTION 10.9219) 

Interoctive Input Window 

Figure 4.12g Display showing section shape and cross-section area as determined. 
by the preliminary redesign. 

Help Window Interoctive Output Window 

Section-shape: C-section 

The required section dimensions are: 
Type Any Key To Continue 

AREA-MOMENT -OF-INERTIA 156.424 
SECTION-MOOULUS : 26.404 
DEPTH : 12.0 
WEB-THICKNESS : 0.5 
FLANGE-WIDTH 3.125 
FLANGE-THICKNESS 0.5 

Intcroctive Input Window 

Figure 4.l2h Display showing required section dimensions for C-section as 
determined by the preliminary redesign. 



Help Window Interoctive Output Window 

Section-shape: I-section 

The required section dimensions are: 
Type Any Key To Continue 

AREA-MOMENT -OF-INERTIA : 157.467 
SECTION-MOOULUS : 31.494 
DEPTH : 10.0 
WEB-THICKNESS : 0.625 
FLANGE -WI DTH : 5.0 
FLANGE - THICKNESS : 0.5 

Interactive Input Window 

Figure 4.12i Display showing required section dimensions for I-section as 
detennined by the preliminary redesign. 

Help Window Interoctive Output Window 

Section-shape: C-section 

The required section dimensions are: 
Type Any Key To Continue 

AREA-MOMENT -OF-INERTIA 176.057 
SECTION-MOOULUS : 35.211 
DEPTH 10.0 
WEB-THICKNESS 0.625 
FLANGE-WIDTH : 6.375 
FLANGE -THICKNESS : 0.B125 

Interactive Input Window 
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Figure 4.1 2j Display showing required section dimensions for T -section as 
detennined by the preliminary redesign. 



Help Window 

OPTIONS FOO THIS QUESTIONS ARE GIVEN IN 
Interactive Ouutput Window. 

YOU CAN SELECT anyone of them. For example: 

3 

To redesign STRUCTURE -I by changing 
some of the design variables 
To exit at window top level 

To print Known-Unknown variables at this stage, 
please enter 0 (zero). If you do so, this Question 
will repeat Itself after printing Known-Unknown 
variables. 
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Interective Output Window 

Design of STRUCTURE-l Is completed. 

Please enter 

I TO REDESIGN STRUCTURE-I 
2 TO DESIGN ANOTHER STRUCTURE 
3 TO EXIT TO WINDOW TOP LEVEL 

Interactive Input Window 

3 

Figure 4.l2k Display showing options at completion of preliminary redesign 
of STRUcrURE-I. 
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rest of the design specifications are inferred by the Expert-SEISD. The values assigned to 

inferred design specifications are informed to the user. The user can accept these 

recommended values or change them as needed, thus remaining in charge of the design 

process. A similar session for design of an elliptical plate is presented in Appendix D. 

The above session for beam design and the one given in Appendix D for plate 

design are meant to illustrate the interaction between the user and the Expert-SEISD and 

to demonstrate the structural component design capability of the Expert-SEISD. The 

structural design process is very complex, however the Expert-SEISD tries to simplify this 

process by considering it at a component level. 

4.3.2 Knowledge Acquisition 

A knowledge engineer gets the new knowledge/data from the domain experts, 

domain related literature, etc., or gets the knowledge/data to supersede the existing ones. 

The knowledge engineer llses an expert tool, called knowledge acquisition, for formal 

representation of such knowledge/data in the domain-dependent knowledge or data bases 

as required. In this section, some of the capabilities of the knowledge-acquisition module 

discussed in Section 4.2.5 are iIIustrated. As stated earlier, this module is accessed by 

entering 

(KNOWLEDGE-ACQUISITION) 

when Expert-SEISD is loaded, as shown in Figure 4.8. This command brings out the 

windows shown in Figure 4.13. Unlike the structural design session, the user (knowledge 

engineer) is allowed to select only one option at a time as knowledge acquisition is 

performed depth first and exiting from the lower level brings out the options at the next 

higher level. Various options available in this module are shown in Figure 4.13. In this 

session, an attempt was made to illustrate updating of the knowledge and data bases. The 
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Help Winoow Interoctlve Output Window 

For Knowledge Acquisition: Followings are the various oplions to 
KNOWLEDGE-ACQUISITION, 

UPDA TE means to change and/or add the Information 
within the present domain of Please enler 

(BEAM PLATE) and 

EXPAND means to add Information for any other 
structural component. 

YOU CAN SELECT anyone option at a given lime as: 

At 8 given level of knowledge acqulsi lion 
queslion will repeat Itself until you sel ect 
EXIT to next higher level 

Whenever you EXIT from ~ given level, a 
question of next higher level will bring out 
the options for that level. 

1 
2 
3 
4 

TO UPDATE-DATA-BASE 
TO UPDA TE-KNOWlEDGE-BASE 
TO EXPAND-KNWOLEDGE-AND-DATA-BASES 
TO EXIT-KNOWlEDGE-ACQUISITION 

Interactive Input Window 

Figure 4.13 Display showing options at top level of Knowledge Acquisition. 

Help Winoow Interactive Output Window 

Select only one option as this question will Followings are the various options to 
repeat Itself whenever YOll select to EXIT UPDATE-DA TA-BASE, 
rrom the immediate lower level. 

Please enler 

1 TO UPDATE-MA TERIAlS-AND-PROPERTlES-
DATA-BASE 

2 TO UPDATE-STRUCTURAL -DESIGN-DA TA-BASE 
3 TO EXIT -TO-NEXT -HIGHER-lEVEL 

Interactive Input Window 
I 

Figure 4.14 Display showing options for updating data base. 
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depth first path to update the materials data base is shown in Figures 4.13 through 4.15. 

Figure 4.16a shows the materials available in the data base and asks the user the name of 

the -new materials to be put ino the data base. This leads to questions on properties of the 

new material as shown in Figures 4.16b through 4.160. When information gathering about 

new material is completed, the user is asked whether he/she wants to add another material, 

as shown in Figure 4.16p. If user wants to do so, the above questions will be repeated for 

another new material. When user enters 'NO', the options at the next higher level are 

displayed as shown in Figure 4.17a, where the user selects the option to update the 

properties data base. Some of the properties which are not used in the material selection 

in the structural design module are displayed in Figure 4.l7b and the user is asked whether 

he/she wants to consider any of them in the material selection process. However, at this 

time, the user prefers not to consider them. Figure 4.17c shows the properties available in 

the data base and asks the user the name of the new property to be put into the data base. 

This follows the question on units of the new property, as shown in Figure 4.17d. This 

leads to the questions on the value of the new property for all the materials available in 

the data base, similar to the ones shown in Figure 4.l7e and 4.17f. The question in Figure 

4.17e asks the compressive strength of the TI-6AL-2SN-4ZR-6MO, which was put into 

the data base in the above session. This ilIustrates that the new information once input 

into the data base is available right away for processing. Once the information on the new 

property is gathered for all the materials in the data base, a question is asked about its role 

in the material selection, [IS shown in Figure 4.17g. At the end, if the user does not want 

to put any more property in the data base, options at the next higher level are displayed, 

as shown in Figure 4.18, where the user opts to exit to the next higher level. This brings 

out the options shown in Figure 4.19, where the user selects the option to update the 
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Help Window InterocUve Output Window 

Select only one option as this Question will Followings are the various options to 
repeat Itself whenever you select to EXIT UPDA TE-MA TERIALS-AND-PROPERTIES-DA TA-BASE 
from the Immediate lower level. 

Please enter 

I TO UPDA TE-MATERIALS-DATA-BASE 
2 TO UPDATE-PROPERTIES-DA TA-BASE 
3 TO EXIT -TO-NEXT -HIGHER-LEVEL 

Interactive Input Window 

1 

Figure 4.15 Display showing options for updating materials and properties 
data base. 

Help Window InterocUve Output Window 

Following materials are present in the DATA-BASE. Please enter name of the material you want to add to 
TI-SAL-2.SSN the data base. 
TI-BMN 
TI-6AL-4V Note: You can enter any symbol of all ALPHA 
TI-6AL -2SN-4ZR-2MO characters or any combination of ALPHA 
TI-BAL-IMO-IV and NUMERIC characters. No symbol can 
TI-SAL -5 SN-2ZR-2MO-O .25S I have only NUMERI C characters as it 
TI-6AL-4V-2SN becomes NUMBER then. 
TI-10V-2FE-3AL 
TI-BMO-BV-2FE-3AL 
H I I-MOO-STEEL 
17-4PH-STEEL 
17-7PH-STEEL 
AL-2014 
AL-2024 
AL-2124 
AL-2219 
AL-7049 Interactive Input Window 
AL-7050 
AL-7075 THjAL -2StHIZR-6HO 
AL-7175 
AL-7178 

Figure 4.16a Display of materials present in the data base. 



Help Window Interactive Output Window 

For value of the property under question: Please enter the value of the 

-
-

-

TENSILE-STRENGTH for 
If you have a numeric value enter thal one TI-6AL-2SN-4ZR-6MO. 
If you have a qualitative value such as eKcellent, Its unit Is PSI. 
very good, good, poor, etc. scale them according to 

(A AB B BC C CD 0 DE E) 

where A for the eKcellent and E for the most poor 
and enter that grade 

If you don't know the value at this time, enter 
N-A for Not-Available 

Interectlve Input Window 

1.40£+5 

Figure 4.l6b Display to gather the value of TENSILE-STRENGTH of 
TI-6AL-2SN-4ZR-6MO, 

Help Window InterllClive Output Window 

For value of the property under question: Please enter the value of the 

-
-

-

YIELD-STRENGTH for 
If you have a numeric value enter that one TI-6AL-2SN-4ZR-6MO. 
If you have a qualitative value such as eKcellent, Its unit is PSI. 
very good, good, poor, etc. scale them according to 

CA AB B BC C CD 0 DE E) 

where A for the eKcellenl and E for the most poor 
and enter that grade 

If you don't know the value al this lime, enter 
N-A for Not-Available 

InterllCtlvo Input Window 

1.5OE+5 

Figure 4.J6c Display to gather the value of YIELD-STRENGTH of 
TI-6AL-2SN-4ZR-6MO. 
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Help Window Interectivo Output Window 

For value of the property under Question: Please enter the value of the 

-
-

-

SHEAR-STRENGTH for 
If you have a numeric value enter that one TI-6AL -2SN-4ZR-6MO. 
If you have a Qualitative value such as e~cellent. Its unit Is PSI. 
very good, good, poor, etc. scale them according 
to 

(A AB B BC C CO 0 DE E) 

where A for the e~cellent and E for the most 
poor and enter that grade 
If you don't know the value at this lime, enter 
N-A for Not-Available 

Inter-active Input Window 

H-A 

Figure 4.l6d Display to gather the value of SHEAR-STRENGTH of 
TI-6AL-2SN-4ZR-6MO, 

Help Window Interective Output Window 

For value of the property under Question: Please enter the value of the 

-
-

-

FATIGUE-STRENGTH for 
If you have a numeric val ue enter that one TI-6AL-2SN-4ZR-6MO. 
If you have a Qualitative value such as e~cellent. Its unit is PSI. 
very good, good, poor, etc. scale them according 
to 

(A AB B BC C CD 0 DE E) 

where A for the e~cellent and E for the most 
poor 
and enler that grade 
If you don't know the value at this time, enter 
N-A for Not-Available 

Inter-activo Input Window 

1.45£+5 

Figure 4.l6e Display to gather the value of FATIGUE-STRENGTH of 
TI-6AL-2SN-4ZR-6MO. 
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Help Window Interactive Output Window 

For value of the property under Question: Please enler the value of the 

-
-

-

IMPACT -STRENGTH for 
If you have a numeric value enler thal one TI-6AL-2SN-4ZR-6MO. 
If you have a Qualilative value such as excellent, Ils unit Is FT-LB. 
very good, good, poor, etc. scale them according 
to 

(A AB B BC C CD 0 DE E) 

where A for the excellenl and E for the mosl 
poor and enter lhal grade 
If you don't know the value al lhis time, enler 
N-A for Not-Available 

Interoctive Input Window 

0.5 

Figure 4.l6f Display to gather the value of IMPACf -STRENGTH of 
11-6AL-2SN-4ZR-6MO. 

Help Window Interactive Output Window 

For value of the property under Question: Please enler the value of the 

-
-

-

FRACTURE-TOUGHNESS for 
if you have a numeric value enler lhal one TI-6AL -2SN-4ZR-6MO. 
If you have a Qualilative value such as excellenl, Ils unil Is KSI-SQUARE-ROOT-OF-INCH 
very good, good, poor, elc. scale lhem according 
to 

(A AB B BC C CD D DE E) 

where A for the excellent and E for the mosl 
poor 
and enler lhal grade 
If you don't know the value al lhis time, enler 
N-A for Nol-Available 

Interoctlve Input Window 

22.5 

Figure 4.16g Display to gather the value of FRACfURE-TOUGHNESS of 
11-6AL-2SN-4ZR-6MO. 
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Help Window Interactive Output Window 

For value of the property under quesllon: Please enter the value of the 
WEIGHT for 

- If you have a numeric value enter that one TI-6AL -2SN-4ZR-6MO. 
- If you have a qualitative value such as excellent. Its unit Is LB/CUBIC-INCH. 

very good. good. poor. etc. scale them according 
to 

(A AB B BC C CD 0 DE E) 

where A for the excellent and E for the most 
poor and enter that grade 

- If you don't know the value at this lime, enter 
N-A for Not-Available 

Interoctive Input Window 

0.168 

Figure 4.l6h Display to gather the value of WEIGHT of TI-6AL-2SN-4ZR-6MO. 

Help Window Interactive Output Window 

For value of the property under Question: Please enter the value of the 
STIFFNESS for 

- If you have a numeric value enter that one T1-6AL-2SN-4ZR-6MO. 
- If you have a qualitative value such as excellent. Its unit is PSI 

very good. good, poor. etc. scale them according 
to 

(A AB B BC C CD 0 DE E) 

where A for the excellent and E for the most 
poor 
and enter that grade 

- If you don't know the value at this lime. enter 
N-A for Not-Available 

Interective Input Window 

1.7SE .. 7 

Figure 4.l6i Display to gather the value of STIFFNESS of TI-6AL-2SN-4ZR-6MO. 
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For value of the property under question: Please enter the value of the 

--

-

POISSON-RATIO for 
If you have a numeric value enter that one TI-6AL -2SN-4ZR-6MO. 
If you have 8 qualitative value such as excellent. Its unit Is DIMENSIONLESS. 
very good. good. poor. etc. scale them according 
to 

(A AB B BC C CD 0 DE El 

where A for the excellent and E for the most 
poor and enter that grade 
If you don't know the value at this lime. enter 
N-A for Not-Available 

Interactive Input Window 

0.33 

Figure 4.l6j Display to gather the value of POISSON RATIO of 

TJ-6AL-2SN-4ZR-6MO. 

Help Window Interactive Output Window 

For value of the property under question: Please enter the value of the 

-
-

-

HARDNESS for 
If you have a numeric value enter that one TI-6AL -2SN-4ZR-6MO. 
If you have a qualitative value such as excellent. Its unit is BHN. 
very good. good. poor. etc. scale them according 
to 

(A AB B BC C CD 0 DE El 

where A for the excellent and E for the most 
poor 
and enter that grade 
If you don't know the value at this lime. enter 
N-A for Not-Available 

Interactive Input Window 

450.0 

Figure 4.l6k Display to gather the value of HARDNESS of 
TI-6AL-2SN-4ZR-6MO. 
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Help Window Interactive Output Window 

For value of the property under question: Please enter the value of the 

--

-

THERMAL-EXPANSION for 
If you have a numeric value enter that one TI-6AL -2SN-4ZR-6MO. 
If you have a qualitative value such as excellent, Its unit Is INCHIINCH-F. 
very good, good, poor, etc. scale them according 
to 

(A AB B BC C CD D DE E) 

where A for the excellent and E for the most 
poor and enter that grade 
If you don't know the value at this time, enter 
N-A for Not-Available 

Interective Input Window 

4.8E-6 

Figure 4.161 Display to gather the value of THERMAL-EXPANSION of 
TI-6AL-2SN-4ZR-6MO. 

Help Window Interactive Output Window 

For value of the property under question: Please enter the value of the 

-
-

-

THERMAL-CONDUCTIVITY for 
If you have a numeric value enter that one TI-6AL-2SN-4ZR-6MO. 
If you have a qualitative value such as excellent, Its unit 15 BTU/HR-SOUARE-FT -F. 
very good, good, poor, etc. scale them according 
to 

(A AB B BC C CD D DE E) 

where A for the excellent and E for the most 
poor 
and enler that grade 
If you don't know the value at this time, enter 
N-A for Not-Available 

InterllClive Input Window 

4.4 

Figure 4.16m Display to gather the value of THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY of 
TI-6AL-2SN-4ZR-6MO. 



Help Window Interoctive Output Window 

For value of the property under Question: Please enter the value of the 
CORROSION-RESISTANCE for 

- If you have a numeric value enter that one TI-6AL-2SN-4ZR-6MO. 
- If you have a Qualitative value such as excellent. Its unit Is DIMENSIONLESS. 

very good. good. poor. etc. scale them according 
to 

(A AB B BC C CD D DE E) 

where A for the excellent and E for the most 
poor and enter that grade 

- If you don't know the value at this time. enter 
N-A for Not-Available 

Interactive Input Window 

B 

Figure 4.160 Display to gather the value of CORROSION-RESISTANCE of 
TI-6AL-2SN-4ZR-6MO. 

Help Window InterocUve Output Window 

For value of the property under Question: Please enter the value of the 
COST for 

- If you have a numeric value enter that one TI-6AL-2SN-4ZR-6MO. 
- If you have a Qualitative value such as excellent. Its unit Is $/CUBIC-INCH. 

very good. good. poor. etc. scale them according 
to 

(A AB B BC C CD D DE E) 

where A for the exce lIent and E for the most 
poor 
and enler that grade 

- If you don't know the value at this time. enter 
N-A for Not-Available 

Interactive Input Window 

N-A 
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Figure 4.160 Display to gather the value of COST of TI-6AL-2SN-4ZR-6MO. 
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Help Window Interactive Output Window 

Do you want to add another material to the 
DATA-BASE? ( Y or N ) 

Interective Input Window 
N 

Figure 4.16p Display shows no more materials to be added to the data base. 

Help Window Interactive Output Window 

Select only one option as this question will Followings are the various options to 
repeat Itselr whenever you select to EXIT UPDA TE-MA TERIALS-AND-PROPERTIES-DA TA-BASE 
rrom the Immediate lower level. 

Please enter 

1 TO UPDA TE-MATERIALS-DATA-BASE 
2 TO UPDA TE-PROPERTIES-DATA-BASE 
3 TO EXIT -TO-NEXT -HIGHER-LEVEL 

• 

Interactive Input Window 

2 

Figure 4.17a Display showing options for updating materials and properties 
data base when exited from the immediate lower level. 
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Help Window Interective Output Window 

POISSON-RATIO Proeprlies given In Help Window are not 
IMPACT-STRENGTH considered In the material selection. Do 
F A TIGUE -STRENGTH you want to consider any of these properties 
SHEAR-STRENGTH In the materllli selection? (Y or N) 

Interective Input Window 

N 

Figure 4.l7b Display of properties not used in the material selection. 

Help Window Interactive Output Window 

Following properties are present in the DATA BASE. Please enter the name of the property you want 
to add to the property list of each material present 

TENSILE-STRENGTH in the data base. 
YIELD-STRENGTH 
SHEAR-STRENGTH Note: You can enter any symbol of all ALPHA 
FATIGUE-STRENGTH characters or any combination of ALPHA 
IMPACT -STRENGTH and NUnERIC characters. No symbol can 
FRACTURE-TOUGHNESS have only NUMERIC characters as it 
WEIGHT bec omes NUMBER then. 
STIFFNESS 
POISSON-RATIO 
HARDNESS 
THERMAL-EXPANSION 
THERMAL -CONDUCTIVITY 
CORROSION-RESISTANCE 
COST 

Interectlve Input WinllDw 

COHPRESSIVE-YIELD-STRINGnt 

Figure 4.l7c Display of properties present in the data base. 
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Help Window Interactive Output Window 

For example: Please enter the unit of 
COMPRESS I VE - YIELD-S TRENG TH 

The unit of TENSILE-STRENGTH Is 
Note: You can enter any symbol of all ALPHA 

PSI characters or any combination of ALPHA 
and NUMERIC characters. No symbol can have 
only NUMERIC characters as It becomes 
NUMBER then. 

Inter-octlve Input Window 

PSI 

Figure 4.l7d Display to gather the unit of COMPRESSIVE-YIELD STRENGTH. 

Help Window Interactive Output Window 

Please enter the value of the 
For value of the property under Question: COMPRESSI VE -Y I E LO-S TRENGTH for 

TI-6AL -25N-4ZR-6MO. 
- If you have a numeric value enter that one Its unit Is PSI. - If you have a Qualitative value such 8S excellent, 

very good, good, poor, etc. scale them according 
to 

lA AB B BC C CD 0 DE E) 

where A for the excellent and E for the most 
poor and enter that grade 

- If you don't know the value at this time, enter 
N-A for Not-Available 

Inter-octive Input Window 

1.84[+5 

Figure 4.l7e Display to gather the value of COMPRESSIVE-YIELD STRENGTH 
of TI-6AL-2SN-4ZR-6MO. 
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Help Window IntllrncUve Output Window 

For value or the property under question: Please enter the value or the 
COMPRESSI VE -Y IELD-STRENGTH ror 

- Ir you have 0 numeric value enter that one T1-SAL-2.5SN 
- Ir you have 8 qualitative value such os excellent. Its unit Is PSI. 

very good. good. poor. elc. scale them according 
to 

(A AB B BC C CD D DE E) 

where A ror the excellent and E ror the most 
poor 
and enler that grade 

- Ir you don't know the value at this lime. enter 
N-A ror Not-Available 

IntcrecUve Input Window 

1.3OE+5 

Figure 4.17f Display to gather the value of COMPRESSIVE-YIELD STRENGTH 
of TI-SAL-2.SSN. 

Help Window Interactive Output Window 

YOU CAN SELECT anyone of them as in a material COMPRES 51 VE -Y IELD-S TRENGTH 
selection process a material is prererred with has been added to the data base. 
MINIMUM or MAXIMUM or a given property. 

Please enter 

I Ir It Is prererred MINIMUM In a material 
or the struc ture 

2 Ir It is preferred MAXIMUM in a material 
or the structure 

3 Ir you want to decide Itlater. At present. just 
put It In the data base 

Intcrectlvc Input Window 

2 

Figure 4.17g Display of preference of compressive yield strength. 
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Help Window Interactive Output Window 

Select only one option as this Question will Followings are the various options to 
repeat Itselr whenever you select to EXIT rrom UPDA TE-MATERIALS-AND-PROPERlTES-DA TA-BASE 
the immediate lower level. 

Please enter 

I TO UPDA TE-MATERIALS-DA TA-BASE 
2 TO UPDA TE-PROPERTIES-DATA-BASE 
3 TO EXIT -TO-NEXT-HIGHER-LEVEL 

Interective Input Window 
3 

Figure 4.18 Display showing options for updating materials and properties 
data base when exited from the lower level of properties data base. 

Help Window Interactive Output Window 

Select only one option as this Question will Followings are the various options to 
repeat itselr whenever you select to EXIT UPDA TE-DA TA-BASE. 
rrom the immediate lower level. 

Please enter 

I TO UPDATE-MATERIALS-AND..pROPERTlES-
DATA-BASE 

2 TO UPDATE-STRUCTURAL -DESIGN-DA T A-BASE 
3 TO EXIT -TO-NEXT -HIGHER-LEVEL 

Interectivo Input Window 
2 

Figure 4.19 Display showing options for updating data base when exited 
from the immediate lower level. 
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structural design data base. The options to the structural design data base are shown in 

Figure 4.20. The selected option to update the beam design data base brings out the 

options shown in Figure 4.21. Selection of options to add more data for any of the 

sections available in the data base leads to the questions shown in Figure 4.22a. The data 

gathering question shown in Figure 4.22b for a particular section repeats itself until the 

user decides not to add any more data for that section. This leads to the question shown 

in Figure 4.22a for the user to select another section to add more data for that section or 

to exit to the next higher level. The selection of the latter option brings out options 

available at the next higher level, as shown in Figure 4.23, where the user opts to add a 

new section to the data base. The questions shown in Figures 4.24a through 4.24d gather 

the relevant information for the new section. Once again, questions on section data shown 

in Figure 4.24d are repeated until the user decides not to add any more data for the new 

section. To end the information gathering for a new section, questions similar to the ones 

shown in Figures 4.24e through 4.24g are asked to obtain the relations for the computed 

section properties shown therein. The data acquisition for another section can be repeated, 

similar to the one shown in Figures 4.24a through 4.24g, as needed. The depth first 

strategy of the knowledge acquisition module is backtracked until the user-desired level is 

displayed for the user to make the appropriate selection. Following the user's response 

leads to the options shown in Figure 4.25, where the user selects the option to update the 

knowledge base. 

Next follows the updating of the inference knowledge base, as shown in Figure 

4.26. The domain of the inference knowledge base is shown in Figure 4.27. The inference 

knowledge base contains the rules to infer these variables. The selection to add more rules 

for beam boundary conditions leads to the question shown in Figure 4.28, 
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Help Window InteMlCtivo Output Window 

Select only one option as this question will Followings are the various options to 
repeat Itselr whenever you select to EXIT rrom UPDA TE-STRUCTURAL -DESIGN-DA TA-BASE, 
the Immediale lower level. 

Please enler 

1 TO LPDA TE-BEAM-DESIGN-DA TA-BASE 
2 TO UPDA TE-PLA TE-DESIGN-DAT A-BASE 
:3 TO EXIT -TO-NEXT -HIGHER-LEVEL 

Interective Input Window 

1 

Figure 4.20 Display showing options for updating structural design data base. 

Help Window I nteMlCtive Output Window 

Dala ror rollowlng sections are available in lhe Please enler 
dala base, 

1 TO ADD MORE DATA FOR ANY OF THE SECTIONS 
RECTANGULAR-SECTION given in Help Window 
CIRCULAR-SECTION 2 TO ADD EMPIRICAL RELATIONS TO COMPUTE 
C-SECTION new section properly FROM THE BASIC 
I-SECTION SECTION DIMENSIONS 
T-SECTION :3 TO ADD DATA FOR NEW SECTION 

4 TO EXIT - TO-NEXT -HIGHER-LEVEL 
Also. dala base conlalns empirical relations to 
compute rollowlng section properties, 

AREA 
AREA-MOMENT -OF -INERTIA 
SECTION-MODULUS 

Interactive Input Window 

1 

Figure 421 Display showing options for updating beam design data base. 
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Help Window Interactive Output Window 

Select only one option as this Question will For which section you went to add more dala? 
repeal Itself when you selecl to EXIT from lhe 
Immedlale lower level, Please enler 

1 FOR RECTANGULAR-SECTION 
2 FOR CIRCULAR-SECTION 
3 FOR C-SECTION 
4 FOR I-SECTION 
5 FOR T -SECTION 
6 TO EXIT-TD-NEXT-HIGHER-LEVEL 

Interectlve Input Window 
3 

Figure 4.22a Display showing beam sections present in the data base. 

Help Window Interactive Output Window 

For C-SECTION Please enter the set of dala in lhe order shown in 
data are ordered as follows: lhe Help Window, 

(DEPTH WEB-THICKNESS flANGE-WIDTH 
FLANGE - THICKNESS) 

For example: 

(15,0 0,6675 3,75 0,625) 

Interectlve Input Window 

(10.0 0.6875 4.25 0.625) 

Figure 4.22b Display to gather data for C-section. 
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Help Window Interective Output Window 
Data for following sections are available In the 

Plesse enter data base. 

RECTANGULAR-SECTION 1 TO ADD MORE DATA FOR ANY OF THE SECTIONS 

CIRCULAR-SECTION given In Help Window 

C-SECTION 2 TO ADD EMPIRICAL RELA TlctlS TO COMPUTE 
I-SECTION new section property FROM THE BASIC 

l-SECTION SECTION DIMENSIONS 
:3 TO ADD DATA FOR NEW SECTION 

Also. data base cont~lns empirical rei allons to 4 TO EXIT -TO-NEXT -HIGHER-LEVEL 

compute following section properties. 

AREA 
AREA-MOMENT -OF -INER TlA 
SECTION-MODULUS 

Interective Input Window 

3 

Figure 4.23 Display showing options for updating beam design data base when 
exited from the immediate lower level. 

Helll Window Interactive Output Window 

Following sections are present in the data base. Please enter name of the section you want to add 
to the data base. 

Closed-sections: 
RECT ANGULAR-SECTION Nole: You can select any symbol of all ALPHA 
CIRCULAR-SECTION characters or any combination of ALPHA 

Open -sec tlon and NUMERIC characters. No symbol can 
C-SECTION have only NUMERIC characters as it 
I-SECTION becomes NUMBER then. 
T-SECTION 

Interoctive Input Window 

CIRCULAR-50IlD-S£CnOH 

Figure 4.24a Display to gather name of the section to be added to the 
beam design data base. 
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Help Window Internctive Output Window 

YOU CAN SELECT only one or lhem. as any beam For CIRCULAR-SOLID-SECTION 
section can belong lo only one or lhem. 

Please enler 
OPEN-SECTION 
CLOSED-SECTION 1 Ir Ills an OPEN-SECTION 
SOLID-SECTION 2 Ir Il Is 8 CLOSED-SECTION 

:3 Ir Ills 8 SOLID-SECTION 

Intcroctlve Input Window 

3 

Figure 4.24b Display to gather information on type of section. 

Help Window Interactive Output Windllw 

For example ror 8 C-SECTION dala are ordered Please enler lhe order in which you wanl lo add 
as rollows: dala ror a 

CIRCULAR-SOL ID-SECTION 
<DEPTH WEB-THICKNESS FLANGE-WIDTH 

FLANGE-THICKNESS) 

IntcrllCtive Input Windllw 

(OIAHETm) 

Figure 424c Display to gather order of data for circular solid section. 
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Help Window Interective Output Window 

For CIRCULAR-SOL ID-SECTION Please enter the set of data for 
data are ordered as follows: CIRCULAR-SOL ID-SECTION 

In the order shown In Help Window. 
(DIAMETER) 

Its unit Is In Inches. 

Interactive Input Window 

(0.51 

Figure 4.24d Display to gather data for circular solid section. 

Help Window Interective Output Window 

For example: Please enter the relation for AREA or 
CIRCULAR-SOL ID-SECTION 

For C-SECTION AREA Is given by 

(+ (M (- DEPTH 
(M 2.0 FLANGE-THICKNESS)) 

WEB-THICKNESS) 
(M 2.0 FLANGE-THICKNESS FLANGE-WIDTH)) 

Interactive Input Window 

U (a PI DIAH£Tm DlAHETIRI 4.0) 

Figure 4.24e Display to gather relation for area of circular solid section. 



Help Winoow Interactive Output Winoow 

For example: Please enter the relation for 
AREA-MOMENT-OF-INERTIA of 

For C-SECTION AREA-MOMENT -OF -INERTIA CIRCULAR-SOL ID-SECTION 
Is given by 

(+ (f (0 WEB-THICKNESS (EXPT DEPTH 3.0» 
12.0) 

(f (0 (- FLANGE-WIDTH WEB-THICKNESS) 
(eXPT FLANGE-THICKNESS 3» 6.0) 

(0 2.0 (- FLANGE-WIDTH WEB-THICKNESS) 
FL ANGE -THICKNESS 
(EXPT (f (- DEPTH FLANGE-THICKNESS) 

2.0)2))) 

Interectlve Input Wjnoow 

(/ (. PI (EXPT DIAH£TER 4)) 64.0) 

Figure 4.24f Display to gather relation for area moment of inertia for 
circular solid section. 

Help Winoow Interactive Output Winoow 

For example: Please enter the relation for 
SECTION-MODULUS of 

For C-SECTION SEC TlON-MODULUS CIRCULAR-SOL ID-SECTION 
Is given by 

(/ (EVAL (GETF 
(GETF 

SECTION-COMPUTED-PROPERTIES 
'AREA -MOMENT -OF -INERTIA) 

'C-SECTION)) 
(/ DEPTH 2.0» 

Interective Input Window 

U (. PI (EXPT DIAH£TER 3)) 32.0) 

Figure 4.24g Display to gather relation for section modulus of 
circular solid section. 
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Help Window 

For Knowledge ACQuisition: 

UPDATE means to change and/or add the Information 
within the present domain of 

(BEAM PLATE) and 

Interactive Output Window 

Foillowings are the various options to 
KNOWLEDGE-ACQUISITION. 

Please enter 

I TO UPDATE-DATA-BASE 
2 TO UPDA TE-KNOWLEDGE-BASE 
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EXPAND means to add Information for any other 
structural component. 3 TO EXPAND-KNWOLEDGE-AND-DATA-BASES 

YOU CAN SELECT anyone option at a given time as: 

At a given level of knowledge aCQuisition 
Question will repeat Itself until you select 
EXI T to neKt higher level 

Whenever you EXIT from a given level. a 
Question of neKt higher level will bring out 
the options for that level. 

4 TO EXIT-KNOWLEDGE-ACQUISITION 

Interactive Input Window 

2 

Figure 4.25 Display showing options at top level of Knowledge Acquisition 
when exited from the immediate lower level. 

Help Window Interactive output Window 

Select only one option 8S this Question will Followings are the various options to 
repeat Itself whenever you select to EXIT UPDA TE -KNOWLEDGE -BASE. 
from the immediate lower level. 

Please enter 

I TO UPDATE -INFERENCE -KNOWLEDGE -BASE 
2 TO UPDA TE-S TRUCTURAL -DESIGN-

KNOWLEDGE-BASE 
3 TO EXIT -TO-NEXT -HIGHER-LEVEL 

Interactive Input Window 

1 

Figure 4.26 Display showing options for updating knowledge base. 
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Help Window Interactivo Output Window 

Select only one option as this Question will inrerence knowledge base consists or RULES to 
repeat itselr whenever you select to EXIT rrom Inrer rollowing design variables, To add more rules 
the Immediate lower level. ror any or the rollowings 

Please enter 

1 FOR BEAM-CONSTRAINTS 
2 FOR BEAM-SECTION 
3 FOR BEAM-BOUNDARY-CONDITIONS 
4 FOR PLA TE-CONSTRAINTS 
5 FOR PLATE-BOUNDARY-CONDITIONS' 
6 TO EXIT -TO-NEXT -HIGHER-LEVEL 

Interoctlve Input Window 

3 

Figure 4.27 Display showing list of inferred design variables. 

--~~--~--~~~- -~------~-----------~ 



Help Window 

At present there are 4 rules to Infer 
BEAM-BOUNDARV-CONDITIONS. The last rule 
Is given below to assist you In adding more rules 
to Infer BEAM-BOUNDARV-CONDITIONS. Please 
make your rule number 5. 

(RULE 4 
(IF 

(NO POINT LOAD IS ACTING AT ENDS 
OF THE BEAM)) 

(THEN 
(BOUNDAV-CONDITIONS IS 

CLAMPED-AT -BOTH-ENDS))) 

Interactive Output Window 

Please enter a new rule to Infer 
BEAM-BOUNDARV-CONDITIONS. Please be 
careful In numbering, though numbering is not 
important so far the format of the rule is 
correct. However, it helps In keeping the 
record of number of rules In each catagory. 

Interactive Input Window 

mutE 5 
(IF (POINT LOAD IS ACTING AT 

LEFT -END OF THE 1l£AM) 
(POINT LOAD IS ACTING AT 

RlGIfT -am Of THE BEAM» 
(THEN (BOUNDARY-COHDInOHS IS 

OVER-tW46-AT -80TH-£NDS») 
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Figure 4.28 Display to gather new rule for inferring beam boundary conditions. 

-------------- ----------_. 
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where the user adds a rule for over-hang boundary conditions. This question repeats itself 

until the user decides not to add any more rules for the beam boundary conditions. More 

rules can be added for other variables, as shown in Figure 4.27, in the same fashion. As 

the beam design knowledge base and plate design knowledge bases are represented using 

the object-attribute-value triplets used to represent the data base, their update would 

follow steps similar to those involved in the update of the data base. However, for the 

sake of continuity of the presentation, the domain of the beam design knowledge base and 

the plate design knowledge base are shown in Figures 4.29 and 4.30, respectively. 

As a result of this session with knowledge-acquisition module, the following data 

and knowledge bases are updated: 

1. Materials and properties data bases 

2. Beam design data base 

3. Interface knowledge base 

4. Inference knowledge base 

The update of the interface knowledge base results due to the update of the 

materials and properties data bases and the update of the inference knowledge base. The 

expansion of data and knowledge bases may also result in the update of the interface 

knowledge base. Figures 4.31a, 4.32a, 4.33a and 4.34a present the materials and properties 

data bases, relevant parts of the beam design data base, relevant parts of the interface 

knowledge base and relevant parts of the inference knowledge base, respectively, before 

the knowledge acquisition session began. Figures 4.31 b, 4.32b, 4.33b and 4.34b present the 

respective data and knowledge bases after the completion of the knowledge acquisition. 

The changes which occurred due to the session with knowledge acquisition modules are 

highlighted. 
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I. Design Knowledge for New Boundary Conditions or New Loadings for: 
a. Area Moment ofInertia 
b. Section Modulus 

2. Design Knowledge for New Section Property: 
This is similar to number I above, except that the first question will be on the new section 
property to be put into the knowledge base. 

Present domain of boundary conditions: 
a. Camped at left end 
h. Camped at right end 
c. Simply supported at one end, clamped at other end 
d. Camped at both ends 
e. Simply supported at both ends 

Present domain ofloadings: 
a. Transverse loadings: 

- Point or Concentrated Loads 
- Uniform Distributed Loads 
- Linearly Varying Loads 
- Sinusoidal Loads 

Figure 4.29 Present domain of beam design knowledge base. 

1. Design Knowledge for New Boundary Conditions for New Loadings for: 
a. Rectangular Plate 
b. Circular Plate 
c. Elliptical Plate 
d. Equilateral Triangular Plate 
e. Isoscele Triangular Plate 
f. Equilateral Polygonal Plate 

2. Design Knowledge for New Plate Shape: 
This is similar to number I above, except the first question will he on the new plate shape to 
be put into the knowledge base. 

Present domain of boundary conditions: 
a. Rectangular Plate: 

- All edges simply supported 
- All edges clamped 
- Pair of opposite edges simply supported, other pair clamped 
- 3 edges simply supported, I edge clamped 
- 3 edges clamped, 3 edges simply supported 

h. Circular or Elliptical Plates: 
- Simply supported 
- Camped 

c. Equilateral Triangular, Isoscele Triangular and Equilateral Polygonal Plates: 
- All edges simply supported 
- All edges clamped 

Present domain of Loadings: 
a. Transverse Loadings: 

- Point or Concentrated Loads 
- Uniform Pressure Loads 

Figure 4.30 Present domain of plate design knowledge base. 



(SETF UNITS 
'(TENSILE-STRENGTH 

YIELD-STRENGTH 
SHEAR-STRENGTH 
FATIGUE-STRENGTH 
IMPACT-STRENGTH 
STIFFNESS 
FRACTURE-TOUGHNESS 
WEIGHT 
THERMAL-EXPANS ION 
THERMAL-CONDUCTIVITY 
COST 
HARDNESS 
CORROSION-RESISTANCE 
POISONS-RATIO 

MATERIALS 

PSI 
PSI 
PSI 
PSI 
FT-LB 
PSI 
KSI-SQUARE-ROOT-OF-IN 
LB/CUBIC-IN 
IN/IN-F 
BTU/HR-SQ-FT-F 
$/CUBIC-IN 
BHN 
DIMENSIONLESS 
DIMENSIONLESS) 
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'(TI-5AL-2.5SN TI-8MN TI-6AL-~V TI-6AL-2SN-~ZR-2MO 
TI-8AL-lMO-1V TI-5AL-5SN-2ZR-2MO-0.25SI TI-6AL-~V-2SN 
TI-10V-2FE-3AL TI-BMO-BV-2FE-3AL Hll-MOD-STEEL 
17-~PH-STEEL 17-7PH-STEEL AL-201~ AL-202~ AL-212~ AL-2219 
AL-70~9 AL-7050 AL-7075 AL-7175 AL-7178 ) 

PROPERTIES-ORDER 
'(TENSILE-STRENGTH YIELD-STRENGTH SHEAR-STRENGTH 

FATIGUE-STRENGTH IMPACT-STRENGTH FRACTURE-TOUGHNESS 
WEIGHT STIFFNESS POISON-RATIO HARDNESS THERMAL-EXPANSION 
THERMAL-CONDUCTIVITY CORROSION-RESISTANCE COST) 

PROPERTIES 
, (TI-5AL-2.5SN 

(1.25F+05 1.2F+05 N-A 60000.0 17.0 ~6.0 0.161 1.55F+07 0.35 335.0 
5.2F-06 ~.~ B 0.2157~) 

TI-8MN 
(1.~F+05 1.27F+05 95000.0 85000.0 N-A N-A 0.17 1.65F+07 0.33 
311.0 6.0F-06 6.3 B 0.2397) 

TI-6AL-W 
(1.5F+05 1.~F+05 N-A 75000.0 22.0 39.0 0.16 1.6F+07 0.33 335.0 
5.0F-06 ~.2 B 0.2288) 

TI-8AL-lMO-1V 
(1.~F+05 1.2F+05 N-A 80000.0 25.0 N-A 0.158 1.7~F+07 0.33 352.0 
~.8F-06 5.2 B 0.2~~9) 

TI-6AL-2SN-~ZR-2MO 
(1.~6F+05 1.~~F+05 1.OF+05 65000.0 21.0 135.0 0.16~ 1.69F+07 0.33 
~OO.O ~.3F-06 ~.l B 0.2230~) 

TI-5AL-5SN-2ZR-2MO-0\.25SI 
(1.3F+05 1.2F+05 N-A N-A N-A 75.0 0.163 1.6F+07 0.33 301.0 
5.7F-06 0.2119) 

TI-6AL-W-2SN 
(1.6F+05 1.5F+05 N-A 1.0F+05 N-A 55.0 0.165 1.62F+07 0.33 381.0 
5.1F-06 ~.7 B 0.20625) 

Figure 4.31a Materials and properties data base before the knowledge 
acquisition session. 
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TI-10V-2FE-3AL 
(1.B3F+05 1.7~F+05 N-A 1.2F+05 22.0 75.0 0.168 1.6F+07 0.33 N-A 
5.~F-06 N-A B 0.23352) 

TI-BMO-BV-2FE-3AL 
(1.3F+05 1.lSF+05 90BOO.0 70000.0 N-A 50.~ 0.175 1.55F+07 0.33 
N-A N-A N-A B 0.2012S) 

H11-MOD-STEEL 
(3.08F+05 2.~8F+05 1.7F+05 91000.0 10.0 5~.0 0.2B 3.0F+07 0.2B1 
550.0 6.6F-06 2~.5 D 0.2072) 

17-~PH-STEEL 
(1.99F+05 1.7BF+05 1.25F+05 70000.0 20.0 S~.B 0.282 2.91F+07 0.29 
371.0 6.0F-06 6.S A 0.19~5B) 

17-7PH-STEEL 
(2.~F+05 2.3F+05 1.SF+05 90000.0 11.0 ~O.O 0.277 3.02F+07 0.29 
~32.0 6.1F-06 9.S A 0.19667) 

AL-201~ 
(70000.0 60000.0 ~2000.0 lBOOO.O N-A 23.5 0.101 1.05F+07 0.33 
13S.0 1.25F-05 7.~1667 BC 0.06B6B) 

AL-202~ 
(70000.0 66000.0 ~2000.0 1BOOO.0 N-A lB.7 0.1 1.0SF+07 0.33 130.0 
1.27F-05 7.33333 A 0.07) 

AL-212~ 
(71000.0 6~000.0 39BOO.0 25000.0 N-A 22.0 0.1 1.0SF+07 0.33 80.0 
1.27F-OS 7.31667 B 0.072) 

AL-2219 
(69000.0 57000.0 N-A lS000.0 N-A N-A 0.103 1.07F+07 0.33 128.0 
1.25F-05 6.2SB33 A 0.07622) 

AL-70~9 
(68000.0 5BOOO.0 39000.0 ~3000.0 5.B 19.0 0.102 1.02F+07 0.33 
13S.0 1.3F-OS 7.~1667 A 0.077S2) 

AL-7050 
(7S000.0 66000.0 ~2000.0 35000.0 N-A 20.0 0.102 1.02F+07 0.33 
13S.0 1.31F-OS 7.5B333 AB 0.07956) 

AL-7075 
(B3000.0 73000.0 ~BOOO.O 23000.0 N-A 16.0 0.101 1.03F+07 0.33 
150.0 1.3F-OS 7.5 BC O.OBOB) 

AL-7175 
(B6000.0 76000.0 ~7000.0 23000.0 N-A 2B.6 0.101 1.0~F+07 0.33 
150.0 1.3F-OS 7.5 B 0.OB282) 

AL-7178 
(73000.0 6BOOO.0 ~~OOO.O 29000.0 N-A N-A N-A 1.0~F+07 0.33 N-A 
0.0 7.33333 eN-A» 

QUANTITY 
'(A 1.0 AB 0.875 B 0.75 BC 0.625 C 0.5 CD O.~ D 0.3 DE 0.2 

F 0.1 » 

Figure 4.3la--continued. 



(SETF UNITS 
'(TENSILE-STRENGTH 

YIELD-STRENGTH 
SHEAR-STRENGTH 
FATIGUE-STRENGTH 
IMPACT-STRENGTH 
STIFFNESS 
FRACTURE-TOUGHNESS 
WEIGHT 
THERMAL-EXPANSION 
THERMAL-CONDUCTIVITY 
COST 
HARDNESS 
CORROSION-RESISTANCE 
POISONS-RATIO 
COMPRESSIVE-YIELD-STRENGTH 

MATERIALS 

PSI 
PSI 
PSI 
PSI 
FT-LB 
PSI 
KSI-SQUARE-ROOT-OF-IN 
LB/CUBIC-IN 
IN/IN-F 
BTU/HR-SQ-FT-F 
$/CUBIC-IN 
BHN 
DIMENSIONLESS 
DIMENSIONLESS 
f.S.l ) 
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'(TI-6AL-2SN-4ZR-6MO TI-5AL-2.5SN TI-8MN TI-6AL-~V 
TI-6AL-2SN-~ZR-2MO TI-8AL-1MO-1V 
TI-5AL-5SN-2ZR-2MO-0.25S1 TI-6AL-~V-2SN TI-10V-2FE-3AL 
TI-8MO-8V-2FE-3AL H11-MOD-STEEL 17-~PH-STEEL 
17-7PH-STEEL AL-201~ AL-202~ AL-212~ AL-2219 AL-70~9 
AL-70S0 AL-7075 AL-717S AL-7178 ) 

PROPERTIES-ORDER 
'(TENSILE-STRENGTH YIELD-STRENGTH SHEAR-STRENGTH 

FATIGUE-STRENGTH IMPACT-STRENGTH FRACTURE-TOUGHNESS 
WEIGHT STIFFNESS POISON-RATIO HARDNESS THERMAL-EXPANSION 
THERMAL-CONDUCTIVITY CORROSION-RESISTANCE COST 
COMPRESSlVE-YIELD-STRENGTH ) 

PROPERTIES 
'( TI-SAL-2.SSN 

(1.25F+05 1.2F+05 N-A 60000.0 17.0 ~6.0 0.161 1.SSF+07 0.35 335.0 
5.2F-06 ~.~ B 0.2157~ 1.3F+Q5) 

TI-8MN 
(1.~F+05 1.27F+05 95000.0 85000.0 N-A N-A 0.17 1.65F+07 0.33 
311.0 6.0F-06 6.3 B 0.2397 1.27F+05) 

TI-6AL-~V 
(1.SF+05 1.~F+OS N-A 7S000.0 22.0 39.0 0.16 1.6F+07 0.33 33S.0 
5.0F-06 ~.2 B 0.2288 1 25F+05) 

TI-BAL-lMO-1V 
(1.~F+05 1.2F+05 N-A 80000.0 2S.0 N-A 0.158 1.7~F+07 0.33 352.0 
~.8F-06 S.2 B 0.2~~9 ti=A) 

TI-6AL-2SN-~ZR-2MO 
(1.~6F+05 1.~~F+05 1.0F+OS 6S000.0 21.0 13S.0 0.16~ 1.69F+07 0.33 
~OO.O ~.3F-06 ~.1 B 0.2230~ 1.S63F+OS) 

TI-SAL-5SN-2ZR-2MO-0.2SSI 
(1.3F+OS 1.2F+OS N-A N-A N-A 7S.0 0.163 1.6F+07 0.33 301.0 
5.7F-06 0.2119 ti=A) 

Figure 4.31 b Materials and properties data base after the knowledge 
acquisition session. 
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TI-6AL-(OV-2SN 
(1.6F+OS 1.5F+05 N-A 1.0F+05 N-A 55.0 0.165 1.62F+07 0.33 381.0 
5.1F-06 (0.7 B 0.20625 N=A) 

TI-10V-2FE-3AL 
(1.83F+05 1.7(OF+05 N-A 1.2F+05 22.0 75.0 0.168 1.6F+07 0.33 N-A 
5.(OF-06 N-A B 0.23352 N=A) 

TI-8MO-8V-2FE-3AL 
(1.3F+OS 1.lSF+05 90BOO.0 70000.0 N-A 50.(0 0.175 1.55F+07 0.33 
N-A N-A N-A B 0.20125 N=A) 

Hll-MOD-STEEL 
(3.0BF+05 2.(08F+05 1.7F+05 91000.0 10.0 5(0.0 0.28 3.0F+07 0.281 
550.0 6.6F-06 2(0.5 D 0.2072 N=A) 

17-(OPH-STEEL 
(1.99F+05 1.78F+OS 1.2SF+OS 70000.0 20.0 S(o.8 0.2B2 2.91F+07 0.29 
371.0 6.0F-06 6.5 A 0.19(OSB N=A) 

17-7PH-STEEL 
(2.(OF+OS 2.3F+OS 1.SF+OS 90000.0 11.0 (00.0 0.277 3.02F+07 0.29 
(032.0 6.1F-06 9.S A 0.19667 N=A) 

AL-201(O 
(70000.0 60000.0 (02000.0 18000.0 N-A 23.S 0.101 1.0SF+07 0.33 
13S.0 1.2SF-05 7.(01667 BC 0.06868 60000.0) 

AL-202(O 
(70000.0 66000.0 (02000.0 18000.0 N-A 18.7 0.1 1.0SF+07 0.33 130.0 
1.27F-OS 7.33333 A 0.07 66000.0) 

AL-212(O 
(71000.0 6(0000.0 39800.0 25000.0 N-A 22.0 0.1 1.05F+07 0.33 BO.O 
1.27F-OS 7.31667 B 0.072 64000 0) 

AL-2219 
(69000.0 57000.0 N-A lS000.0 N-A N-A 0.103 1.07F+07 0.33 128.0 
1.25F-OS 6.25833 A 0.07622 57000.0) . 

AL-70(09 
(68000.0 58000.0 39000.0 (03000.0 5.B 19.0 0.102 1.02F+07 0.33 
13S.0 1.3F-OS 7.~1667 A 0.07752 60000.0) 

AL-7050 
(75000.0 66000.0 ~2000.0 35000.0 N-A 20.0 0.102 1.02F+07 0.33 
135.0 1.31F-05 7.S8333 AB 0.07956 66000.0) 

AL-707S 
(B3000.0 73000.0 ~BOOO.O 23000.0 N-A 16.0 0.101 1.03F+07 0.33 
150.0 1.3F-OS 7.S BC 0.0808 73000.0) 

AL-717S 
(86000.0 76000.0 ~7000.0 23000.0 N-A 28.6 0.101 1.0~F+07 0.33 
150.0 1.3F-OS 7.S B 0.08282 76000 0) 

AL-7178 
(73000.0 68000.0 (O~OOO.O 29000.0 N-A N-A N-A 1.0~F+07 0.33 N-A 
0.0 7.33333 C N-A 77000.0) 

TI-6AL-2SN-4ZR-6MO 
!1.4F+OS 1.84F+OS N-A 1.45F+OS 8.S 22 5 0.168 1 75F+07 0.33 450.0 
4.8F-06 4.4 B N-A 1.84F+OS!! 

QUANTITY 
'(A 1.0 AB 0.875 B 0.75 BC 0.625 C 0.5 CD O.~ D 0.3 DE 0.2 

F 0.1 » 

Figure 4.31 b--continued. 



(SETF 
SECTIONS 

195 

'(RECTANGULAR-SECTION CIRCULAR-SECTION C-SECTION I-SECTION 
T-SECTION ) 

COMPUTED-SECT ION-PROPERTIES 
'(AREA AREA-MOMENT-OF-lNERTIA SECTION-MODULUS) 

BEAM-SECTIONS 
'(OPEN-SECTION (C-SECTION I-SECTION T-SECTION) 

CLOSED-SECTION (RECTANGULAR-SECTION CIRCULAR-SECTION) 
SOLID-SECTION () ) 

SECTION-DATA-ORDER 
'(C-SECTION 

(DEPTH WEB-THICKNESS FLANGE-WIDTH FLANGE-THICKNESS) 
T-SECTION 

(DEPTH STEM-THICKNESS FLANGE-WIDTH FLANGE-THICKNESS) 
I-SECTION 

(DEPTH WEB-THICKNESS FLANGE-WIDTH FLANGE-THICKNESS) 
CIRCULAR-SECTION 

(MEAN-DIAMETER WALL-THICKNESS) 
RECTANGULAR-SECTION 

(MEAN-DEPTH MEAN-WIDTH WALL-THICKNESS» 

SECTION-COMPUTED-PROPERTIES 
, (AREA 

(C-SECTION 
(+ (* (- DEPTH (* 2.0 FLANGE-THICKNESS» 

WEB-THICKNESS) 
(* 2.0 FLANGE-THICKNESS FLANGE-WIDTH» 

T-SECTION 
(+ (* (- DEPTH FLANGE-THICKNESS) STEM-THICKNESS) 

(* FLANGE-WIDTH FLANGE-THICKNESS» 
I-SECTION 

(+ (* (- DEPTH (* 2.0 FLANGE-THICKNESS» 
WEB-THICKNESS) 

(* 2.0 FLANGE-WIDTH FLANGE-THICKNESS» 
CIRCULAR-SECTION 

(* PI MEAN-DIAMETER WALL-THICKNESS) 
RECTANGULAR-SECTION 

(* 2.0 (+ MEAN-DEPTH MEAN-WIDTH) WALL-THICKNESS» 

AREA-MOMENT-OF-INERTIA 
(C-SECTION 

(I (* (EXPT (- DEPTH FLANGE-THICKNESS) 2) 
(+ (* 6.0 (- FLANGE-WIDTH (I WEB-THICKNESS 

2.0» FLANGE-THICKNESS) 
(* (- DEPTH FLANGE-THICKNESS) WEB-THICKNESS») 
12.0) 

Figure 4.32a Beam design data base before the knowledge acquisition session. 
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T-SECTION 
(I (* (EXPT (- DEPTH (I FLANGE-THICKNESS 2.0» 3) 

STEM-THICKNESS (+ (* ~.O FLANGE-WIDTH 
FLANGE-THICKNESS) 

(* (- DEPTH (I FLANGE-THICKNESS 2.0» 
STEM-THICKNESS») 

(* 12.0 (+ (* FLANGE-WIDTH FLANGE-THICKNESS) 
(* (- DEPTH (I FLANGE-THICKNESS 2.0» 

WEB-THICKNESS»» 
I-SECTION 

(/ (* (EXPT (- DEPTH FLANGE-THICKNESS) 2) 
(+ (* 6.0 FLANGE-WIDTH FLANGE-THICKNESS) 
(* (- DEPTH FLANGE-THICKNESS) WEB-THICKNESS») 
12.0) 

CIRCULAR-SECTION 
(I (* PI (- (EXPT (+ MEAN-DIAMETER WALL-THICKNESS) 

~) 
(EXPT (- MEAN-DIAMETER WALL-THICKNESS) 

~») 6~.O) 

RECTANGULAR-SECTION 
(I (- (* (+ MEAN-WIDTH WALL-THICKNESS) (EXPT (+ 
MEAN-DEPTH WALL-THICKNESS) 3) ) (* (- MEAN-WIDTH 
WALL-THICKNESS) (EXPT (- MEAN-DEPTH 
WALL-THICKNESS) 3») 

SECTION-MODULUS 
(C-SECTION 

12.0» 

(I (EVAL (GETF (GETF SECTION-COMPUTED-PROPERTIES 
'AREA-MOMENT-OF-INERTIA) 

'C-SECTION» (I DEPTH 2.0» 
T-SECTION 

(I (EVAL (GETF (GETF SECTION-COMPUTED-PROPERTIES 
'AREA-MOMENT-OF~INERTIA) 

'T-SECTION» (I DEPTH 2.0» 
I-SECTION 

(/ (EVAL (GETF (GETF SECTION-COMPUTED-PROPERTIES 
'AREA-MOMENT-OF-INERTIA) 

'I-SECTION» (I DEPTH 2.0» 
CIRCULAR-SECTION 
(I (EVAL (GETF (GETF SECTION-COMPUTED-PROPERTIES 

'AREA-MOMENT-OF-INERTIA) 
'CIRCULAR-SECTION» (I MEAN-DIAMETER 2.0) ) 

RECTANGULAR-SECTION 
(I (EVAL (GETF (GETF SECTION-COMPUTED-PROPERTIES 

'AREA-MOMENT-OF-lNERTIA) 
'RECTANGULAR-SECTION» (I MEAN-DEPTH 2.0») 

Figure 4.32a--continued. 



SECTION-DATA 
I (C-SECTION 

«15.0 0.6875 3.75 0.625) (15 0.5 3.5 0.625) 
(15 0.375 3.375 0.625) (12 0.5 3.125 0.5) 
(12 0.375 3.0 0.5) (12 0.3125 3.0 0.5) 
(10 0.6975 3.0 0.~375) (10 0.5 2.875 0.~375) 
(10 0.375 2.75 0.~375) (10 0.25 2.625 0.~375) 
(9 0.~375 2.625 0.~375) (9 0.3125 2.5 0.~375) 
(9 0.25 2.375 0.~375) (8 0.5 2.5 0.375) 
(8 0.3125 2.375 0.375) (8 0.25 2.25 0.375) 
(7 0.~375 2.25 0.375) (7 0.3125 2.25 0.375) 
(7 0.1875 2.125 0.375) (6 0.~375 2.125 0.3125) 
(6 0.3125 2.0 0.3125) (6 0.1875 1.975 0.3125) 
(5 0.3125 1.975 0.3125) (5 0.1875 1.75 0.3125) 
(~ 0.3125 1.75 0.3125) (~ 0.1975 1.625 0.3125) 
(3 0.375 1.625 0.25) (3 0.25 1.5 0.25) 
(3 0.1875 1.375 0.25» 

T-SECTION 
I-SECTION ... » 

Figure 4.32a--continued. 
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(SETF 
SECTIONS 

'(CIRcpLAR-SOLln-SECTION RECTANGULAR-SECTION 
CIRCULAR-SECTION C-SECTION I-SECTION T-SECTION 

COMPUTED-SECTION-PROPERTIES 
'(AREA AREA-MOMENT-OF-INERTIA SECTION-MODULUS 

BEAM-SECTIONS 
, (OPEN-SECTION 

(C-SECTION I-SECTION T-SECTION) 
CLOSED-SECTION 

(RECTANGULAR-SECTION CIRCULAR-SECTION) 
SOLID-SECTION 

(CIRCULAR-SOLID-SECTION) ) 
SECTION-DATA-ORDER 

, (C-SECTION 
(DEPTH WEB-THICKNESS FLANGE-WIDTH FLANGE-THICKNESS) 

T-SECTION 
(DEPTH STEM-THICKNESS FLANGE-WIDTH FLANGE-THICKNESS) 

I-SECTIOl~ 
(DEPTH WEB-THICKNESS FLANGE-WIDTH FLANGE-THICKNESS) 

CIRCULAR-SECTION 
(MEAN-DIAMETER WALL-THICKNESS) 

RECTANGULAR-SECTION 
(MEAN-DEPTH MEAN-WIDTH WALL-THICKNESS) 

CIRCULAR-SOLIn-SECTION 
(DIAMETER) ) 

SECTION-COMPUTED-PROPERTIES 
, (AREA 

(C-SECTION 
(+ (* (- DEPTH (* 2.0 FLANGE-THICKNESS» 

WEB-THICKNESS) 

198 

(* 2.0 FLANGE-THICKNESS FLANGE-WIDTH» 
T-SECTION 

(+ (* (- DEPTH FLANGE-THICKNESS) STEM-THICKNESS) 
(* FLANGE-WIDTH FLANGE-THICKNESS» 

I-SECTION 
(+ (* (- DEPTH (* 2.0 FLANGE-THICKNESS» 

WEB-THICKNESS) 
(* 2.0 FLANGE-WIDTH FLANGE-THICKNESS» 

CIRCULAR-SECTION ( * PI MEAN-DIAMETER WALL-THICKNESS) 
RECTANGULAR-SECTION 

(>I< 2.0 (+ MEAN-DEPTH MEAN-WIDTH) WALL-THICKNESS) 
CIRCULAR-SOLID-SECTION 

(I (>I< PI DIAMETER DIAMETER) 4. Q ) ) 

Figure 4.32b Beam design data base after the knowledge acquisition session. 



AREA-MOMENT-OF-INERTIA 
(C-SECTION 

(I (* (EXPT (- DEPTH FLANGE-THICKNESS) 2) 

199 

(+ (* 6.0 (- FLANGE-WIDTH II WEB-THICKNESS 
2.0» FLANGE-THICKNESS) 

T-SECTION 
II (* 

1* 1- DEPTH FLANGE-THICKNESS) WEB-THICKNESS») 
12.0) 

(EXPT (- DEPTH II FLANGE-THICKNESS 2.0» 3) 
STEM-THICKNESS (+ (* <..0 FLANGE-WIDTH 

(* (- DEPTH (I 
STEM-THICKNESS») 

FLANGE-THICKNESS) 
FLANGE-THICKNESS 2.0» 

I-SECTION 

1* 12.0 (+ 1* FLANGE-WIDTH FLANGE-THICKNESS) 
(* 1- DEPTH II FLANGE-THICKNESS 2.0» 
WEB-THICKNESS»» 

(I (* (EXPT (- DEPTH FLANGE-THICKNESS) 2) 
(+ (* 6.0 FLANGE-WIDTH FLruNGE-THICKNESS) 
(* (- DEPTH FLANGE-THICKNESS) WEB-THICKNESS») 

12.0) 
CIRCULAR-SECTION 

II (* PI 1- (EXPT (+ MEAN-DIAMETER WALL-THICKNESS) 
<.) 

IEXPT (- MEAN-DIAMETER WALL-THICKNESS) 
<.) » 6<..0) 

RECTANGULAR-SECTION 
(I (- (* 1+ MEAN-WIDTH WALL-THICKNESS) (EKPT (+ 

MEAN-DEPTH WALL-THICKNESS) 3» 1* 1-
MEAN-WIDTH WALL-THICKNESS) (EXPT 1-
MEruN-DEPTH WALL-THICKNESS) 3») 12.0) 

CIRCULQR-SOLID-SECTIQN 
(I (* PI IEKPT DIAMETER 4» 64.0» 

SECTION-MODULUS 
IC-SECTION 

(I IEVAL (GETF (GETF SECTION-COMPUTED-PROPERTIES 
'AREA-MOMENT-OF-INERTIA) 

'~-SECTION» (I DEPTH 2.0» 
T-SECTION 

II IEVAL IGETF IGETF SECTION-COMPUTED-PROPERTIES 
'AREA-MOMENT-OF-INERTIA) 

'T-SECTION» (I DEPTH 2.0» 
I-SECTION 

II (EVAL IGETF IGETF SECTION-COMPUTED-PROPERTIES 
'AREA-MOMENT-OF-INERTIA) 

'I-SECTION» (I DEPTH 2.0» 
CIRCULAR-SECTION 

(I (EVAL IGBTF (GETF SECTION-COMPUTED-PROPERTIES 
'ARElt-J.!OMENT-OF-INERTIA) 

'CIRCULAR-SECTION» II MEAN-DIAMETER 2.0» 

Figure 4.32h--continued. 
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RECTANGULAR-SECTION 
(I (EVAL (GETF (GETF SECTION-COMPUTED-PROPERTIES 

'AREA-MOMENT-OF-INERTIA) 
'RECTANGULAR-SECTION» (I MEAN-DEPTH 2.0» 

CIRCULAR-SOLID-SECTION 
(I (* PI (EXPT DIAMETER 3» 32.0» ) 

SECTION-DATA 
'(CIRCULAR-SOLID-SECTION 

«12,0) (10.0) (8.0) (6.0) (5.0) (4.0) (3.5) (3.0) 
(2,25) (2.0) (1.5) (1.25) (1 0) (0.75) (0 5» 

C-SECTION 
«18.0 0.6875 4.25 0.625) (15.0 0.6875 3.75 0.625) 

(15 0.5 3.5 0.625) (15 0.375 3.375 0.625) 
(12 0.5 3.125 0.5) (12 0.375 3.0 0.5) 
(12 0.3125 3.0 0.5) (10 0.6875 3.0 0.~375) 
(10 0.5 2.875 0.~375) (10 0.375 2.75 0.~375) 
(10 0.25 2.625 0.~375) (9 0.~375 2.625 0.~375) 
(9 0.3125 2.5 0.~375) (9 0.25 2.375 0.~375) 
(8 0.5 2.5 0.375) (8 0.3125 2.375 0.375) 
(8 0.25 2.25 0.375) (7 0.~375 2.25 0.375) 
(7 0.3125 2.25 0.375) (7 0.1975 2.125 0.375) 
(6 0.~375 2.125 0.3125) (6 0.3125 2.0 0.3125) 
(6 0.1875 1.875 0.3125) (5 0.3125 1.875 0.3125) 
(5 0.1875 1.75 0.3125) (~ 0.3125 1.75 0.3125) 
(~ 0.1875 1.625 0.3125) (3 0.375 1.625 0.25) 
(3 0.25 1.5 0.25) (3 0.1875 1.375 0.25» 

T-SECTION 
I-SECTION ••• » 

Figure 4.32b--continued. 



(SETF 
STRUCTURE 
, ( INFORMATION 

(RE-DESIGN 
(CHANGE-IN-DESIGN-PARAMETERS CHANGE-IN-STRUCTURAL-MATERIAL 
NO-CHANGE-IN-ANY-OF-THE-ABOVE) 

201 

CHANGE-IN-DESIGN-PARAMETERS (DESIGN-PARAMETERS) 
CHANGE-IN-STRUCTURAL-MATERIAL 

(DESIGN-PARAMETERS STRUCTURAL-MATERIALS) 
DESIGN-PARAMETERS 

(WEIGHT COST STIFFNESS YIELD-STRENGTH THERMAL-CONDUCTIVITY 
HARDNESS FRACTURE-TOUGHNESS THERMAL-EXPANSION 

CORROSION-RESISTANCE TENSILE-STRENGTH) 
MINIMIZE 

(WEIGHT COST THERMAL-EXPANSION) 
MAXIMIZE 

(STIFFNESS YIELD-STRENGTH HARDNESS FRACTURE-TOUGHNESS 
CORROSION-RESISTANCE THERMAL-CONDUCTIVITY TENSILE-STRENGTH) 

..... ) 

BEAM 
, ( INFORMATION 

(RE-DESIGN 
(CHANGE-IN-INFERRED-VARIABLES CHANGE-IN-LOADS-ON-THE-BEAM 
CHANGE-IN-BEAM-LENGTH NO-CHANGE-IN-ANY-OF-THE-ABOVE) 
CHANGE-IN-INFERRED-VARIABLES (INFERRED-VARIABLES) 

CHANGE-IN-LOADS-ON-THE-BEAM 
(LOADS INFERRED-VARIABLES) 

CHANGE-IN-BEAM-LENGTH 
(BEAM-LENGTH LOADS INFERRED-VARIABLES) 

DEFAULT-CONSTRAINTS 
(~mxIMUM-DEFLECTION MAXIMUM-STRESS) 

GEOMETRIC-VAR 
(BEAM-LENGTH SECTION SECTION-DIMENSIONS) 

USER-GEOM (BEAM-LENGTH) 
INFER-GEOM (SECTION) 
NEW-DESIGN-QUESTIONS (BEAM-LENGTH LOADS) 
UNKNOWN 

(BEAM-LENGTH LOADS BOUNDARY-CONDITIONS CONSTRAINTS SECTION 
SECTION-DIMENSIONS) 

INFER-VAR 
(CONSTRAINTS SECTION BOUNDARY-CONDITIONS) 

DESIGN-VAR SECTION-DIMENSIONS 
SECTION-DIMENSIONS 

(MAXIMUM-DEFLECTION AREA-MOMENT-OF-INERTIA MAXIMUM-STRESS 
SECTION-MODULUS) 

AREA-MOMENT-OF-INERTIA STIFFNESS 
SECTION-MODULUS YIELD-STRENGTH 

Figure 4.33a Interface knowledge base before the knowledge acquisition session. 



LASTQ 
(BEAM-LENGTH POINT-LOADS UNIFORMLY-DISTRIBUTED-LOADS 
LINEARLY-VARYING-LOADS 
SINUSOIDAL-LOADS) 

LOADS (TRANSVERSE-LOADS AXIAL-LOADS) 
TRANSVERSE-LOADS 

202 

(POINT-LOADS UNIFORMLY-DISTRIBUTED-LOADS LlNEARLY-VARYING-LOADS 
SINUSOIDAL-LOADS) 

AXIAL-LOADS NIL 
CONSTRAINTS 

(MAXIMUM-DEFLECTION MAXIMUM-STRESS) 
SECTION 

(OPEN-SECTION CLOSED-SECTION SOLID-SECTION) 
BOUNDARY-CONDITIONS 

(CLAMPED-AT-LEFT-END CLAMPED-AT-RIGHT-END 
SIMPLY-SUPPORTED-AT-ONE-END-CLAMPED-AT-OTHER-END 
CLAMPED-AT-BOTH-ENDS SIMPLY-SUPPORTED-AT-BOTH-ENDS) ..... ) 

PLATE (... .... ... . .... » 

Figure 4.33a--continued. 



(SETF 
STRUCTURE 
, ( INFORMATION 

(RE-DESIGN 
(CHANGE-IN-DESIGN-PARAMETERS CHANGE-IN-STRUCTURAL-MATERIAL 
NO-CHANGE-IN-ANY-OF-THE-ABOVE) 

203 

CHANGE-IN-DESIGN-PARAMETERS (DESIGN-PARAMETERS) 
CHANGE-IN-STRUCTURAL-MATERIAL 

(DESIGN-PARAMETERS STRUCTURAL-MATERIALS) 
DESIGN-PARAMETERS 

(COMPRESSIVE-YIELP-STRENGTH WEIGHT COST STIFFNESS YIELD-STRENGTH 
THERMAL-CONDUCTIVITY HARDNESS FRACTURE-TOUGHNESS 
THERMAL-EXPANSION CORROSION-RESISTANCE TENSILE-STRENGTH) 

MINIMIZE 
(WEIGHT COST THERMAL-EXPANSION) 

MAXIMIZE 
(COMPRESSIVE-YIELD-STRENGTH STIFFNESS YIELD-STRENGTH HARDNESS 
FRACTURE-TOUGHNESS CORROSION-RESISTANCE THERMAL-CONDUCTIVITY 
TENSILE-STRENGTH) 

..... ) 
BEAM 
'(INFORMATION 

(RE-DESIGN 
(CHANGE-IN-INFERRED-VARIABLES CHANGE-IN-LOADS-ON-THE-BEAM 
CHANGE-IN-BEAM-LENGTH NO-CHANGE-IN-ANY-OF-THE-ABOVE) 

CHANGE-IN-INFERRED-VARIABLES (INFERRED-VARIABLES) 
CHANGE-IN-LOADS-ON-THE-BEAM 

(LOADS INFERRED-VARIABLES) 
CHANGE-IN-BEAM-LENGTH 

(BEAM-LENGTH LOADS INFERRED-VARIABLES) 
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(MAXIMUM-DEFLECTION MAXIMUM-STRESS) 
GEOMETRIC-VAR 

(BEAM-LENGTH SECTION SECTION-DIMENSIONS) 
USER-GEOM (BEAM-LENGTH) 
INFER-GEOM (SECTION) 
NEW-DESIGN-QUESTIONS (BEAM-LENGTH LOADS) 
UNKNOWN 

(BEAM-LENGTH LOADS BOUNDARY-CONDITIONS CONSTRAINTS SECTION 
SECTION-DIMENSIONS) 

INFER-VAR (CONSTRAINTS SECTION BOUNDARY-CONDITIONS) 
DESIGN-VAR SECTION-DIMENSIONS 
SECTION-DIMENSIONS 

(MAXIMIn~-DEFLECTION AREA-MOMENT-OF-INERTIA MAXIMUM-STRESS 
SECTION-MODULUS) 

AREA-MOMENT-OF-INERTIA STIFFNESS 
SECTION-MODULUS YIELD-STRENGTH 

Figure 4.33b Interface knowledge base after the knowledge acquisition session. 
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(BEAM-LENGTH POINT-LOADS UNIFORMLY-DISTRIBUTED-LOADS 
LINEARLY-VARYING-LOADS SINUSOIDAL-LOADS) 

LOADS 
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(OVER-HANG-AT-BOTH-ENPS CLAMPED-AT-LEFT-END CLAMPED-AT-RIGHT-END 
SIMPLY-SUPPORTED-AT-ONE-END-CLAMPED-AT-OTHER-END 
CLAMPED-AT-BOTH-ENDS SIMPLY-SUPPORTED-AT-BOTH-ENDS) ..... ) 

PLATE ( ....•........•. » 

Figure 4.33b--continued. 
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(RULE 2 (IF (POINT LOAD IS ACTING AT LEFT-END OF THE BEAM I I 

(THEN (BOUNDARY-CONDITION IS CLAMPED-AT-RIGHT-ENDIII 
(RULE 3 
(IF (POINT LOAD IS ACTING AT LEFT-END OF THE BEAMI 
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(THEN (BOUNDARY-CONDITION IS OVER-HANG-AT-BOTH-ENDSIII 
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(THEN (BOUNDARY-CONDITION IS CLAMPED-AT-BOTH-ENDSIII 

PLATE-CONSTRAINTS ( ••.. 1 

PLATE-BOUNDARY-CONDITIONS ( .... II 
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Figure 4.34a Inference knowledge base before the knowledge acquisition session. 
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(RULE 3 
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Figure 4.34b Inference knowledge base after the knowledge acquisition session. 
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4.4 Results and Discussion 

The conceptual framework of the knowledge-based expert system, Expert-SEISD, 

presented in Chapter 2, was implemented and illustrated in two sessions in this chapter. 

The plate design session is presented in Appendix D. The development of data base, 

knowledge base, inference engine, user interface and knowledge acquisition were discussed 

from the application to the structural design point of view. However, the representation of 

data and knowledge was kept general enough for portability and future expansion. The 

knowledge representation schemes such as object-attribute-value triplets, rules, procedures, 

and hybridization of rules and object-attributes were used for the development of the 

domain-specific data and knowledge bases. The implementation of the data base and the 

knowledge base using these schemes was discussed, with examples from the Expert-SEISD. 

Knowledge retrieval was also illustrated for each scheme, along with its implementation. 

Also, three different sessions with the Expert-SEISD were presented to illustrate the 

capabilities of the Expert-SEISD. These sessions were presented in depth to serve the 

purpose of development of the Expert-SEISD. 
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CHAPTER 5 

SUMMAR Y AND EXTENSIONS 

A knowledge-based expert system (KBES) approach, an applied branch of Artificial 

Intelligence, was applied to a structural component design. The domain of the application 

encompassed the specifications extraction and preliminary design phases of the structural 

design process. This domain inevitably involves multi-criteria decision making. Suitable 

multi-criteria decision making was modelled using the theory of fuzzy sets. This chapter 

summarizes the research report in the preceeding chapters and lists some of the possible 

extensions as future directions to further the research reported here. However, the 

concepts presented in this research are general and applicable to many design problems. 

5.1 Summary 

The foregoing research resulted in the knowledge-based expert system caJled 

Expert-SEISD. Following are the highlights of the research leading to the development of 

the Expert-SEISD. 

l. Specifications extraction and the preliminary design phases of the structural design 

process constitute the domain of the Eaxpert-SEISD, 

2. Development of conceptual frameworks for: 

a. Specifications extraction, 

b. Preliminary design, 

c. Knowledge-based expert system for structural design, 

d. Multi-criteria decision making, 

3. Implementation of the above conceptual frameworks, 
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4. Evaluation of the multi-criteria decision-making methods developed on the basis of 

the conceptual frameworks, 

5. Session with the Expert-SEISD to demonstrate its capabilities. 

The multi-criteria decision making involved in the specifications extraction and the 

preliminary design phases of the structural design process was postulated and suitable 

methods were formulated based on these postulates. It involved simultaneous evaluation of 

several alternatives for feasibility and relative merit or degree-of -acceptability to aid the 

decision making in the above phases. The mathematical operations from the theory of 

fuzzy sets were incorporated in the new methods developed in this study. These operations 

from the theory of fuzzy sets led to the development of two new methods, one 

compensatory in nature and the other one non-compensatory in nature. The performance 

of these methods and the similar methods existing in the literature were extensively 

evaluated and compared. It was concluded from this study that the new method, 

compensatory in nature and developed using the definitions of union of fuzzy sets (Eq. B-

10), contrast intensification (Eq. B-15), and a closed membership function (Eq. B-14) was 

suitable for modeling the decision making involved in the specifications extraction and the 

preliminary design phases of the design process. 

Some sort of uncertainty, due to imprecision, risk or ignorance, always exists in the 

decision making involved in the design process. The uncertainty due to imprecise 

information was emphasized in this study. The above method was also evaluated to 

demonstrate its ability to handle the forementioned uncertainty associated with the 

importance of each attribute involved in the decision making. The results were compared 

with those obtained from the same method when no uncertainty was involved. The change 

in the outcome depended on the degree of uncertainty involved in the decision making. 
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The hypothesis of the research involved in the development of this method was that 

representing and manipulating imprecise information during the preliminary design would 

enable the design decisions to be made with greater confidence to ultimately result in 

better designs. This method, Fuzzy-2B, was implemented as a module in the Expert

SEISD and can be called upon whenever a decision is to be made in choosing the most 

preferred or the most acceptable alternative from the specified set of alterntives. 

The Expert-SEISD is composed of: 

I. User interface 

2. Inference engine 

3. Knowledge base 

4. Data base 

5. Knowledge acquisition 

The specifications extraction phase was separated into: 

I. Information gathering 

2. Interpretation and assessment 

3. Classification and decomposition 

4. Information patching 

The information gathering was implemented as a part of the user interface, whereas 

the remaining three tasks are implemented as parts of the inference engine. The user 

interface is a vital part of any software, conventional programs or expert systems, that 

operate interactively. Conventional programs mayor may not operate interactively, 

whereas expert systems are featured to operate interactively. The user interface of the 

Expert-SEISD interacts with most of its modules either to bring out the query to the user 

or to respond to the user's query. Thus, development of the user interface was crucial and 
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as suggested by the conservative researchers in the development of the expert systems [33], 

it took about 40 percent of the total development time. Having a robust knowledge base 

and an inference engine, the enhancement in the performance of a knowledge-based 

system may be many fold by having a robust and efficient user interface. It is evident 

from the session with the Expert-SEISD that an attempt was made in this direction in 

developing its user interface. 

As GCLISP, the environment for the Expert-SEISD, does not have any built-in 

inference engine, a domain-specific inference engine was developed. It performed the 

forementioned three tasks of the specifications extraction. All of these three tasks required 

knowledge retrieval and inference from the retrieved knowledge. This was demonstrated 

in the session with Expert-SEISD in inferring constraints, boundary conditions, beam 

section, etc. Also, during the preliminary design, an appropriate design relation from the 

design knowledge base was retrieved and evaluated by the inference engine. 

Three types of knowledge bases, namely interface knowledge base, inference 

knowledge base and design knowledge base constitute the knowledge base of the Expert

SEISD. The data base of the Expert-SEISD was developed to store the structural materials, 

their properties and the cross-section dimensions for various section shapes useful in the 

beam design. Object-attribute-value triplets representation was used to implement the data 

base, whereas object-attribute-value triplets, rules and procedures were used to represent 

the inference knowledge base. It is similar to and expected to be as efficient as meta 

knowledge representation available in other tools. This hybrid representation becomes very 

useful and efficient when the knowledge base contains hundreds or thousands of rules. 

The interface knowledge base was developed to enhance the performance of the 

user interface. It contains informative knowledge on what to gather and how to gather the 

relevant information for a structural component design. 
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The infertmce knowledge base is developed to aid the inference engine. It contains 

the knowledge about the structural component specifications which may be inferred from 

the gathered information. For design of structural components, it contains heuristic 

knowledge, so-called "rules of thumb", of the domain experts. 

The design knowledge base was developed to aid the preliminary design. It contains 

the design relations to determine the structural component sizes (dimensions) when other 

specifications are known. Generally, it contains textbook knowledge or empirical relations 

developed or used by the domain experts. 

Knowledge acquisition was an important feature of the knowledge-based expert 

systems. It is meant to obtain the knowledge from the domain experts and implement it in 

a knowledge-based expert system. It is the slowest and the most difficult part of the 

development/update/expansion process [33, 34]. An attempt was made in the Expert

SEISD to automate the implementation of knowledge. The knowledge acquisition of the 

Expert-SEISD has the following capabilities at present 

1. Update data base 

a. Materials and properties data base 

b. Structural design data base 

i. Beam design data base 

ii. Plate design data base 

2. Update knowledge base 

a. Inference knowledge base 

b. Structural design knowledge base 

i. Beam design knowledge base 

ii. Plate design knowledge base 
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3. Expand knowledge and data bases 

The interface knowledge base gets updated/expanded automatically as a result of 

update/expansion in the above data and knowledge bases. 

A session with the Expert-SEISD was presented to demonstrate its capabilities. The 

beam design and the plate design sessions demonstrated the capabilities in the specifications 

extraction and the preliminary design phases of the structural component design process 

based on the itemtive redesign architecture. The beam design session dealt with the design 

and redesign of a beam subjected to a combination of multiple linearly varying and 

concentmted loads when weight, cost and tensile strength of the material of the beam were 

important. The plate design session dealt with design and redesign of an elliptical plate 

subjected to a uniform pressure load when weight and yield strength of the material of the 

plate were important. The knowledge acquisition session highlighted some of the features 

developed towards the automation of the knowledge acquisition. It described the updating 

of the materials and properties data base, beam design data base and the inference 

knowledge base. It is evident from the description of this session that once the knowledge 

acquisition is automated, an efficient user interface would be able to update/expand the 

domain of the system as desired by the knowledge engineer. The knowledge acquisition 

capability could aid in reducing the efforts involved in extending the domain of the 

Expert-SEISD. 

5.2 Extensions 

There may be many possible extensions to the research reported here. Some of 

these possible extensions are: 

l. Extend the domain to encompass other structural components such as columns, shells, 

etc. Most of it may be implemented through the knowledge acquisition capability of 
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the Expert-SEISD. However, it involves the difficult task of gathering the relevant 

knowledge for designing such components. 

2. Extend the application to analysis and detail design phases of the structural design 

process. This will require the development of the knowledge base for the above 

phases to provide guidance to use various tools and techniques available for the same. 

It may also require tailoring of the inference engine to make it suitable for the 

features involved in the above phases. 

3. Apply the hierarchical planning approach to extend the capability from structural 

component designs to general structural design. That is, design of a structure 

composed of one or more of the basic components. This may require the application 

of design by features or other similar approaches which would allow the representation 

of the interactions such as load distributions, supports, etc. among various structural 

components. Application of the hierarchical planning and the least commitment 

principle may be useful in carrying out the decomposition of the complex structures 

into nearly independent simple subsystems. Objective functions and constraints 

propagation may also become the integral part of this research. 

4. Extend the domain to include the structural optimization. A knowledge base may be 

developed to assist user in formulating the structural optimization problem and 

selecting an appropriate optimization algorithm (based on mathematical optimization or 

optimality criteria approach) for that problem. 

5. Integrate various modules of structural design process. This may include all phases of 

the design process and the design optimization procedures. This would be an ideal 

application of the knowledge-based expert systems to structural problems. However, 

it is feasible when the knowledge bases for all the required modules are developed. 
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Many government organizations such as NASA, DoD, NSF, etc., and public 

organizations such as Lockheed, McDonnell Douglas, Structural Analysis Technology, 

etc., are concentrating their research in this direction. 
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APPENDIX A 

COMMON LISP 

LISP stands for LISt Processing. Some of the dialects of LISP are: COMMON LISP, 

MACLISP, ZETA LISP, SCHEME LISP, INTERLISP, SPICE LISP, NIL LISP, S-I LISP, 

etc. COMMON LISP was developed as a successor to MACLISP, influenced strongly by 

ZETALISP and, to some extent, by SCHEME LISP and INTERLISP. It was developed to 

serve as a common dialect to which each implementation makes any necessary extensions 

[70]. Thus, it intentionally excluded features that could not be implemented easily on a 

broad class of machines. It was designed to make it easy to write programs that depend as 

little as possible on machine-specific characteristics, such as word length, while allowing 

some variety of implementation techniques. It is being accepted as a standard 

programming language among various dialects of LISP by AI researchers. As the Expert

SEISD was developed in COMMON LISP environment, this section is meant to describe 

some of its important features, without going into much detail, relevant to the present 

study. Most of the AI languages are strong and efficient in manipulating symbols. They 

also manipulate numbers, but may not be as efficient as many conventional programming 

languages, such as FORTRAN, Pascal, etc. COMMON LISP has most of the mathematical 

functions for numerical computations which are found in conventional languages and they 

are used in more or less the same fashion. In this section, some of the features of 

COMMON LISP for symbolic manipUlations are discussed. 

A.I Assignment Functions 

SETF: It takes an even number of arguments. If performed with an odd number of 

arguments, the last variable is assigned a value of nil. All arguments in an even position 
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become the value of arguments in the preceding odd position. The arguments in odd 

positions must be a symbol and those in even positions may be numbers, symbols, lists or 

strings. The following example illustrates the concept of setf function: 

(setf x 3 
y x 
z 'x 
a '(a b c I 23 4) 
strg "this is a string" 

It performs the assignment in sequence. Thus, y = 3 as x = 3. 

PSETF: It is similar to setf, but performs assignments in parallel. The following examples 

illustrate the concept. Before psetf, consider following setf assignment: 

(setf x 3 y 6 z 9) 

That is, x = 3, y = 6 and z = 9. Psetf is useful in exchanging the values of x, y, z as 

follows: 

(psetf z y y x x z) 

This will result in z = 6, y = 3 and x = 9. 

SET: It is similar to setf. However, unlike setf, it evaluates the arguments in the odd 

position before assigning the values in the even position. This function is very useful in 

symbolic manipulation. Consider the following example: 

(setf x 'boundary-conditions) 

Tharis;-x = boundary-conditions. Now, if boundary conditions are simply-supported, it 

can be achieved as follows: 

(set x 'simply-supported) 
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A.2 Predicates 

The following predicates are used to test the types of objects. They are self-

explanatory: 

Atom, Listp, Numberp, Integerp, Stringp, Symbolp, Functionp, 

=, >, <, =>, <=, equalp, oddp, evenp, and, or, etc. 

The following example illustrates the use of these predicates when 

(setf x 'a y 1.0 z I a '(I 2 3) string = "this is a string") 

is performed first 

(atom x) returns true 
(Iistp x) returns nil, that is, false 
(listp a) returns true 
(stringp string) returns true 
(functionp setf) returns true 
(functionp a) returns nil, etc. 

A.3 Iterations 

Functions such as DO, PROG, MAPCAR, and self -call. The DO function in 

COMMON LISP operates in a similar fashion to that in conventional languages. However, 

in LISP, its argument can be one or more lists as well. MAPCAR operates on lists only. 

It iterates until the argument list becomes null, removing one element at a time. PROG is 

similar to MAPCAR, but can handle conditional statements to cause the iteration to stop, 

continue, restart, etc. Unlike conventional languages, LISP functions can make calls to 

themselves. These functions are illustrated with examples from the Expert-SEISD. 

The following example illustrates the use of PROG and MAPCAR functions in 

Expert-SEISD to retrieve section dimensions for one section at a time and send them for 
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print out. MAPCAR is used to iterate over an ascending cross section (ASCENT -CSA). 

As stated earlier, MAPCAR continues to iterate until all elements of the argument list are 

iterated. On the other hand, PROG has argument-eligible section shapes (ELI-SECT-

SHAPES) and iterates until the condition in the "iP' statement is satisfied. 

(MAPCAR '(LAMBDA (X) 
(PROG () 

(SETF TOI ELI-SECT -SHAPES) 
LOOPI 
(CLEAR-WINDOWS) 
(IF (EQUAL (FIRST X) (FIRST (FIRST TDI)}} 

(SETF SECTION-SHAPE (FIRST (FIRST TDI» 
SECT-DIMENSIONS (SECOND (FIRST TD1))) 

(AND (POP TOl) (GO LOOP1»))) 
(PRINT-SECTION-DATA OUT) 
(PRINT -SECTION-DA TA WINDOW2» ASCEND-CSA) 

The following example illustrates the use of DO in the Expert-SEISD to print section 

dimensions for a given section shape. It prints the name of the variable such as depth, 

width, etc. followed by its value. The 00 function, in this case, has two arguments: the 

first one is the list of variable names given by (GETF SECTION-DATA-ORDER 

SECTION-SHAPE), and the second one is the list of values of these variables given by 

(NTHCDR (LENGTH CONSTRAINTS) SECT-DIMENSIONS). Both arguments are 

updated in each iteration by removing the first element from each, as given by (REST TD) 

and (REST TDl), respectively. 

(DO «TO (GETF SECTION-DATA-ORDER SECTION-SHAPE) (REST TD» 
TOl (NTHCDR (LENGTH CONSTRAINTS) SECT -DIMENSIONS) 

(REST TDI)}} 
«NULL TD) NIL) 
(FORMAT DEST "_% -A = -A II (FIRST TD) (FIRST TDI))) 
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The following example illustrates the self-call capability in LISP. That is, the function can 

make a call to itself. In the following example from the Expert-SEISD, function GET-

INFORMATION-FOR calls itself whenever VAR is not NULL or an empty list. Also, 

note that a function can have another function as its argument. In this case, (ASK-

MULTIPLE-OPTIONS-QUESTION Y VAR STRUCf-ELE) is the argument as given in 

the last statement. 

(DEFUN GET-INFORMATION-FOR (PARAMETERS) 

(MAPCAR '(LAMBDA (Y) 
(SETF V AR (GETF INFORMATION V»~ 
(IF (NULL V AR) 

(IF MEMBER Y (GETF INFORMATION 'LASTQ» 
(ASK-SINGLE-OPTlON-QUESTlON Y 'MORE-THAN-ONE EXTRA) 
NIL) 

(GET -INFORMA TlON-FOR (ASK-MUL TlPLE-OPTIONS-QUESTION 
Y VAR STRUCT -ELE»))) PARAMETERS» 

A.4 Operations on List 

Some of the functions operating on Iist(s) are: first, second, third, nth, last, rest, 

nthcdr, butJast, get, gtetf, append, cons, push, pop, etc. The effect of applications of these 

functions is described below, followed by examples using these functions. 

The argument(s) to all of the following functions is Iist(s). Let 

x = (a (I) b (I I 2) c (I 2 3) d (I 2 3 4) e (I 2 3 4 5» 

y = (f (I 2 3 4 5 6) and 

z = 0.0 

First: It is applied to retrieve the first element of the given list. For example: (first x) 

will return a. 
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Second: It is applied to retrieve the second element of the given list. For example: (second 

x) will return (I) and (first (second x» will return 1. 

Third: It is applied to retrieve the third element of the given list. For example: (third x) 

will return b. 

Nth: It has two arguments: a number indicating the position of the element in a given list 

and the list itself. Thus, it is a general function to get the nth element of the list. For 

example: 

(nth 0 x) will return a, 
(nth I x) will return (I), 
(nth 2 x) will return b, 
(nth 6 x) will return d, 
(nth 7 x) will return (1 2 3 4), etc. 

Last: It is applied to retrieve the last element of the list as a list. For example: 

(last x) will return «1 2 3 4 5», 
(last (nth 7 x» will return (4), etc. 

Rest It is applied to remove the first element from the list. For example, 

(rest x) will return 
«I) b (I 2) c (I 2 3) d (I 234) e (I 2345» . 

Nthcdr: It is similar to Nth. It has two arguments: a number indicating the number of 

elements to be removed from the beginning of the list, and the list itself. Thus, it is 

general function of REST to remove the first N elements from the given list. For 

example: 



(nthcdr 4 x) will return (c (I 2 3) d (1 2 3 4) e (1 2 3 4 5) , 
(nthcdr 5 x) will return «I 2 3) d (I 2 3 4) e (1 2 3 4 5» , 
(nthcdr 2 (first (last x))) will return (3 4 5), etc. 

Butlast It is applied to remove the last element from the list. For example, 

(butlast x) will return (a (I) b (1 2) c (I 23) d (1 23 4) e) 
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Get It takes two arguments: a 'symbol' whose value is a list, and an 'indicator' which may 

or may not be an element of that list. When Get is applied, it searches the list of symbols 

for an indicator equal to 'indicator'. If found, the corresponding value is returned, 

otherwise nil is returned. For example: 

(get x 'a) will return (I), 
(get x 'e) will return (I 2 3 4 5), 
(get x 'f) will return nil, 
(get y 'f) will return (1 2 3 4 5 6), etc. 

Getf: It is very similar to the Get function. The only difference between Get and Getf is 

that Get requires its first argument to be a symbol whose value must be a list, whereas 

Getf can accept both a symbol or its value itself. For example: 

(GETF x 'a) will return (1), 
(getf '(a (I) b (I 2) c (I 2 3) d (1 2 3 4) e (I 2345» 'a) will also return (I), 
(getf (getf (getf '(a (b (c 10.0))) 'a) 'b) 'c) will return 10.0, etc. 

That is, unlike function Get, function Getf can be nested as needed. 

Append: The arguments to append function are lists. It returns a list that is a 

concatenation of its arguments. For example: 

(append '(a b c) '(d e) '(f» will return (a b c d e f) 
(append x y) will return (a (1) b (1 2) c (1 2 3) d (1 2 3 4) e (I 2 3 4 5) f (1 2 3 4 5 6» 
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Cons: It takes two arguments. The first argument mayor may not be a list, whereas the 

second argument must be a list. It returns a list whose first element is the first argument 

and rest is the second argument. For example: 

(cons 'a '(b c» will return (a b c) 
(cons '(a b c) '(d e f» will return «a b c) d e f) 

Push: It is very similar to the Cons function. The difference between Cons and Push 

functions is that Cons does not alter or destroy its arguments, whereas Push does. For 

example: 

(setf x '(a b c) y '(d e f» 
(cons x y) will return «a b c) d e f) 

which can be assigned to another symbol, keeping x and y intact, whereas 

(push x y) will return «a b c) d e f) 

which will be assigned to y. 

Thus, after application of Push, y becomes «a b c) d e f). That is, Push helps in efficient 

memory allocation when needed. 

Pop: It is similar to Rest. Once again, the difference between Rest and Pop functions is 

that Rest does not alter or destroy its arguments, whereas Pop does. For example, 

(setf x '(a bed» 
(rest x) will return (b c d) 

which can be assigned to another symbol, keeping x intact, whereas 
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(pop x) will return (b c d) 

and that becomes the value of x. That is, similar to the Push function, the Pop function 

also helps in efficient memory allocation when needed. 

There are many other LISP functions, however, the ones described above are the 

most basic and commonly used. Also, as the purpose of this section is to highlight some of 

the important features of LISP from the present application point of view, the above 

presentation serves the purpose. 
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APPENDIX B 

THEORY OF FUZZY SETS 

Some of the operations from the theory of fuzzy sets, relevant to the multi-criteria 

decision-making methods presented in Chapter 3, are presented in this section. The 

difference between a fuzzy set and a conventional set is outlined first, followed by a 

description of some of the operations on a fuzzy set. Numerous references are published 

on this ever-growing field. They include the applied and theoretical aspects of the theory 

of fuzzy sets. Some of the relevant references are [38, 40, 80, 81, 82, 85]. Professor 

Zadeh of the University of Berkeley is considered the father of the theory of fuzzy sets as 

he was the first to conceptualize this theory. 

B.l Conventional Set vs. Fuzzy Set 

The conventional set may be characterized by the function 

rp : x -+ { 0, 1 } (B-1 ) 

which associates with each element of a universe of discourse X either 0 or I. This means 

that a particular element belongs to the set or does not. That is, there is a clear cut 

differentiation of the elements belonging and not belonging to the set. Zadeh [80] replaced 

the characteristic function by the so-called membership function, defined as 

J.L : x -+ [0, 1] (B-2) 

Thus, the membership function takes on the values from interval [0,1]. That is, transition 

from belonging to not-belonging is gradual, which gives us some means for handling 

vagueness. 
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A fuzzy set A in a universe of discourse X = {x} is denoted by A 1. X and is 

defined as the following set of ordered pairs 

A = (x, IlA(X» ¥ XEX (B-3) 

where IlA : x -t [0 I] is the membership function of A and IlA (x) is the grade of 

membership of x E X in A. 

B.2 Normal Fuzzy Set 

A fuzzy set is said to be normal if 

max IlA(x) = I 
x EX 

i.e., IlA (x) = 1 for at least one x E X. Otherwise, the fuzzy set is called subnormal. 

B.3 a-Cut 

(B-4) 

The a-cut (a-level set) of a fuzzy set A C X, written as Aa , is the following set 

Aa = {x, IlA (x) ~ a} ¥XEX (B-5) 

and if "~" is replaced by">", then such an a-cut is said to be a strong o-cut. 

B.4 Sum of Fuzzy Sets 

The algebraic sum of two fuzzy sets, A, B 1. X, written as A ® B, is defined as 

¥ XEX (B-6) 
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B.5 Product of Fuzzy Sets 

The product of a scalar a e R and a fuzzy set A 1 x, written as a.A, is defined as 

¥ xeX 

B.6 Union and Intersection of Fuzzy Sets 

The union and the intersection of fuzzy sets A, B 1. X are defined as [81] 

J.'A+B(X) = I'A(x) A I'B(x) 

I'AnB(x) = I'A(x) V J1.s(x) 

¥xeX 

¥ x e X 

(B-7) 

(B-8) 

(B-9) 

respectively, where A and V are maximum and minimum operators, respectively. These 

are called "hard" definitions, subsequently the following "soft" definitions are proposed 

¥ x e X 

¥ xeX 

(B-IO) 

(B-ll ) 

These are identical to the algebraic sum and product of the fuzzy sets, respectively. These 

operations satisfy the commutative and associative properties. 

B.7 Membership Functions 

These basic operations will be extended and applied towards the development of the 

proposed methods. The Q-cut (Eq. B-5) of a fuzzy set will be the basis for the proposed 

non-compensatory method and the soft definition of union of fuzzy set (Eq. B-IO) will be 

the basis for the proposed compensatory method. 

As the problem involves multi-criteria (multi-attributes), let wk be the importance 

parameter of the kth attribute such that 



m L Wk = I 

k=l 
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(B-12) 

where m is the total number of attributes. Also, the membership function for each fuzzy 

attribute set may be obtained in the following manner. Let Xij by the ith attribute rating 

for the jth alternative. The membership function is defined as 

for maximization 

for minimization 

where Ximax = m~x Xij for the ith attribute, and 
J 

X _min X f h ·th ·b imin - • ij or tel attrl ute. 
J 

(B-13) 

It is obvious from the above definition that it is an open membership function since 

it does not include zero or the least wanted members. 

An alternative definition which strictly follows the membership function defined by 

fuzzy set theory is 

Xii - X imin 

X imax - X imin 

X imax - Xij 
X imax - X imin 

for maximization 

(B-14) 

for minimization 

This definition represents a closed membership function since it is inclusive of both 

the least and the most wanted members. The fuzzy set obtained by either of the above 

definitions is a normal fuzzy set. 
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B.B Contrast Intensification 

The membership grade obtained using either of the above definitions of 

membership function may be modified to artificially boost their grades up or down in a 

fuzzy set as follows: 

#SA = 2 [#SA J2 

=1-2[1-#SAJ
2 

for 0 ~ J.i.A ~ 0.5 

for 0.5 ~ #SA ~ 1.0 

(B-15) 

The above equation, called Contrast Intensification of fuzzy sets [40], increases the 

membership grade above 0.5 and diminishes it below 0.5. The membership grades of 0, 

0.5 and 1.0 are invariants. 
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APPENDIX C 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 

The research presented in this thesis involved the application of three important 

topics, namely Artificial Intelligence and Expert Systems, Multi-Criteria Decision Making 

and the Theory of Fuzzy Sets, to the structural design problem. The references cited in 
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APPENDIX D 

SESSION WITH THE EXPERT SEISD: PLATE DESIGN 

A plate design problem is dealt with in this session. The problem statement is 

given as follows. 

An intended plate is subjected to transverse uniform pressure loads and its material 

should be light weight and should have good strength. 

This session is sim\Jar to the beam design session. The interactions between the user 

and the Expert-SEISD for this session are shown in Figures D.I through DA. The context 

presented in these figures is self-explanatory and similar to the beam design session 

reviewed in Chapter 4. The flow of the design process is the same in both sessions. One 

distinction between a beam and plate design is that the beam can have various cross

sections such as a solid section, closed section or open section, which are inferred from the 

user-supplied information on loadings, whereas plates are of various shapes, such as 

rectangular plate, circular plate, elliptical plate, etc., and the user should select the shape 

which meets the requirements. As shown in Figures D.3 and D.4, the user redesigns the 

eJliptical plate by changing the intensity and the area of distribution of the centroidal 

uniform pressure load acting on the plate. An attempt was made to increase the intensity 

of the pressure load over the center of the plate. As the total magnitude of the pressure 

load remained the same, it resulted in an increase in the plate thickness, as shown in 

Figures D.2h, D.31 and DAI. 
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Help Window Interactive Output Window 

What is the name of the structure you want to 
design? 

Interectlve Input Window 

STRUCTURE-2 

Figure D.la Screen display showing STRUCTURE-2 as name of the structure 
to be designed. 

Help Window 

OPTIONS Fa< THIS QUESTION ARE GIVEN IN 
Interactive Output Window. 

YOU CAN SELECT anyone of the 7 OR any possible 
combination of the first 5. For example: 

I If only WEIGHT of the material of 
STRUCTURE-2 is Important for design. 

(I 3) If WEIGHT and STIFFNESS of the 
material of STRUCTURE-2 are 
Important for design. 

To print Known-Unknown variables at this stage, 
pi ease enter 0 (zero). If you do so, this question 
will repeat itself after printing lhe Known
Unknown variables. 

Interactive Output Window 

Here is a set of design parameters. Which of these 
parameters are important for the material of 
STRUCTURE-2? 

Please enler 

1 FOR WEIGHT 
2 FOR COST 
3 FOR STIFFNESS 
4 FOR YIELD-STRENGTH 
5 FOR THERMAL-CONDUCTIVITY 
6 IF YOU ARE UNCERTAIN 
7 FOR NONE OF THE ABOVE 

Interectlve Input Window 

(1 4) 

Figure D.lb First display for question on design parameters for 
STRUCTURE-2. 
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Help Window Interective Output Window 

OPTIONS Frn THIS OUEST ION ARE GIVEN IN Here Is a sel of design paramelers. Which of lhese 
Interacllve Oulpul Window. paramelers are Imporlanl for the material of 

STRUCTURE-2? 
YOU CAN SELECT anyone of the 7 OR any possible 
comblnallon of the firsl 5. For example: Please enler 

1 If only Hardness of the material of the 1 FOR HARDNESS 
STRUCTURE-2 Is Important for design 2 FOR FRACTURE-TOUGHNESS 

(1 3) If HARDNESS and THERMAL-EXPANSION 3 FOR THERMAL-EXPANSION 
of lhe malerlal of STRUCTURE -2 ore 4 FOR CORROSION-RESISTANCE 
Importanl for design 5 FOR TENSILE-STRENGTH 

6 IF YCll ARE UNCERTAIN 
To print Known-Unknown variables at this stage, 7 FOR NONE OF THE ABOVE 
please enler 0 (zero). If you do so, lhis queslion 
will repeal Ilself arLer prlnllng Known-Unknown 
variables. 

Interectlve Input Window 

7 

Figure D.lc Second display for question on design parameters for 

STRUCIURE-2. 

Help Window Interectlve Output Window 

OPTIONS Frn THIS QUESTION ARE GIVEN IN Which lype of material is appropriate for design 
Interactive Output Window. of STRUCTURE-2? 

YOU CAN SELECT anyone of lhem. For example: Please enler 

1 If you think ISOTROPIC Is appropriate 1 FOR ISOTROPIC 
lype of material 2 FOR COMPOSITE 

2 If you lhlnk COMPOSITE is appropriate 
lype of material 

To print Known-Unknown variables al this stage, 
please enler 0 (zero). If you do so, lhls question 
will repeat Ilself arLer printing Known-Unknown 
variables. 

Interective Input Window 

1 

Figure D.ld Display for type of material selection for STRUCIURE-2. 

-.-.--------------------------------------------1 



Help Wlnlklw 

OPTIONS FOR THIS QUESTIONS ARE GIVEN IN 
Interactive Output Window. 

YOU CAN SELECT anyone of them. For example: 

1 If structure can primarily be designed as a 
BEAM 

2 If structure can primarily be designed as a 
PLATE 

To print Known-Unknown variables at this stage, 
Please enter 0 (zero). If you do so, lhls Question 
will repeat Itself after printing Known-Unknown 
variables. 

InterucUvo Output Window 

The primary structural components are BEAM, 
PLATE, etc. Which component represents 
STRUCTURE-2? 

Please enter 

1 FOR BEAM 
2 FOR PLATE 

Inteructlve Input Window 

2 
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FigUre D.le Display for structllTal component selection for SfRUCTURE-2. 

Help Window Interectlve Output Window 

For YIELD-STRENGTH as one of design YiElD-STRENGTH Is one of your design parameter. 
parameters, you can enter: Please enter its Importance between 0 and 10 and 

8 certainty parameter between 0.5 and 1.0 
(10 Il If it is one of the most Important Indicating how much certain you are about Its 

design parameter and you are fully importance among 
cerlaln aboullt. 

(B 1) If It Is one of very important design 
parameter and you are fully cerlain YIELD-STRENGTH 
aboul it. WEIGHT 

(80.8) If it Is one of very Important design 
parameter and you are about eo 
percent certain about it. 

(1 1) if it is one of the least imporlant 
design parameter and you are fully 
cerlain about It. 

Please note that you cannot be less lhan 50 
percent certain about Importance you assign Interoctive Input Wlnclow 
to any design parameter. 

(0 1.0) 

Figure D.Jf Display for importance of YIELD-STRENGTH as design 
parameter for STRUcruRE-2. 
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Help Window Interuetlvc Output Window 

For WEIGHT as one of design WEIGHT Is one of your design parameter. 
parameters. you can enter: Please enter Its importance between 0 and 10 and 

D certainty parameter between 0.5 and 1.0 
(10 1) If It Is one of the most important Indicating how much certain you are about its 

design parameter and you are fully importance among 
certain aboutll. 

(6 1) If it Is one of very Important design 
parameter and you are fully certain YIELD-STRENGTH 
aboutll. WEIGHT 

(60.6) If it is one of very Important design 
parameter and you are about 60 
percent certain about Il. 

(1 1) If It is one of the least important 
deSign parameter and you are fully 
certain about it. 

Please note that you cannot be less than 50 
percent certain about Importance you assign InterocUyc Input Window 
to any design parameter. 

(5 1.0) 

Figure D.lg Display for importance of WEIGHT as design 
parameter for SfRUCTURE-2. 

Help Window Interuellye Output Window 

Material selection decision making In progress. 
Please wait! 

Material for 5TRUCTURE-2 15 

H II-MOO-STEEL 

Figure D.th 

Type Ant Key To Continue 

InterocUye Input Window 

Display showing HII-MOD-SfEEL as material for 
STRUCTURE-2. 
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Help Window InterocUve Output Window 

OPTIONS FOO THIS QUESTIONS ARE GIVEN IN For shape of the plate 
Inlerac live Outpul Window. 

Please enter 
YOU CAN SELECT anyone of them. For example: 

1 FOR EQUILATERAl-TRIANGULAR-PLATE 
2 If your plate Is rectangular In shape 2 FOR RECTANGULAR-PLATE 
6 If your plate is elliptic in shape :3 FOR CIRCULAR-PLATE 

4 FOR ISOSCELE-TRIANGULAR-PLATE 
To print Known-Unk.nown variables at this stage. S FOR EQUILATERAL-POL YGONAL-PLATE 
please enler 0 (zero). If you do so. this question 6 FOR ELLIPTICAL-PLATE 
will repeat Itself after printing Known-Unknown 
variables. 

Interactive Input Window 

6 

Figure D.li Display for question on plate shape. 

Help Window Inleroctive Output Window 

For example: Please enter 

(20.0 lS.0) - MAJOR RADIUS OF THE PLATE 
- MINOR RADIUS OF THE PLA TE 

for an elliptical plate with major radius of 20.0 
Inth and minor radius of 15.0 inCh. 

To print Known-Unknown variables at this stage. 
please enler 0 (zero). If you do so. this question 
will repeat Itself after printing Known-Unknown 
variables. 

Interactive Input Window 

(75.050.0) 

Figure D.lj Display of question on elliptical plate dimensions. 
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Help Wlnmw InterllCtivo Output Wlnmw 

OPTIONS F~ THIS QUESTION ARE GIVEN IN 
Interactive Output Window. For loads acting on the PLATE 

YOU CAN SELECT anyone or any possible Please enter 

combination of them. For example: 
1 FOR TRANSVERSE-LOADS 

1 If only TRANSVERSEOLOADS are 2 FOR AXIAL-LOADS 

acting on the plate 
(12) If both TRANSVERSE-LOADS and 

AXIAL-LOADS are acting on the plate 

To print Known-Unknown variables at this stage, 
please enter 0 (zero). If you do so, this Question' 
will repeat Itself after printing Known-Unknown 
varoables. 

IntorllCtive Input Winmw 

1 

Figure D.lk Display for types of loads acting on the plate. 

Help Winmw InterllCtivo Output WinlfDw 

OPTIONS FOR THIS OUESTIONS ARE GIVEN IN For Transverse loads acting on the plate 
Interactive Output Window. 

Please enter 
YOU CAN SELECT anyone or any possible 
combination of them. For example: I FOR POINT -LOADS 

2 FOR UNIFORM-PRESSURE-LOADS 
1 If only POINT-LOADS are acting 

on the plate 
(I 2) If both POINT-LOADS and 

UNIFORM-PRESSURE-LOADS are 
acting on the plate 

To print Known-Unknown variables at this stage, 
please enter 0 (zero). If you do 50, this Question 
will repeat Itself after printing Known-Unknown 
variables. 

IntorllCtivo Input Window 

2 

Figure 0.11 Display for types of transverse loads acting on the plate. 
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Help Winoow Interective Output Window 

For example: For UNIFORM-PRESSURE-LOADS acting on the 
ELLIPTICAL PLATE 

(1000.00.00.060.0) 
Please enter 

ror an unlrorm pressure load or Intensity 1000.0 
Ib/lnch square centered about centroid <0.0 0.0) - INTENSITY OF Tf£ PRESSURE LOAD 
or the plate and distributed aver the area or 60.0 - X-COOODINATE OF THE CENTER OF LOAD 
Inch square. DISTRIBUTION 

- Y-COOODINATE OF THE CENTER OF LOAD 
To print Known-Unknown variables at this stage, DISTRIBUTION 
please enter 0 (zero). Ir you do so, this Question - APPROXIMATE AREA OF DISTRIBUTION 
will repeat Itselr arLer printing Known-Unknown 
variables. 

InterDCtive Input Window 

(1000.0 0.0 0.0 SO.O) 

Figure D.lm Display of question on uniform pressure load during design of 
elliptical plate. 

Help Window Interective Output Window 

Is there ar,other UNIFORM-PRES SURE-LOADS 
acting on the PLATE? (Y or N) 

IntcrDCtivo Input Window 

N 

Figure D.ln Display shows no more uniform pressure loads for design 
of the plate. 
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Help Window InterncUve Output Window 

If you enter 'n' or 'N', It will lead to another Expert-Selsd recommends 
question for you to select the 
CONSTRAINTS MAXIMUM-STRESS 
from the data base, 

as possible CONSTRAINTS for PLATE design, 

Do you accept the recommended - CONSTRAINTS? 

Interective Input Window 

N 

Figure D.2a Display showing recommended constraints for plate design. 

Help Window Interactive Output Window 

OPTIONS FOR THIS OUESTION ARE GIVEN IN For constraints on the plate 
Interactive Output Window. 

Please enter 
YOU CAN SELECT anyone of the 3 or any possible 
combination of the first 2. For example: I FOR MAXIMUM-DEFLECTION 

2 FOR MAXIMUM-STRESS 
I If you want to have MAXIMUM-DEFLECTION 3 IF YOU ARE UNCERTAIN 

of the plate constrained. 

To print Known-Unknown variables at this stage, 
please enter 0 (zero). If you do so, this question 
will repeat Itself after printing Known-Unknown 
variables. 

Interecthre Input Window 

0 

Figure D.2b Display shows user wants to print known-unknown 
variables before question on constaints on the plate. 



Help Window Interactive Output Window 

Known variables ror STRUCTURE-2 design are: 

Design-parameters: Type Any Key To Continue 
(YIELD-STRENGTH WEIGHT) 

Structural-material: 
H 11 -MOD-STEEL 

Struc tural-component 
PLATE 

Plate-shape: 
ELLIPTICAL -PLA TE 

Plate-dimensions: 
(75.0 50,0) 

Loads: 
(TRANSVERSE-LOADS 

(uNIFORM-PRESSURE-LOADS 
«(1000.00.00.050.0))) 

Interactive Input Window 

Figure D.2c Display showing known variables before constraints 
assignment for plate design. 

Help Window Inteructlve Output WindoW 

Unknown variables ror STRUCTURE-2 design are: 

Boundary-condi lions 
Type Any Key To Continue 

Constraints 
PI ate-thi ckness 

Interactive Input Window 
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Fjgure D.2d Display showing unknown variables before constraints 
assignment for plate design. 
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OPTIONS Frn THIS QUESTION ARE GI VEN IN For constraints on the plate 
Interactive Output Window. 

Please enter 
YOU CAN SELECT anyone of the 3 or any possible 
combination of the first 2. For example: 1 FOR MAXIMUM-DEFLECTION 

2 FOR MAXIMUM-STRESS 
1 If you wont to have MAXIMUM-DEFLECTION 3 IF YOU ARE UNCERTAIN 

of the plate constrained. 

To print Known-Unknown variables at this stage, 
please enter 0 (zero). If you do so, this Question 
will repeat Itself after printing Known-Unknown 
variables. 

Interactive Input Window 

(I 2) 

Figure D.2e Display showing set of constraints for plate design. 

Help Window Interectlve Output Window 

If you enter 'n . or 'If, it will lead to another Question Expert-Seisd recommends 
for you to select the 
BOUNDARY-CONDITIONS from the data base. CLAMPED 
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as possible BOUNDARY-CONDITIONS ror plate design. 

Figure D.2f 

Do you accept the recommended -
BOUNDARY -CONDITI ONS? 

Interactive Input Window 

y 

Display showing recommended boundary conditions for plate design. 

----------------_._---------
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Help Window Interective Output Window 

As aii the speclficallons necessary for preliminary 
design lo proceed wilh are exlracled, Experl-SEISD 
proceeds wllh the preliminary design of 
S TRUe TURE -2. 

Please wall I 

Interective Input Window 

Figure D.2g Display showing preliminary design of STRUCTURE-2 in progress. 

Help Window Interective Output Window 

The reQuired PLATE-THICKNESS is 

1.2032 il1ch 

Type Any Key To Conlinue 

Interective Input Window 

Figure D.2h Display showing required plate thickness as determined by the 
preliminary design. 
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Help Window Interoctive Output Window 

OPTIONS FOR THIS QUESTIONS ARE GIVEN IN Design of STRUCTURE-2 is completed. 
Interactive Ouutput Window. 

Please enter 
YOU CAN SELECT anyone of them. For example: 

1 TO REDESIGN STRUCTURE-2 
1 To redesign STRUCTURE -2 by changing 2 TO DESIGN ANOTHER STRUCTURE 

some of the design variables 3 TO EXIT TO WINDOW TOP LEVEL 
3 To exit at window top level 

To print Known-Unknown variables at this stage, 
please enter 0 (zero). If you do 50, this question 
will repeat Itself after printing Known-Unknown 
variables. 

Interactive Input Window 

I 

Figure D.3a Display showing options at completion of 
preliminary design of STRUCTURE-2. 

Help Window Interactive Output Winoow 

OPTIONS FOR THIS QUESTIONS ARE GIVEN IN Which of the following you may want to change 
Interactive Output Window. for redesign of STRUCTURE-2? 

YOU CAN SELECT anyone of them. For example: Please enter 

1 If you want to change desi gn parameters such 1 FOR CHANGE-IN-DESIGN-PARAMETERS 
85 WEIGHT, COST, etc. 2 FOR CHANGE-IN-STRUCTURAL-MATERIAL -TYPE 

2 If you want to change design parameters and 3 FOR NO-CHANGE-IN-ANY-OF-THE-ABOVE 
type of material such as ISOTROPIC, 
COMPOSI TE, elc. 

Interactive Input Window 

3 

Figure D.3b Display showing options for first redesign of STRUCIURE-2. 
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Help Window Inter-octive Output Window 

OPTIONS FOO THIS OUESTIONS ARE GIVEN IN Which of the following you may want to change for 
Interactive Output Window, redesign of the Plate? 

YOU MAY SELECT anyone of them, For example: Please enter 

1 To change Inferred variables such as 1 FOR CHANGE-IN-INFERRED-VARIABLES 
CONSTRAINTS, BOUNDARY-CONDITIONS, etc, 2 FOR CHANGE-IN-LOADS-ON-THE-PLA TE 

2 To change loads acting on the plate and 3 FOR CHANGE-IN-PLATE-DIMENSIONS 
inferred design variables 4 FOR-NO-CHANGE -IN-ANY -OF -THE -ABOVE 

3 To change plate dimensions, loads acting on 
the plate and inferred variables 

Internctive Input Window 

2 

Figure D.3c Display showing options for first redesign of the plate. 

Help Window Internctive Output Window 

OPTIONS FOO THIS QUESTION ARE GIVEN IN For loads acting on the PLATE 
Interactive Output Window, 

Please enter 
YOU CAN SELECT anyone or any possible 
combinati on of them, For example: 1 FOR TRANSVERSE-LOADS 

2 FOR AXIAL-LOADS 
1 If only TRANSVERSEOLOADS are 

acting on the plate 
(12) If both TRANSVERSE-LOADS and 

AXIAL-LOADS are acting on the plate 

To print Known-Unknown variables at this stage, 
please enter 0 (zero), If you do so, this question' 
will repeat Itself after printing Known-Unknown 
varoables, 

InterllCtive Input Window 

1 

Figure D.3d Display for types of loads for first redesign of the plate. 
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Help Window Interactive Output Window 

OPTIONS Frn THIS QUESTION ARE GIVEN IN For transverse loads acting on the PLATE 
Interactive Output Window. 

Please enter 
YOU MAY SELECT anyone or AnY possible 
combination of them. For example: 1 FOR POINT-LOADS 

2 FOR UNIFORM-PRESSURE-LOADS 
1 If only POINT-LOADS are acting on the 

plate 
(1 2) If both POINT -LOADS and 

UNIFORM-PRESSURE-LOADS ore 
acting on the plate 

To print Known-Unknown variables at this stage, 
please enter 0 (zero). If you do so, this Question 
will repeat Itself after printing Known-Unknown 
variables. 

Interoctive Input Window 

2 

Figure D.3e Display for types of transverse loads for first redesign of the plate. 

Help Window Interoctive Output Window 

For example: For UNIFORM-PRESSURE-LOADS acting on the 
ELLIPTICAL PLATE 

(1000.00.00.060.0) 
Please enter 

for an uniform pressure load of intensity 1000.0 
Ib/inch sQuare centered about centroid (0.0 0.0) - INTENSITY OF THE PRESSURE LOAD 
or the plate and distributed over the area or 60.0 - X-COrnDINA TE OF THE CENTER OF LOAD 
inch sQuare. DISTRIBUTION 

- Y-COrnDINA TE OF THE CENTER OF LOAD 
To print Known-Unknown variables at this stage, DISTRIBUTION 
please enter 0 (zero). If you do so, this Question - APPROXIMATE AREA OF DISTRIBUTION 
will repeat itself after printing Known-Unknown 
variables. 

Interoctive Input WtnllDw 

(2000.0 0.0 0.0 25.0) 

Figure D.3f Display of question on uniform pressure load during 
first redesign of elliptical plate, 



Help Window Intcroctive Output Window 

Is there another UNIFORM-PRESSURE-LOADS 
acting on the PLATE? ( V or N ) 

Interociive Input Window 

N 

Figure 0.3g Display shows no more uniform pressure load for 
first redesign of the plate. 

Help Window Intcroctive output Window 

If you enler 'n' or 'N', It will lead lo another Experl-Selsd recommends 
Question for you to select the 
CONSTRAINTS (MAXIMUM-STRESS) 
from the dala base, 

8S possible CONSTRAINTS (or plale design, 
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Do you accept the recommended - CONSTRAINTS? 

InterucUve Input Window 

if 

Figure D,3h Display showing recommended constraints for 
first redesign of the plate. 
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Help Window Interactive Output Window 

OPTIONS Fffi THIS OUESTION ARE GIVEN IN For constraints on the plate 
Interactive Output Window. 

Please enter 
YOU CAN SELECT anyone of the 3 or any possible 
combination of the first 2. For eKample: 1 FOR MAXIMUM-DEFLECTION 

2 FOR MAXIMUM-STRESS 
1 If you want to have MAXIMUM-DEFLECTION 3 IF YOU ARE UNCERTAIN 

of the plate constrained. 

To print Known-Unknown variables at this stage, 
please enLer 0 (zero). If you do so, this question 
will repeat Itself after printing Known-Unknown 
variables. 

Interoctlve Input Window 

(I 2) 

Figure D,3i Display showing set of constraints for first redesign of the plate, 

Help Window Interective Output Window 

If you enLer 'n ' or N', It will lead to another question EKpert-Selsd recommends 
for you to select the 
BOUNDARY-CONDITIONS from the data base. CLAMPED 

Figure D.3j 

as possible BOUNDARY-CONDITIONS for plate design. 

Do you accept the recommended -
BOUNDARY-CONDITIONS? 

Interoctive Input Window 

v 

Display showing recommended boundary conditions for 
first redesign of the plate. 
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Help Window InleracUve OUtput Window 

As ell the specifications necessary for preliminary 
design to proceed with ere extracted, Expert-SEISD 
proceeds with the preliminary design of 
STRUCTURE-2. 

Please weit ! 

InleracUvc Inpul Window 

Figure D.3k Display showing first preliminary design of STRUCTURE-2 in progress. 

Help Window InlerecUvc OUtpul Window 

The required PLATE-THICKNESS is 

Figure 0.31 

1.2036 inch 

Type Any Key To Continue 

InlermcUvc Inpul Window 

Display showing required plate thickness as determined by the first 
preliminary design. 



Help Window InterllCtive Output Window 

OPTIONS FeR THIS OUEST IONS ARE GIVEN IN Design of STRUCTURE-2 Is completed. 
Interactive Ouutput Window. 

Please enter 
YOU CAN SELECT anyone of them. For eKample: 

1 TO REDESIGN STRUCTURE-2 
I To redesign STRUCTURE-2 by changing 2 TO DESIGN ANOTHER STRUCTURE 

some of the design variables :3 TO EXIT TO Wlt-DOW TOP LEVEL 
:3 To sKit at window top level 

To print Known-Unknown variables at this stage, 
please enLer 0 (zaro). If you do so, this question 
will repeat Itself arter printing Known-Unknown 
variables. 

Interactive Input Window 

I 

Figure DAa Display showing options at completion of first 
preliminary design of STRUCTURE-2. 

Help Window InterllCtive Output Window 

OPTIONS FeR THIS OUESTIONS ARE GIVEN IN Which of the following you may want to change 
Interactive Output Window. for redesign of STRUCTURE-2? 

YOU CAN SELECT anyone of them. For eKample: Please enter 

I If you want to change design parameters such I FOR CHANGE-IN-DESIGN-PARAMETERS 
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as WEIGHT, COST, etc. 2 FOR CHANGE-IN-STRUCTURAL-MATERIAL -TYPE 
2 If you want to change design parameters and :3 FOR NO-CHANGE-IN-ANY-OF-THE-ABOVE 

type of materl.1 such .s ISOTROPIC, 
COMPOSITE, etc. 

Interactive Input Window 

3 

Figure DAb Display showing options for second redesign of STRUCTURE-2. 
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Help Window IntenICtive output Window 

OPTIONS FOO THIS QUESTIONS ARE GIVEN IN Which of the following you may want to change for 
Interactive Output Window. redesign of the Plate? 

YOU MAY SELECT anyone of them. For example: Pleasa enter 

1 To change Inferred variables such as I FOR CHANGE-IN-INFERRED-VARIABLES 
CONSTRAINTS, BOUNDARY-CONDITIONS, etc. 2 FOR CHANGE -IN-LOADS-ON-THE-PLA TE 

2 To change loads acting on the plete and :3 FOR CHANGE-IN-PLATE-DIMENSIONS 
Inferred design variables 4 FOR-NO-CHANGE -IN-ANY -OF -THE -ABOVE 

:3 To change plate dimensions, loads acting on 
the plete and Inferred variables 

InterocUve Input Window 

2 

Figure D.4c Display showing options for second redesign of the plate. 

Help Window I nteroctive Output Window 

OPTIONS FOO THIS QUESTION ARE GIVEN IN For loads acting on the PLATE 
Interactive Output Window. 

Please enter 
YOU CAN SELECT anyone or any possible 
combination of them. For example: 1 FOR TRANSVERSE-LOADS 

2 FOR AXIAL-LOADS 

1 If only TRANSVERSEOLOADS are 
acting on the plate 

(1 2) If both TRANSVERSE-LOADS and 
AXIAL-LOADS are acting on the plate 

To print Known-Unknown variables at this stage. 
please enler 0 (zero). If you do so, lhis question' 
will repeat Itself after printing Known-Unknown 
varoables. 

Interoctive Input Window 

1 

Figure D.4d Display for types of loads for second redesign of the plate. 
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Help Window Interactive Output Window 

OPTIONS Fm THIS OIJESTION ARE GIVEN IN For transverse loads acting on the PLATE 
Interactive Output Window. 

Pleese enter 
YOU MAY SELECT anyone or any possible 
combination of them. For example: 1 FOR POINT-LOADS 

2 FOR UNIFORM-PRESSURE-LOADS 
1 If only POINT -LOADS are acting on the 

plate 
(12) If both POINT -LOADS and 

UNIFORM-PRESSURE-LOADS are 
acting on the plate 

To print Known-Unknown variables at this stage, 
please enler 0 (zero). If you do so, this question 
will repeat Itself after printing Known-Unknown 
variables. 

Inter-octlve Input Window 

2 

Figure D.4e Display for types of transverse loads for second redesign of the plate. 

Help Window Interactive Output Window 

For example: For UNIFORM-PRESSURE-LOADS acting on the 
ELLIPTICAL PLATE 

(1000.00.00.060.0) 
Please enter 

for an uniform pressure load of Intensity 1000.0 
Ib/lnch square centered about centroid <0.0 0,0) - INTENSITY OF THE PRESSURE LOAD 
of the plate and distributed CHer the area of 60.0 - X-CDmDINATE OF THE CENTER OF LOAD 
Inch square. DISTRIBUTION 

- Y-CDmDINATE OF THE CENTER OF LOAD 
To print Known-Unknown variables at this stage, DISTRIBUTION 
please enter 0 (zero). If you do so, this question - APPROXIMATE AREA OF DISTRIBUTION 
will repeat Itself after printing Known-Unknown 
variables. 

Interactive Input Window 

(5000.0 0.0 0.0 10.0) 

Figure D.4f Display of question on uniform pressure load during 
seco.nd redesign of elliptical plate. 



Help Winlklw Intcroctivc Output Winlklw 

Is there another UNIFORM-PRESSURE-LOADS 
acting on the PLA TE? ( Y or N ) 

Interactive Input Winlklw 

N 

Figure D.4g Display shows no more uniform pressure load for 
second redesign of the plate, 

Help Window Ilitcroctive Output Winlklw 

Ir you enter 'n' or 'N', It will lead to another Expert-Selsd recommends 
question ror you to select the 
CONSTRAINTS (MAXI MUM-STRESS) 
rrom lhe data base, 

as possible CONSTRAINTS ror plate design, 
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Do you accepl the recommended - CONSTRAINTS? 

Figure D.4h 

Interactive Input Window 

" 

Display showing recommended constraints for 
second redesign of the plate, 
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Help Window Interactive Output Window 

OPTIONS FOO THIS QUESTION ARE GIVEN IN For constraints on the plate 
Interactive Output Window, 

Please enter 
YOU CAN SELECT anyone of the 3 or any possible 
comblnal1on of the first 2, For example: I FOR'MAX IMUM-DEFLECTION 

2 FOR MAXIMUM-STRESS 
1 If you want to have MAXIMUM-DEFLECTION 3 IF YOU ARE UNCERTAIN 

of the pillte constrained, 

To print Known-Unknown variables at this stage, 
please enler 0 (zero), If you do so, this question 
will repeat Itself after printing Known-Unknown 
variables, 

Interective Input Window 

(I 2) 

Figure D.4i Display showing set of constraints for second redesign of the plate, 

Help Window Interactive Output Window 

If you enter 'n ' or 'N', It will lead to another question Expert-Seisd recommends 
(or you Lo se lecL the 
BOUNDARY-CONDITIONS (rom the data base, CLAMPED 

Figure D.4j 

as possible BOUNDARY-CONDITIONS (or plate design, 

Do you accept the recommended -
BOUNDARY-CONDITIONS? 

Interective Input Window 

y 

Display showing recommended boundary conditions for 
second redesign of the plate. 



Help Window Interactive Output Window 

As all the speciricalions necessary ror preliminary 
design lo proceed wllh are exlracled. Experl-SEISD 
proceeds wilh the preliminary design or 
STRUCTURE-2. 

Please wall I 

Interactive Input Window 

Figure D.4k Display showing second preliminary design of 
STRUCfURE-2 in progress. 

Help Window Interactive Output Window 

The required PlA TE-THICKNESS is 

1.2038 inch 

Type Any Key To Continue 

Interactive Input Window 
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Figure D.41 Display showing required plate thickness as determined by the 
second preliminary design. 



Help Wlnoow Interactive Output Window 

OPTIONS FCR THIS OUESTIONS ARE GIVEN IN Design of STRUCTURE-2 Is completed. 
Interactive OI.Iutput Window. 

Please enter 
YOU CAN SELECT anyone of them. For eKsmple: 

1 TO REDESIGN STRUCTURE-2 
1 To redesign STRUCTURE -2 by changing 2 TO DESIGN ANOTHER STRUCTURE 

some of the design variables 3 TO EXIT TO WINDOW TOP LEVEL 
3 To eKlt at window top level 

To print Known-Unknown variables at this stage, 
please enler 0 (zero). If you do so, this question 
will repeat Itself after printing Known-Unknown 
variables. 

Interactive Input Winoow 

3 

Figure D.4m Display showing options at completion of second 
preliminary design of STRUCTURE-2. 
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